
 

 

COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES LIMITED  
ONE- HUNDRED-AND-FIFTEENTH BOARD MEETING  
To be held at 5.00PM, Wednesday 23RD September 2020 
Via Teams 
 

 
Agenda A 

Item 
No 

Paper Purpose Time Responsible 
Officer 

1.  Welcome, Apologies and Quorum Note 2 Chair 

2.  Declarations of Interest  Note 2 Chair 

3.  Minutes of Previous Meeting and Action 
Tracker To Approve 2 Board 

4.  TPAS Stakeholder Engagement 
Programme Report To Note 10 Emma Gilpin 

from TPAS 

5.  CEO Verbal Update and Matters Arising  Note 5 CEO 

6.  

Annual Reports: 
i.Company Annual Report 
ii.Equality and Safeguarding Annual 
Report  

To Approve    15 
 

KL 
AH 

7.  F&A Chairs Report incl Annual Statement To Approve  10 JP 

8.  Transformation Project Update To Note  10 MA 

9.  Bribery Prevention, Gifts and Hospitality 
Policy 

To Approve 2 JPag 

10.  Leadership Plan Review To Approve 10 DP 

Q1 Performance Pack – Questions Arising 

11A Strategic Plan Assurance Report Q1 To Note 

20 

GM 

11B Medium Term Delivery Plan – Q1 KPI 
Report To Note KL/MA 

11C 

Health and Safety 
i.Health and Safety Compliance Report  
ii.Strategic Health and Safety Policy 
Statement 

 
To Note 

To Approve 
KL 

11D Voids Progress Assurance To Note KL 

11E Finance Report  To Note  CG 

 
12. 

 
Strategic Risk Register Update 

Discuss and 
Approve 10 MA 

13. 
 

Residents Panel Chairs Report including 
verbal update on building resident voice To Note 5 MC 

14. 

Any Other Business 
Interim Governance arrangements due to 
Coronavirus (Covid-19) expires 25th 
September 

Discuss 5 GM 



End of Open Meeting  
Agenda B – Confidential Board Meeting  

15. Minutes of Previous Meeting To Approve 2 Chair 

16. 
Business Development Panel Chairs 
Report  To Note 5 

 
NC 

17. 
 
F&A Confidential Minutes Discuss 2 

 
JP 

18. Confidential Finance Report  To Note 2 CG 

19. Programme 2020 Update To Note 10 GM 

20. Management Agreement Review Update To Note 5 GM 

 

 

 

Next Board Meeting –Thursday 15th October 2020 
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Colchester Borough Homes Limited 
 
Minutes of the Hundred and Thirteenth Board meeting held on Microsoft Teams on Wednesday 1st 
July 2020 at 5.00pm 
 
Present:   
Dirk Paterson (DP) Chair 
Cllr Nigel Chapman (NC) Vice Chair 
Gareth Mitchell (GM) CEO 
Cllr Lesley Scott-Boutell (LSB) Board Member 
Karen Smout (KS) Board Member 
Cllr Cyril Liddy (CL) Board Member 
Julie Parker (JP) Board Member 
Michael Campbell (MC) Board Member 
Paula Goddard (PG) Board Member 
Lorna Preece (LP) Board Member 
 
In attendance: 
Karen Loweman (KL) Director of Operations 
Matt Armstrong (MA) Director of Business Improvement 
Cong Gu (CG) Head of Finance 
Jo Paget  Governance Officer  
Luke Morris Scrutton Bland  
 
 
1. 
1.1 

Apologies and Quorum. 
No apologies were received, and the meeting was confirmed as being quorate. The Chair 
welcomed all those present to the meeting.  
 

2. 
 
2.1 

Declarations of Interest by Board Members and Officers 
 
No declarations were received 
 

3. 
 
3.1 
 

Minutes of Previous Meeting  
 
The minutes were accepted as being a true and accurate record of the meeting held on 
the 22nd April 2020 and were approved by the Board 
 

There being no objections or amendments the Board resolved to: 
i.APPROVE the Minutes of the Board Meeting on the 22nd April 2020 
 
4. 
 
4.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Matters Arising and Action Tracker 
 
GM provided an update on a question that was raised at the last meeting concerning 
Equality and Diversity impact assessments on the CBH Covid response.  
He advised that this work had been completed and had been published on the website 
alongside other EQIAs. GM advised that this assessment had meant that tools were now 
in place to aid communication when a tenants first language was not English, and there 
had also been some activity internally focused on staff wellbeing which was evidenced 
through the recent staff survey,  
GM advised that an EQIA was now being conducted for the CBH recovery plan and that 
this would be published in the normal way.  
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The Board resolved to: 
i. NOTE the Executive action tracker and update 
5. 
 
5.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

F&A Chairs Report 
 
JP introduced the report and advised the following: 
 
End of Year Accounts –F&A Committee considered the draft accounts and report from 
Scrutton Bland at their meeting on the 4th July. The final reports were now circulated to 
the Board which includes the annual governance statement and letter of representation 
which the Board need to consider. 
 
JP asked that Luke Morris address the Board with any other matters to note.  
 
LM advised that following the F&A Committee there had been some minor wording 
changes made to the reports. He advised that there had been logistical challenges with 
regards to the accounts this year due to Covid, the first of which was the late revision 
made by the actuaries to their report on the size of the pension deficit in the accounts 
resulting there was a late revision in the accounts from Scrutton Bland.  
The second challenge was to reconcile recharge balances between CBH and CBC which 
was tricky to do in a remote instance rather than face to face. He advised that the process 
that they had suggested to get around this was to request written confirmation from CBC 
of the balance to make sure everyone was in agreement however this confirmation had 
taken longer than anticipated. He advised that CBC had omitted one of the balances on 
their purchase ledger which had caused a delay in agreement, but this had now been 
resolved. LM continued that he was now awaiting the written confirmation from CBC.  
 
LM advised that he was happy for the accounts to be issued as Board approved and they 
would have an unqualified audit attached to them, which was a clean audit opinion and 
could be signed off.  
 
Questions from the Board – MA addressed the pre submitted questions from Board 
Members: 
 
How have we managed to decrease directors’ expenses from £10,642 to £3,921? 
MA advised that the previous Chair of the Board lived outside of Colchester so CBH 
accrued accommodation costs, and savings had also been made with fewer office-based 
meetings and catering costs.  
 
Sub-contractors costs up from 5.198 million to 7,146 million why is this? 
MA advised that these costs increased due to the capital works programme. There were 
works that happened at the end of the year where the Council were keen for CBH to clear 
the fencing backlog and to progress properties under the “right to buy back” project which 
meant CBH carrying out voids works on properties.  
 
Training and Seminars costs down from 142k to 72k does this mean a trend in not doing 
as much training and seminars etc? 
MA advised that a lot of training now took place online rather than sending on training 
courses and that the organisation of training throughout the year was now managed 
better with pooling numbers and focus on essential courses.  
 
Annual Governance Statement – should include something about addressing the 
compliance issues that flow from Grenfell? Are there any other compliance issues we 
should cover?  
MA advised that the housing sector were still awaiting the final enquiry and 
recommendations and therefore that this did not form part of the annual governance 
statement. He advised that when received this would be treated as business as usual to 
address any compliance recommendations that were issued.   
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5.3 
 
 
 
 
5.4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.5 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Letter of Representation - This includes Appendix 2 that we did not see at F and A 
committee – unadjusted errors. Could this be explained to the Board 
CG advised that in period 13 CBH had raised an invoice to CBC for Capital Works in 
error. CG explained that this error was not discovered in time to adjust and the amount 
was under the materiality threshold therefore a credit note had been raised in period 1 to 
adjust in the new financial year.  
 
Recommendations for risk tolerance – DP asked why there were two opposing risks for 
financial risk appetite? MA advised that with regards to “business as usual” operations the 
proposed appetite to risk was averse, but that the trading side of the business was open 
to risk.   
 
It was agreed that the board would approve the accounts for the Chair to sign subject to 
the letter of confirmation from the council being received and subject to wording changes, 
and that CG would liaise with LM to organise the logistics of signing the papers.   
 
Head of Internal Audit Opinion Report  
JP asked the Board to note the Head of Internal Audit opinion report which is factored into 
the annual governance statement. She advised that the F&A committee reported no 
issues from this report.  
 
Final Risk Register and Risk Appetite 
 
JP advised the Board that the risk register and risk appetite had been considered at F&A 
Committee through a workshop style exercise and the revised format that had been 
shared with Board was considered as the way forward. She advised that the Committee 
had worked to produce a risk appetite which was more user friendly. She advised that this 
item would be addressed in the later agenda item.  
 
Questions from the Board – MA addressed the pre submitted questions from Board 
Members: 
 
Is the risk regarding the extension of the management agreement commercially 
sensitive? MA advised that this was not considered sensitive as this information was in 
the public domain and would feature on the CBC Cabinet’s forward look in terms of 
decision on the extension.  
 

The Board resolved to: 
i. APPROVE the of End of Year Accounts 
ii. APPROVE the Annual Governance Statement  
iii. NOTE the Head of Internal Audit Opinion Report 19/20 
iv. APPROVE the Final Risk Register Format 
v. APPROVE the Risk Appetite 

6. 
 
6.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Recovery Plan  
 
MA presented the report and highlighted the following: 
 
The Communication and engagement plan had been working well and channels had 
been clearly identified to stream information to residents, CBC, the Board and staff. The 
Executive had carried out 3 live broadcasts to the company through Teams and had 
received around 70 attendees each time and had received positive feedback.  
 
The recovery plan and service recovery projects will be completed by the 31st August  
 
A lessons learnt exercise had been conducted by Heads of Service to share company 
wide, and a good example of this exercise had been highlighted in Housing Management 
with regards to rent arrears escalation letters. The team have found that sending these 
straightforward letters were not working and have instead adopted a nudge theory to 
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6.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

remind residents where they are with their finances. This theory will now be adopted 
across the company where similar processes are in place.  
 
Tenant Consultation will start in our Transformation phase which will be carried out 
between 1st September and the 31st March, this is to ensure that our new business as 
usual works for our residents too.  
 
The transformation stage will include Project 2020 where Heads of Service will 
recommence their restructures.  
 
Questions from the Board – MA addressed the pre submitted questions from Board 
Members: 
 
Lessons learnt table - Karen Williams notes 121’s haven’t always worked, firstly great that 
she recognised this, just wondering do we have any staff that we have concerns for 
mental health and wellbeing? And would these be staff we could consider moving back to 
the office first? 
 
MA advised that management were aware that conducting one to ones across Microsoft 
Teams in people’s homes means that staff may feel they cannot be as open as they 
might have been in the office environment. The Team were looking at different ways to 
conduct these whether this by via phone or a socially distanced meeting.  
 
CBH have conducted the wellbeing survey and individual risk assessments will be carried 
out for those who need specific support with their wellbeing.  We have also reminded staff 
in our bulletins of our 24-hour counselling service which is there to provide support and 
advice should they require this.  
 
Working from home will be our preference for staff up to 31st March – Rowan House has 
an ageing ventilation/air conditioning system which cannot be used at the current time. 
We have space for 33 staff – we have asked staff to complete a survey if they felt they 
had to come back to work and 4 staff have requested this.  
 
How have we encouraged a healthy work life balance? 
 
MA advised that due to a good communication strategy CBH have shared with staff 
advice and tips on working from home. The use of teams has helped for team interaction 
as well as the use of Yammer for lock down challenges and an arranged company quiz 
night.  
 
How quickly can we react to localised lockdown? 
 
MA advised that CBH have documented all recovery plans and lessons learnt and these 
plans could be accessed so that CBH could react straight away.  
 
What lessons have we learnt, if any, by moving rough sleepers into live alongside our 
vulnerable tenants? 
 
KL advised that CBH used Elfreda House to house rough sleepers and at that time there 
were still residents living in the scheme, which did present safeguarding challenges.  
KL asked the Board to note that the team knew the residents really well and had been 
working with them for more than a year, on an individual basis, since notifying them that 
the scheme was closing down. This meant that the team could have good early 
conversations with the residents and knew their individual needs to be able to arrange for 
the right support services to be in place without having to cause any disruption or 
distress.  
KL advised that she was happy to report that the support staff and security had blended 
well to provide services for everyone living there.  
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DP thanked the executive for executing a very diligent recovery programme that he had 
not seen in a peer organisation and congratulated them. He advised that he was 
particularly encouraged by the consultation across staff and residents.  
 

The Board resolved to: 
i. NOTE the recovery plan  
7. 
 
 
7.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Performance Pack – Questions were received by the Board ahead of the meeting by 
Exception  
 
7A – Strategic Plan – Q4 
 
Questions from the Board – MA and KL addressed the pre submitted questions from 
Board Members: 
 
Looking at Business development plan – how realistic is £1.6m target for 2022 – when 
are we going to review this?   
MA advised that CBH did need to review the £1.6m target and that this would be taken to 
the Business Development Panel in September to discuss and review.  
 
Community Plan – why do we feel this is amber? 
KL asked to the Board to note the key descriptors for red, amber and green where amber 
was defined as below target but expected to achieve. She advised that CBH used the 
staff survey as the KPI for this plan in relation to the percentage of staff agreeing that 
CBH has a positive impact on the wider community. The latest score in the survey had 
been 79% whereas the target to achieve was 85%. KL advised that the Executive felt that 
this was on track and moving in the right direction. 
 
People measures - do you think staff views will be different post Covid in terms of 
progress measures (empowerment and support) and confidence in the Management 
team?  
GM advised that the feedback from the wellbeing survey against these measures was 
very positive therefore he hoped that he would see a further positive result when the 
survey was repeated at the end of recovery at the end of August.  
 
7B – Health and Safety 
 How often do we inspect properties with asbestos? Is it just blocks of flats or is it all 
housing we inspect? 
KL advised that CBH acted on behalf of the Landlord (CBC) to minimise the risk 
of exposure to asbestos with routine/annual inspections of common parts of buildings and 
inspections prior to any works that might expose asbestos.  She continued that tenants 
were provided with information about where asbestos may be located in their homes, and 
blocks where asbestos is present are inspected annually.  
KL advised that the Control of Asbestos Regulations 2012 stipulate that there is a duty to 
manage Asbestos Containing Materials (ACMs) to non-domestic buildings, therefore, 
twelve monthly re-inspections are carried out to common areas, and non-domestic only.  
Asbestos Management Surveys are carried out to general needs stock, and 
Refurbishment & Demolition (R&D) Surveys are carried out in preparation for Capital/Void 
works as required.  
 
Asbestos – with 41 out or 447 not done – 10% seems a high level of non-compliance – 
what risk are we carrying if it’s going to be August (perhaps the end) before we are 
compliant? 
KL advised that the number had now reduced to 26, therefore, CBH have completed a 
further 15 since the report was produced.  She continued that she was confident that the 
remaining 26 would be completed by the end of July.  The 41 surveys were required so 
CBH could avoid the use of cloned data from adjacent blocks, however, cloned data 
could be used, plus they would organise R&D Surveys as part of the preparation for 
works as required. 
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7.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KL advised that the COVID 19 pandemic reduced the capacity for surveys (key 
contractors were on Furlough), however, CBH were currently recovering the position and 
plan to have all surveys completed by August 2020.   
 
7C – Voids progress Report  
KL advised that the void teams worked extremely hard at the end of last year to catch up 
in order to get to target at year end. CBH had reported an exceptional performance in 
February and March but at the end of March Covid hit and CBH could no longer let 
properties. KL advised that that at the end of May the average figure was reported at 33 
days and without the number of properties as usual being let it was difficult to bring the 
average back down. With the lockdown restrictions now being eased CBH were able to 
advertise properties again and had seen a big interest from the public with regards to 
moving.   
 
7D – Finance Report 
 
Cash flow – I am not sure we should be considering this in the public part of the agenda 
as its commercially sensitive, particularly when it shows us running out of cash in March 
2021. 
 
The Board discussed the issue and GM advised that this information could be presented 
differently. GM advised that the team were trying to achieve visibility to the board and that 
this could be done in a way where the information was not published. It was decided that 
the Executive team would take this away as an action find a new format to publish 
publicly.  
 

The Board resolved to: 
i. NOTE the Performance Pack 
8 
 
8.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8.2 

Strategic Risk Register  
 
MA introduced the Risk Register report and highlighted to the Board the current strategic 
red risk “Poor budget management or unavoidable/difficult to manage cost pressures 
require resources to be diverted from areas of need.” 
 
MA advised that there was a new finance team in place with new arrangements and their 
process was still very manual. MA continued that CBH were trying to get CBC agreement for 
the implementation of their finance ICT system which he was hoping to progress later on in 
the year. He continued that why the risk was still a likely risk with regards to poor budget 
management was that the amount of manual process could statistically mean a mistake being 
made whereas a system would alert problems and could also provide delegation controls. 
 
KS asked what controls were currently in place if an officer should overstep their delegation? 
MA advised that a delegation review was carried out at the end of last year and CG had 
carried out a review of the budget management process so that budget holders now had a 
better view of spends and this was reviewed on a monthly basis. MA advised that the 
finance team were starting to provide a more business partner structure with their 
overview of departmental budgets. MA advised that he felt mitigations were in place for 
this particular risk, but a system would wholly manage the threat.  
 

The Board resolved to: 
i.APPROVE the Strategic Risk Register  
9 
 
9.1 
 
9.2 
 
9.3 
 

Resident Panel Chairs Report  
 
MC summarised the Chairs Report  
 
PG asked the Board to note that the panel had worked extremely well using Zoom 
 
MC added that work was being carried out to encourage residents to join the panel and in the 
next edition of Housing News and Views that would go out in August PG would be submitting 
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9.4 
 
 

a blog to summarise what a day in the life of a resident Board Member was like and the 
benefits of being on the Board.  
MC advised that it had also been suggested that when Housing Officers conduct their visits 
that they remind residents of the panel and that they would be welcome to join.  
 
LSB advised that she would be happy to promote the panel on her Councillor social media 
and that CL and NC could do the same. KL advised that they could do this by sharing the 
information that was on the CBH social media pages and would be most welcome.  
 

The Board resolved to: 
i.NOTE the Resident Panel Chairs Report  
10. 
 
10.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10.2 
 
 
 
 
 

Any other business 
 
Scrutiny Plan Update  
 
GM advised that Board that traditionally CBH had an annual review of their performance 
at the CBC Scrutiny Panel. He advised that this review would not be conducted this year 
and instead CBH had been asked to present and discuss their Covid recovery plans and 
that he would attend.   
 
KL advised that she wished to address further questions that had been submitted prior to the 
meeting   
 
ASB Team – KL advised that the team were now doing a high level of visits and were working 
very closely with the Police. She continued that the team had recruited a new officer to 
provide extra resource.  
 
Colchester Library – KL advised that the Library was open to the public for registration of 
births and marriages. She advised they would be open more fully from Monday but not for 
Council services and that communication had been published to advise the public of this.  
 
KL advised that those that did require a face to face interview would be able to be seen at 
Greenstead Housing Office and all other appointments were being carried out on household 
doorsteps to make sure all customers had access.  
 

The Board resolved to: 
1.NOTE the Scrutiny Plan Update  
 End of Public Meeting 

 
 
 
 
 

Date of Next Meeting 
Wednesday 23rd September 2020 

Via Teams 
 
 

Action Tracker 
 
 
Item Action  Who By When  Complete 
1.07.7.4 Finance Report - It was decided 

that the Executive team would 
find a new format to publish 
publicly.  
 

DMT September  
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1.07.9.4 Board Councillor Members to 
share resident panel information 
on their social media platforms  

Cllr Board 
Members 

Straight away 
 

 

 
 



 

COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES  

Board meeting 

23 September 2020 – Via Teams 

 
Report Title 0004 TPAS Customer Engagement for review of Management agreement 

Author Karen Loweman – Director of Operations 
Karen.loweman@cbhomes.org.uk 
 

Report Objective: To provide an overview of our customers awareness of Colchester Borough 
Homes brand and role in managing homes on behalf of the Council.  
 

Matters to 
note/Exception 
Highlights 

This presentation has been provided by TPAS www.tpas.org.uk 
It is to be presented at the Councillor and Board member workshops for the review 
of CBH’s Management agreement  

Sensitivity Commercial  Action Assurance  
Confidential  Noting   
Open  Approval  

 
  Recommendations 
  The Board is asked to: 
i. NOTE the TPAS Report and Presentation at Appendix A and B 

  Executive summary 
 
 This report is provided for information and forms part of the Councils assessment of Colchester Borough 
  Homes delivery of services as part of the review of the Management agreement.  The report has been  
 commissioned by the Council with CBH arranging and supporting local engagement events. 
 
 Implications:  

 
Strategic Plan   The feedback from residents will support development of our Strategic plan 

Regulatory/Legal 
 

N/A 

Financial/Budgetary The report has been commissioned by Colchester Borough Council  

Health & Safety N/A 

Risk Assessment   

Human Resources N/A 

mailto:Karen.loweman@cbhomes.org.uk
http://www.tpas.org.uk/


 

2 
 

Equality and 
Diversity  

N/A 

Value for Money N/A 

 
1. The TPAS presentation at appendix B has been commissioned by Colchester Borough Council and 

delivered by Independent Tenant engagement experts TPAS (www.TPAS.org.uk)  
 

2. It provides the Council with oversight of the views of its tenants on the services delivered by 
Colchester Borough Homes and will form part of the assessment and review of services as the 
Council considers the renewal of the Management agreement. 

 
3. To understand view of residents TPAS undertook an online survey of 1,466 tenants; held telephone 

interviews and facilitated discussion groups via Microsoft Teams. 
 

4. Overall Satisfaction with services from those surveyed resulted in a 73% positive score, with Value 
for money and accessibility highly rated, and Consistency rated lower at 70% 

 
5. Satisfaction scores for CBH as an organisation were rated as good with 76% overall score 

 
6. The presentation provided details of positive themes and some areas for improvement.  These will 

assist and support our strategic plans and service development.  
 

7. The scores from the survey are in a similar range to our previous STAR (Standard resident 
satisfaction survey), providing assurance of our positive service development. 

 
8. The presentation will be delivered by TPAS to Councillor and Board member workshops on 22 and 

24 September 2020. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.tpas.org.uk/


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Final Report 

Colchester Borough Council 
Stakeholder Engagement Programme 



If you have any questions regarding this document or if we can help in any other way, 
call us on 0161 868 3500 or email info@tpas.org.uk 

 

 
Executive Summary 
Tpas are England’s leading tenant engagement experts, dedicated to improving standards across 
the country. The brief was to deliver a stakeholder engagement programme to measure and test 
tenants’ awareness and advocacy of the Colchester Borough Homes (CBH) brand, plus determine 
actionable insights to enable continuous improvement. This work also functioned as an interim 
‘sense-check’ of tenants’ experiences due to the postponement of the STAR survey until next year. 

The programme was delivered via three methods: 

• An online survey to collate a statistically significant number of responses targeted to a 
representative sample of tenants (segmented by general needs/sheltered housing, age, 
gender, ward, property type/size and with a significant sample of those who have made a 
complaint in the last year) 

• Telephone interviews to gather responses from targeted tenants who were unable to 
complete surveys online. These were recruited by CBH and consisted of those who had 
expressed an interest in getting, or were already, involved 

• Discussion groups to hold wider conversations, eliciting more detail on emerging themes to 
assist in developing actionable insights for improvement. These were recruited by CBH 
with a focus on families, those of working age, and retired people. 

A total of 157 surveys were completed resulting in a statistically reliable consultation with a 
margin of error of 8% at 95% confidence rate. 1 

 

Satisfaction with Services: Satisfaction with CBH as an organisation 
Overall 73% Overall 76% 
Value for Money 77% Trust 75% 
Consistency 70% Staff 77% 
Accessibility 79% Community 72% 

 
The telephone surveys carried out were added into the online survey results and collated by 
theme. Focus Groups discussed these emerging themes (grouped under positive themes and areas 
for improvement) in more detail and, overall, re-enforced them as the correct areas of focus. In 
addition the Focus Groups provided a wider context and information to help inform potential 
actions to be taken and also raised some additional points for consideration. 

Themes 

Customer service and repairs were seen as both positive and areas for improvement. People were 
happy with their home and the area where they lived, and there were positive comments about 
CBH’s contribution to keeping areas clean and safe. Rents were viewed as fair, affordable and 
reasonable, but equally a feeling this impacted on services. “We are really lucky how low are rents 
are, they are outstanding. That said we do pay for a cleaner and don’t get much cleaning.” 

 
Other areas for improvement included; communication, quality and timeliness of 
maintenance and improvements, service options (balance of online/phone/face to face), 
lettings, and rules around permissions and adaptations. 

 
 

1 Enough people were surveyed in order to be 95% confident that the data returned is accurate. The margin of error 
describes the maximum the results could change if more people were surveyed. This means that % satisfaction levels 
could vary by +/- 8% if more surveys were carried out. Typically a margin of up to 10% is deemed to be acceptable for 
the purposes of deducing trends and utilising more qualitative information. 

mailto:info@tpas.org.uk
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call us on 0161 868 3500 or email info@tpas.org.uk 

 

 
Our methodology 
The online survey was created in three sections in order to collate satisfaction levels around CBH 
services and the organisation as a whole, and also to gather wider insight into tenants’ perception 
of good customer service and identify areas where CBH could improve. It utilised the overall 
satisfaction question from STAR, along with ranking questions taken from CBH’s mission, vision 
and values plus the organisation’s corporate and delivery plans. It also asked a net promoter score 
and qualitative questions to elicit more detailed feedback. The survey questions used are outlined 
in Appendix A. 

The focus was on targeting those people who perhaps would not ordinarily respond to surveys, 
such as STAR, in order to gather actionable insight from customers who reflected and represented 
CBH’s overall customer base. In order to achieve this, data was shared by CBH with Tpas, following 
a data sharing contract to comply with GDPR requirements, and then segmented by demographics 
such as age, gender, ward, and service experience, including targeting people who had made a 
complaint within the previous year. 

The survey was sent out to a cross-section of lead tenants from these segments as an email 
invitation from Tpas, in order to emphasise the independent nature of the exercise, and using 
language designed to encourage responses (as per the example in Appendix B). All those who took 
part were entered into a prize draw to win £100 of shopping vouchers, using a principle trialled by 
the Behavioural Insight Team, which had provided some success in achieving quicker responses, 
due to the tight timeframe for the exercise.2 The survey was also promoted by CBH and via the 
Colchester Borough Council (CBC) website. 15 tenants were selected by CBH to receive phone- 
calls, in order to gather insight from tenants who may not have access to the online survey but 
who were known to have strong views. 

The response to the online survey was disappointing. Invitations were sent to 1466 tenants via 
email. While the number of emails which ‘bounced’ (i.e. they were not delivered due to an issue 
with the email address) was low, (36), the numbers opened (650) and clicked through to the 
survey (228) was fairly high, which implies the initial call to action was effective. However, only 
137 people went on to complete the survey, which may have been due to the need to provide 
their name and email address. 13 further tenants took part in telephone surveys (one was 
unavailable and one had already completed online), using the same survey script and their 
answers were incorporated into the online survey responses. Seven tenants completed the survey 
following an email from CBH or from following the online link from CBC. Full, survey responses, 
collated by question and theme, are available in Appendix C. 

We were able to collect enough responses to ensure statistical reliability, and to ensure a 
representative sample across; general needs/sheltered, age, gender, ward (including urban/rural 
split), property type and size. We did get a particularly large response from people who had made 
complaints within the year, nearly double the percentage found across the full housing stock. 
Assuming this would result in lower scores, we tested this hypothesis but found it actually had no 
impact on the satisfaction levels and scores. However, fewer than usual responses were received 
that were deemed to be neutral, which is a real positive when looking to capture actionable 
insight. Appendix D outlines this analysis. 

 
 
 
 

2 Using a lottery to incentivise voter registration (blog by the Behavioural Insight Team) 

mailto:info@tpas.org.uk
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Satisfaction with CBH as an organisation % 

Overall 

Trust 

Staff 

Community 

77 

69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 

CBH as an organisation 

CBH Services Satisfaction % 

Overall 73 

Value for Money 77 

Consistency 70 

Accessibility 

64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 

79 

80 

CBH Services Satisfaction 

 
Findings (Quantitative) 

Measures of satisfaction were gathered around CBH services and the organisation as a whole. 
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Net Promoter Score 

Net Promoter Scores are used predominantly in the private sector in order to measure customer 
experience and predict business growth by measuring how likely customers are to recommend 
your brand/organisation. It is measured on a score of -100 to 100 with anything higher than 0 seen 
as positive as this means there are more ‘promoters’ of your organisation than ‘detractors’. 

 
Detractors Neutral Promoters Total 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

16 5 3 3 12 6 18 12 21 61  

45 (29%) 30 (19%) 82 (52%) 157 (100%) 

 
TOTAL SCORE = 23 (% Promoters - % Detractors) 
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Findings (Qualitative) 

 
Positive 
Theme 

Detail Quote 

Customer 
Service 

Staff are seen as helpful, polite and 
accommodating, with very positive 
comments about the way they 
adapt according customer need. 

“Always extremely helpful and polite” 
“Because as a 71 pensioner if I phone with a query I 
am prioritised” 

Repairs Standard repairs are dealt with 
promptly and efficiently. 

“The repair was solved very quickly” 
“Repairs promptly and efficiently carried out” 

Home The vast majority of people were 
happy with their home and the 
area where they live. 

“I love the home they have provided me with” 

Area “I love our development at Stuart Pawsey Court. 
Tenants are mostly lovely and the area is beautiful.” 
“Lovely home, pleasant area to live.” 

Green Maintaining areas, with positive 
comments about communal 
gardens. 

“Only one-bedroom flats, with a big, lovely communal 
garden. We all sit out, have bbq's, it's lovely. CBH got 
it sorted for us.” 

 
 

Area for Improvement Detail Quote 

Customer Service Inconsistencies, depending 
on the staff member you 
deal with. 

“It depends on whom you talk to on the phone 
to the service you receive.” “It depends on who 
your housing officer is, as to whether you get 
things done or not.” 

 A lack of communication 
when reporting issues. 

“75% of the time they are good at delivering a 
service/help or giving advice, but sometimes 
you end up going in circles just to try and get a 
simple answer.” 

Repairs/Maintenance/ 
Improvements 

Quality and timeliness of 
larger/more difficult jobs. 

 
A feeling that properties 
could be maintained better. 

“So I can actually get some hot water in my 
property which I haven't had since 
March/April.” 
“I don't believe that they update the houses 
enough.” 

Service Options Strong preference for phone 
contact – feeling of being 
‘pushed’ online. 

“As an elderly lady and not computer literate I 
find it very frustrating trying to navigate the 
web site” 

Lettings Some tenants were keen to 
move but were unable. 

“We have been asking for a two-bed property 
for ten years to have a relationship with my 
step-daughter. Not being allowed or having no 
help to do this has resulted in a stale 
relationship.” 

Permissions/Adaptations Several customers cited 
being denied permissions/ 
adaptations or them taking a 
long time, with this 
impacting on their quality of 
life. 

“I’m not allowed to request lighting even 
though it is very dark in the street which makes 
me feel really nervous, I have to use a torch to 
see my front door.” 
“My husband was disabled and it took 6 months 
to start to adapt the bathroom even though 
they knew he had several falls. 
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If you have any questions regarding this document or if we can help in any other way, 
call us on 0161 868 3500 or email info@tpas.org.uk 

 

 
 

Customer Service comparator. 

When asking tenants to reflect on good customer service many stated they saw CBH as delivering 
this. Other organisations valued were shops/supermarkets, public/charity sector organisations, 
and banks. 

 

Reasons given for good customer 
service 

Areas for Improvement for CBH 

Convenience Speed (but an understanding that this is not always 
possible due to the nature of housing). 

Reliability Consistency is very important in achieving good 
customer service. 

Supportive, well-trained staff Making the customer feel valued with staff trained to 
deliver good customer service. 

Accessibility People valued places where they could access face to 
face support but they also appreciated they may need to 
make an appointment to achieve this. 

A series of Focus Groups took place, to discuss the initial findings and themes in more detail and 
help firm up the conclusions and recommendations. CBH staff worked very hard to invite and 
encourage attendance from targeted tenants. Focus Groups were targeted at: 

1. Families 
2. People of working age 
3. Retired people 

As expected, there was a large drop out from those who had initially confirmed, which meant only 
two attendees at the first two focus groups with four participating in the final session. However, 
they were productive discussions that confirmed and added detail to many of the emerging 
themes, plus raised some additional points for consideration. A summary of the Focus Group 
discussions and quotes is available in Appendix E. 

 
Other areas raised for consideration and explored via the Focus Groups. 

 
• Environmental improvements, particularly around flatted blocks - “We have large 

communal bins to use but anyone can use them. They are provided to us but they are 
really smelly and they won’t clean them. They get full because other people use them and 
then we can’t use them. They also look awful as they are not closed in.” 

• Grounds maintenance / caretaking (citing a reduction in Estate Wardens and variation in 
service depending on location) 

• Funding, and a desire for more investment in front-line staff. “They should spend less 
money on management costs and more on their frontline staff.” 

• An additional query was raised regarding the role and value for money of the Older 
Person’s Service. “As a tenant of CBH I have nothing but praise. As a recipient of Older 
Person’s Services I’m puzzled as to what they do.” 
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If you have any questions regarding this document or if we can help in any other way, 
call us on 0161 868 3500 or email info@tpas.org.uk 

 

 
Conclusions. 

Overall tenants were positive about their experiences with CBH with 52% recording as promoters 
in the net promoter score, which is impressive as this requires them scoring CBH as 9 or 10 in the 
scale of how likely they would be to recommend them. 

• People felt strongly that, overall, staff were committed, polite and helpful and cited many 
examples of the organisation going above and beyond for customers who are older/have 
disabilities. However, this is possibly to the detriment of other tenants with those in 
sheltered properties reporting an excellent service with a feeling that they were prioritised. 
There was also a feeling that customer service and communication was variable, 
depending on the issue and who you dealt with 

• Tenants appreciated the affordability of the rents and understood the impact the funds 
available had on CBH’s ability to provide a quality service 

• Many people reported repairs being carried out efficiently but an equal number reported 
frustrations and issues with more complicated repairs taking a long time to do. In addition 
issues were raised with the frequency and quality of maintenance and improvement works 

• A number of instances were cited where additional customer care would have resulted in 
higher satisfaction for example, due to variations in allowing permissions and adaptations, 
which have had significant impacts on people’s quality of life 

Thank you. 

Overall, CBH showed itself to be an honest, open and transparent organisation, willing to listen to 
feedback and improve. 

Thanks to all the staff, managers and customers who took part in this stakeholder engagement 
exercise, their honest participation allowed for the collation of actionable insight which can be 
used to make real improvements to services. 
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Brief

To deliver a stakeholder engagement programme to 
measure and test tenants’ awareness and advocacy of 

Colchester Borough Homes’ brand, plus determine 
actionable insights to enable continuous 

improvement. 



Methods
The programme utilised three methods: 
1. Online survey: to collate a statistically significant 

number of responses from a representative 
demographic (including levels of service use) of the 
organisation’s tenants 

2. Telephone interviews: to gather qualitative responses 
from targeted tenants, who have consented to take 
part 

3. Discussion groups: to enable wider conversation, 
eliciting more detail on emerging themes to assist in 
developing actionable insights for improvement 



Responses

• 1,466 total invitations by email: 650 opened, 779 
unopened, 36 bounced, 228 clicked through
1 opted-out – 144 completed

• 15 tenants selected for telephone interview - 13 
completed (1 already completed online & 1 
unavailable)

• Total of 157 surveys completed providing an 8% 
margin of error at 95% confidence

• 3 Focus Groups held to discuss themes in more 
detail attended by a total of 8 tenants



Segmentation
Segment % Surveyed % tenant profile

Gender (female / male) 65 / 35 67 / 33

Age (21 – 30) 7 8

Age (31 – 40) 13.5 15

Age (41 – 50) 19 17

Age (51 – 60) 22 19

Age (61 - 70) 20.5 17

Age (71 – 80) 14 15

Age (81 +) 4 9

Ward (urban / rural) 87 / 13 85 / 15

Property (flat / house / bungalow) 54 / 34 /12 49 / 37 / 14

General Needs / Sheltered 85 / 15 90 / 10

Complaint made in last year 18 6.5



Satisfaction with services

79

70

77

73

64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80

Accessibility

Consistency

Value for Money

Overall

Services ranked

Services ranked



Satisfaction with CBH 

72

77

75

76

69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78

Community

Staff

Trust

Overall

CBH as an organisation

CBH as an organisation



Positive themes
• Customer Service – prompt, helpful, responsive, 

supportive and adaptable
• Repairs - prompt and efficient
• Staff – polite, helpful, accommodating, ‘they do the 

best they can’
• Home – ‘put a roof over my young family’s head,’ ‘I 

love my flat’
• Area – ‘I love where I live’
• Rents - ‘fair, reasonable, affordable’
• Green - ‘keep the community/area clean and tidy, a 

safe place for children’



Areas for Improvement
• Customer Service – inconsistency, ‘it depends who your 

Housing Officer is’
• Quality and timeliness of repairs, maintenance and 

improvements
• Communication – having to chase, not being kept 

informed, being kept on hold on the phone while staff 
‘check with manager’

• Contact options – online/phone/face to face (strong 
preference for phone)

• Lettings – bidding system and time taken to get a property
• Permissions – not allowed during introductory tenancy, 

requests not responded to, refused without explanation
• Adaptations – refused with big impact on quality of 

life/because have downsized/inconsistency



Customer Service 
Comparator
• Organisations valued - CBH !

• Shops - convenient, responsive, reliable.
• Health/Police/Charity - caring, supportive, trained
• Banks - accessible, friendly, supportive

• Areas for Improvement – speed (but understand 
different role), consistency, valuing customer, 
training

• One thing to make happier
1. Repairs, Maintenance and Improvements inc. Cleaning
2. Customer Service /Communication – listen, respect, 

service options
3. Lettings, help to move



Other issues raised
• Environmental Improvements - particularly around 

flatted blocks with special bin stores – complaints 
about lack of security (used by others), smells, 
access, also request for bike shed and recycling 
storage

• Grounds Maintenance / Caretaking – feeling that 
some areas focused on more and, if off main roads, 
get a lesser service

• Older Person’s Service – question about the Visiting 
Officers’ role and value for money

• Funding – feeling that there is not enough 
investment in front-line staff, numbers and training



Any questions?
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ahead of publication for the Annual General meeting 
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Sensitivity Commercial  Action Assurance  
Confidential  Noting  

Open  Approval   
 
Recommendations 
 
The Board are asked to NOTE the draft content of the Annual report. 
 
Any comments can be forwarded to the Governance Officer by Friday 25 September. 
The Chair of the Board will approve final copy for print. 
 
Executive summary 
  
Housing providers are required to provide tenants with information regarding the services that they provide 
and performance against service standards.  We provide this as an Annual report to tenants, which is printed 
and available for the Annual general meeting.  Thereafter it is available on our website. 
 
A summary of the year’s performance and highlights are included in the newsletter to tenants and 
leaseholders “News and Views” which is printed and delivered to all tenants and leaseholders in December. 
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  Implications:  
 

Strategic Plan   Customer Plan 
• Communicating more clearly with our customers about our services and 

being consistent in the way we deliver them 
• Creating insight into our customers and using it to improve service delivery 

Regulatory/Legal 
 

Regulatory Standard 
Tenant Involvement and Empowerment 

• To provide tenants with accessible, relevant and timely information to 
support effective opportunity for scrutiny by tenants  

Financial/Budgetary N/A 

Health & Safety N/A 

Risk Assessment  N/A 

Human Resources N/A 

Equality and 
Diversity  

To provide information in a format that is accessible  
Once published the information is available on the website which has a read 
function; a summary version is posted to all tenants and leaseholders within the 
December newsletter.   

Value for Money N/A 
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About us 

Colchester Borough Homes is a company set up by Colchester Borough Council in 2003. 

We are an award-winning organisation providing management and maintenance service to 
around 7,000 residential, commercial and public buildings, including the Council’s housing 
stock and its corporate buildings. 

We aim to be the trusted choice for local housing, property and community services. 

Our services are available to the private, public and non-for-profit sectors, including:  

• Buildings maintenance, refurbishment and repairs 
• Tenancy management and lettings 
• Community engagement and support 
• Housing options, homelessness and advice service 
• Asset management 
• Facilities management 
• Health and safety 
• Construction projects 
• Energy efficiency  

We are an ambitious organisation, focused on delivering great value services that make a 
difference in the local community. We work closely with the Council to develop Colchester as 
a better place to live, work and enjoy. 
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Foreword  

Gareth Mitchell – Chief Executive 

Looking back on the 2019/20 financial year, I am pleased that as we tell the story of the 
year, we can report that we have met and exceeded our performance targets. 
 
More than that, this annual report testifies to the important work that Colchester Borough 
Homes staff have done to ensure we continue to prioritise our communities and the 
residents who live there. 
 
In many ways, it has been a challenging year on performance in some parts of the business 
- some of the factors causing this pressure have been outside of our control, others have 
caused us to re-look at how we work. 
 
With continued success from our antisocial-behaviour team keeping neighbourhoods safe, 
and successful events across the borough to encourage residents to participate in making 
their communities a better place for everyone, we’ve ensured that residents are at the heart 
of what we do. 
 
Having received funding for new initiatives, our Rough Sleeper team continues to grow and 
support some of the borough’s most vulnerable residents, and further support to residents is 
planned with the rebuild of the Elfreda House sheltered housing scheme, which is in the 
early stages of planning and consultation. 
 
I’m immensely proud of the hard work from our staff to make our customers’ experience with 
us the best it can be. Equally, I’m appreciative of the support and partnership of residents 
across the borough who have worked with us to make a difference. It should go without 
saying that none of this would have been possible without their engagement and 
commitment and I would like to take this opportunity to say a personal thank you to them all.  
 
Of course, as the financial year was coming to an end, we were already beginning our 
response to the Covid-19 pandemic. These are indeed unprecedented times, however our 
commitment as an organisation is to continue putting residents at the centre of our strategic 
and operational plans, regardless of the external challenges we face. 
 
I look forward to working with our residents and partners through these testing times to make 
a difference in the communities we serve.  
 
 

  



Dirk Paterson – Chair of the Board 

This has been my first year as Chair of the Board and what a year it has been. I have tried to 
ensure that we have a strong, skilled and diverse board with residents at the heart of our 
decision making.  

So, since September I’ve enjoyed getting to know residents through visits with housing 
officers, at community events, board meetings and more recently the garden awards. What a 
great community we have.  

I have asked a lot of the board and I’m grateful for the hard work they have put in to 
scrutinising the day to day running of the organisation. 

As a board we have asked a lot from staff and found the organisation to be both resilient and 
efficient with robust structures, systems and processes for delivery.  

I’ve been particularly keen to work closely with Colchester Borough Council, including 
officers, councillors and cabinet members, to ensure we deliver the governance they require 
of us.  

Good governance is about providing our residents with the best service and best value for 
money possible. We have bench marked ourselves against our competitors and I’m 
delighted that we score extremely well on the service and value for money we provide.   

But this year has had its challenges. None of us could have foreseen the way Covid-19 
would catapult CBH into new ways of working. The board is fully aware of how hard this time 
has been, and may continue to be, for both staff and residents. We have immense pride in 
how the CBH community has worked so well during this difficult period.  

However, we must not dwell in the past. I’m excited about the future of CBH.  Residents are 
why we are here and are our absolute focus. As we look to the future, we must continue to 
build and strengthen our CBH community infrastructure. This is what will enable us to 
withstand the economic, health and physical storms that we must inevitably endure in the 
coming years.  
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1. Our Customers 

 “93% Our overall customer satisfaction for the year”  

We understand the wide range of customers who we deliver services to, and the 
importance of delivering services that are appropriate and meet the needs of the 
individual customer. 

Our Board consists of three tenants who help provide us with customer insight. In 
October 2019, two new tenant Board members were appointed, Paula Goddard and 
Lorna Preece. 

The Board agreed on a new Resident Engagement Plan which was launched during the 
year. The plan, available as a booklet and on our website, demonstrates the different 
ways in which customers can engage and share their views with us. Our customer 
charter outlines the service and standards customers can expect from us. 

Our Annual Good Neighbour and Garden Awards celebrate tenants who support their 
neighbours and take pride in their home and community. 

This year we launched an updated website. The new website is accessible across all 
devices and allows customers to self-serve by booking repairs and request alterations, 
report incidents of antisocial behaviour (ASB) and keep up to date with the latest news 
from us.  

We now provide a repairs handbook to assist customers in diagnosing their repair 
requests to us, which has allowed us to improve our ‘Right first time’ performance. We 
also upgraded Wi-Fi in all of our sheltered housing schemes and installed some 
communal iPads, allowing tenants and staff to access to our online services. 

A partnership approach to tackling antisocial behaviour provides positive results, with 
Essex Police being a key partner. To support the ASB team, promotional materials were 
produced to promote community cohesion and zero tolerance to antisocial behaviour.  
Through increasing the visibility of our actions, we have encouraged the community to 
report crime and nuisance. Our work focussed on changing behaviours, and balancing 
support and enforcement.  This year 11 tenants lost their tenancy as a result of their 
behaviour.  

A new boxing initiative, “Box Smart”, was launched for residents aged 12-16 years old. 

Working with local coaches, the programme provided a positive and active focus for 

young participants who live in areas more likely to be affected by ASB. The initiative was 

shortlisted for the Resolve awards, a national award that acknowledges the contribution 

of tenants, housing officers, ASB practitioners and their partners to making communities 

safer for everyone. 
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2. Housing Options and Homelessness  

“50% year-end reduction in Gateway calls from customer services due to improved team 
contact”  

An important part of the work we do is providing housing and homelessness services and 
administrating the housing register. Working together with our partners, we continued to take 
supportive action to prevent and reduce the numbers of rough sleepers in Colchester. Over 
the year, homelessness acceptances reduced by 37% from the previous year with 115 
households accepted as homeless, from 744 applications. 

Following a successful bid in partnership with Colchester Borough Council we were pleased 
to be awarded funding to provide additional resources to support and prevent rough 
sleeping. 

Our Housing Solutions team continue to focus on homelessness prevention.  Developing a 
range of initiatives such as landlord incentives, rent deposits and rent in advance payments 
which help clients access the Private rented sector. Our Housing Solutions Fund enables us 
to assist clients to prevent them from becoming homeless. 

Increasing the supply of housing is a key requirement, which is supported by the Councils 
Housing and homelessness strategies. A number of new homes are being developed and 
acquired by the Council to support the ongoing high demand for family homes. 

Our HomeStep initiative, which encourages local landlords to rent properties through CBH, 
continues to be promoted. We are now able to offer insurance and bonds to landlords within 
our HomeStep scheme since the Help2rent initiative was launched. 
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3. Repairs and Maintenance 

“93% reported repairs were completed on time”  

We launched a new repairs handbook, which allows customers to diagnose the repairs 
they require before making contact. The Customer Service Centre has received training 
to ask more informed questions from tenants when discussing repairs to help order 
accurately and complete repairs at the first visit.  

Changes to our online repair service has also led to improved call handling efficiency, 
due to more repairs being reported online. With an increasing number of repairs being 
raised through our website, resources have been enabled to improve call handling. 

Our tenant’s satisfaction with repairs complete has increased to 9x% 

We were awarded the ‘Gold Standard’ for co2 emissions for our fleet vehicle driving. The 
award was based on tracking information from driving behaviours. 
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4. Housing Asset Management  

“96% capital program elements were completed on time”  

Xx% of tenants were satisfied with improvements to their home 

Insert Quote from customer here….. 

During the financial year, the team have completed procurement and installation of:  

• heating replacements - £1.2m change to a number 
• kitchen replacement - £120k change to a number 
• pitch roofing - £105k – change to a number 
• flat roofing - £120k – change to a number 

Our programme of home improvements continues to result in high levels of satisfaction with 
xx% satisfied with the work complete in their home. 

An ongoing programme of improvements ensures that homes are safe, secure and efficient 
to live in.   

Continuing improvements to sheltered housing, helps ensure homes are fit for the future. 
Consultation was held with tenants to re develop the sheltered housing scheme at Elfreda 
house which is expected to be complete by 2021. 
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5. Housing Management  
 

“99% rent was collected from current tenants”  

Our Housing Officers encourage prompt payments and we have a team of specialist 
officers who are able to assist with money and benefit issues. Last year the team 
collected an additional £314,000 income above the target.  Rent income is essential to 
fund management and maintenance service to our homes. 

Eviction remains our last resort, 8 households lost their home through eviction during the 
year. 

Where we identified that tenants were isolated or need additional support we work with a 
range of local organisations to provide specialist support, befriending and emergency 
provisions such as furniture and food.  We are a key partner in the Colchester Winter 
warmth project to support those in need through the winter months. 

During the year, we ran four successful MAD Day events across the borough. Under a 
refreshed format, these events targeted the issues and improvements that mattered 
most to our tenants. Tenants who live in the selected communities were consulted by 
their local Community Housing Officer (CHO), to find out what improvements they felt 
should be carried out on the day.  

We were delighted that Essex Police awarded our antisocial behaviour service an 
Accreditation Award for ten years of partnership working and commitment to the police 
accreditation scheme.  

We encourage our staff and tenants to volunteer and support their local community. 
During the year xxx hours or £ social value was committed in volunteered time. 

To support our tenants who volunteer and help us to maintain clean and safe 
communities A Quality Assurance Advisor online reporting service was launched.  
Making it easier for tenants and leaseholders to report the quality of maintenance and 
cleaning contracts within the blocks and surrounding grounds.  

Improvements were made at our sheltered accommodation including John Lampon 
Court, Heathfields, Grymes Dyke, Fairfields Gardens & Charles Smith House. 
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6. Letting Homes (include within Housing Management) 

The lettings team have taken proactive visits with contractors to help improve response 
times and the understanding of the Colchester minimum void standards.  

A new Transfer Incentive Scheme (TIS) Policy was implemented following consultation with 
tenants. Tenants transferring to other landlords now have the option to receive incentive 
payments and these have been increased to further encourage a move to a smaller home.  

We have begun to trial providing better information including videos and photographs of our 
homes which become available to let., in order to help applicants for housing make a more 
informed choice. 
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7. Corporate facilities management  

“91% repairs to corporate properties were completed on time”  

Our team have been working on a number of projects throughout the financial year. This 
includes: 

• Supporting the design & specification of the new Northern Gateway sports centre 
• Completing the Leisure World painting, flooring and ceiling works project 
• New boilers have been installed in the Town Hall 
• Fitting new entrance doors at Colchester Castle 
• Repairs to the boundary wall at Colchester Cemetery  

The team have also carried provided work experience to the Military Corrective Training 
Centre by offering a six-month placement for carpentry and general buildings tasks. 
Residents have been kept up to date with the service’s work in a presentation with the 
Residents Panel. 
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This will be the customer charter which can be pulled out from the annual report. 
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10. Compliance  

“100% of properties with a gas supply have a valid Landlord Gas Safety Certificate”  

It’s important that the homes we manage comply with Government legislation and 
regulations. To assist us with this, we appointed a new Health and Safety Manager. There is 
now a compliance reporting process in place which focuses on health & safety and is 
reported to the CBH Board and CBC. 

All gas servicing and repairs, to both domestic and corporate buildings, were assessed as 
compliant. Works resulting from fire risk assessments were on schedule.  

We carried out fire-risk assessments for all of our sheltered schemes to ensure they are up 
to date, and all non-compliant doors on Council-owned properties were replaced by 31 
March. Initial advice from MHCLG and the Fire Service states that the 900 ‘notional’ doors 
we currently have are accepted safe, as part of the block fire-risk assessment.  

To ensure we are GDPR compliant, our suite of housing systems were cleansed of old data 
and new procedures have been established to retain compliance with GDPR and the 
personal data of our customers. New data-breach reporting procedures were re-circulated to 
staff, and a new data-breach reporting app for staff was launched to make it easier to inform 
CBH of potential data breaches. We also launched an e-learning, data awareness refresher 
course. 

At the end of the year, we had processed a total of 92 Freedom of Information requests. 

The Safety of our tenants is important, our Board members monitor compliance with health 
and safety requirements through a report which becomes available on our website for tenant 
information 
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11. Complaints report 

Customer Feedback  

We always want to ensure that our customers are receiving the best service possible. By 
listening to their views, we’ve been able to make changes where necessary to how we 
deliver our services. We’ve looked into the most common complaints and have worked 
towards improving service processes for the future. 

 

We received xx complaints 
 
Where we receive complaints regarding staff, contractors or services we consider how we 
can ensure the service improves. 
 
For example, we received a complaint from a tenant who had left one of our tenancies which 
resulted in us providing better information at the end of a tenancy. 
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Accounts (below is current page) 
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12. Our Performance 

Will be an infographic highlight many of the following stats: 

1. Satisfaction with the service provided 83.1% 

2. Satisfaction with repairs and maintenance overall 75.3% 

3. Satisfaction with quality of home 78% 

4. Repairs completed at first visit 82.35% 

5. Repair appointments made and kept 99.77% 

6. People satisfied with their last repair 98.1% 

7. Average cost of a repair £65.21 

8. Properties with a valid gas safety certificate 100% 

9. Average number of days taken to re-let empty homes 24.29 days 



10. Satisfaction with our letting service 98.5% 

11. Satisfaction with condition of newly let properties 85.3% 

12. % of rent collected 99.10% 

14. Stage 1 complaints resolved within target 62.5% 

15. Number of formal complaints received 88 

16. Number of compliments received 84 

17. Current tenant arrears as a % of rent due 1.05% 

18. Number of reports of ASB received 619 

19. People satisfied with service received from ASB team 86% 

20. Number of new tenancies started 336 

21. Number of mutual exchanges 76 

22. Average rent per week for general needs properties £93.15 

23. % of lead tenant BAME 1.41% (as at 13th July 2020) 

24. Lead tenant female 66.84% (as at 13th July 2020) 

25. Lead tenant disabled 24.89% (as at 13th July 2020) 

26. Lead tenant 60+ 40.76% (as at 13th July 2020) 

27. Number of new tenancies where lead tenant is BAME 54 

28. Number of general needs properties managed 5251 

29. Number of sheltered properties managed 597 

30. Number of leasehold properties 1049 
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Board and Directors 

As of 31 March 2020 

Board: 
Dirk Paterson: Chair, Independent 
Nigel Chapman: Vice Chair, Council 
Gareth Mitchell: Executive 
Lesley Scott-Boutell: Council 
Cyril Liddy: Council 
Julie Parker: Independent 
Karen Smout: Independent 
Michael Campbell: Tenant 
 
 



Served since October 2019 – note because this is at 31 March 2020 – you don’t need to say 
this 
Lorna Preece: Tenant 
Paula Goddard: Tenant 
 
Also served: 
Anne Grahamslaw: Chair (term ended October 2019) 
Glenn Houchell: Independent (term ended October 2019) 
 
Directors: 
 
Gareth Mitchell: Chief Executive 
Karen Loweman: Director of Housing 
Matt Armstrong: Director of Resources 
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COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD 

Wednesday 23 September 2020  
 
 
 

Report Title  0005ii – Equality and Safeguarding Annual Report  

Author Andrew Harley – Business Partner, Equality and Safeguarding  
andrew.harley@cbhomes.org.uk 
 

Report Objective: • To detail how CBH is meeting (a) The Public Sector Equality Duty,  
and (b) its legal duties around Safeguarding; 

• To detail CBH’s progress over the past year and focus over the next;   

• To highlight and seek approval for changes made to the Safeguarding 
Policy. 

Matters to 
note/Exception 
Highlights 

  

 
 
 
Link to Consumer 
Standard objective 

Tenant involvement and empowerment☒ 

Home☐ 

Tenancy☐ 

Neighbourhood and community☒ 

Sensitivity Commercial  Action Assurance  
Confidential  Noting  
Open  Approval  

 
  Recommendations 
  The Board is asked to:  
   
i. APPROVE the reviewed and updated Safeguarding Policy at appendix A 

  Executive summary 
 
The Board receives an annual update detailing its approach to equality and diversity, and 
safeguarding. From March 2020, CBH’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic has required 
additional focus on its most vulnerable customers and staff, and to maximise equality of access 
to services across the ‘protected characteristics’. Key features of its response are included within 
paragraph 5 (further below). 
 
This report includes the following appendices: 

• Appendix A: Safeguarding Policy (Version 4)  
• Appendix B: A list of updates to the Safeguarding Policy  

mailto:andrew.harley@cbhomes.org.uk
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• Appendix C: Safeguarding Policy Equality Impact Assessment 
 
 

 
  
   
  Implications 
 
   

Strategic Plan  The mainstreamed and integrated approach of CBH towards equality and 
diversity, and safeguarding, helps the organisation to meet customers’ individual 
needs and, in doing so, places residents ‘at the heart’ of what we. This approach 
is also reflected in our commitment to resident insight and engagement and its 
increasing. 

Regulatory/Legal 
 

Legal implications have been considered within the Risk Management section 

Financial/Budgetary Financial implications have also been considered within the Risk Management 
section 

Health & Safety There are no specific considerations around Health and Safety as opposed to wider 
safeguarding considerations which have been considered in full within this report.   

 

Risk Assessment  CBH needs to ensure that it is fully complying with the Equality Act 2010 and with 
its safeguarding duties. As an employer and provider of public services, 
Colchester Borough Homes may face legal challenges from individuals who have 
been discriminated against because of discriminatory practices, however 
unintended.  
  

Human Resources CBH’s statutory responsibilities extend to how it treats and manages its 
employees. It must continue to take full account of the Equality Act 2010, in 
particular, by having “due regard” to the need to eliminate unlawful 
discrimination, harassment and victimisation. 

Equality and Diversity  Much of this report has been focused upon equality and diversity. An updated 
Equality Impact Assessment on the revised and updated Safeguarding Policy 
has been included at Appendix B.     

Value for Money CBH recognises that both equality and safeguarding legislation are underpinned by the 
principle of proportionality. This is best achieved through a mainstreamed approach to 
integrating both equality and safeguarding into the day-to-day business of the organisation. 
This helps to support its core business and helps to achieve “value for money”.  

 

Environmental and 
Sustainability  

None 
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How CBH meets its Statutory Duties   
 
Equality and Diversity 
 
The Head of HR and Governance remains the strategic lead for Equality and Diversity and the 
Business Partner (Equality and Safeguarding) remains the operational lead.  
 
Through its relationship with Colchester Borough Council, Colchester Borough Homes is subject 
to the Public Sector Equality Duty. This includes the ‘general duty’ and the ‘specific duties’ of the 
Equality Act 2010. 
 
Under the general duty’’, a public authority must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard 
to the need to:   
  

• eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct that is 
prohibited by or under the Act;   

• advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected 
characteristic and persons who do not share it;  

• foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and 
persons who do not share it.  

 
CBH’s overall approach is to seek to integrate equality into its day-to-day business, as required 
by guidance. We do this in the following ways: 
 

• Policies and procedures are in place to protect customers and staff from discrimination, 
harassment and victimisation.  

• Our Staff Equality Focus Group meets quarterly as a minimum in order to review 
progress and cascade best practice. (It has met more frequently as part of the 
emergency response to Covid-19).   

• Services are designed to help ensure that we meet the needs of all our customers. We 
try to be as flexible as possible in responding to individual circumstances, and we ensure 
that ‘reasonable adjustments’ are made to eliminate discrimination and advance equality 
of opportunity. 

• We conduct Equality Impact Assessments on our key policies, services, plans strategies 
and decisions. There is no statutory requirement to do this, but we believe that such an 
approach is invaluable in ensuring that possible impacts upon groups within the 
‘protected characteristics’ are consciously and systematically considered, and that any 
negative impacts are effectively mitigated. Publication of assessments demonstrates 
transparency and helps to evidence “due regard”.  

• We are committed to resourcing specialist face-to-face training for key front-line staff as 
well as to exploiting the increased efficiencies offered by e-learning. 
 

The following information published on this section of the CBH website provides evidence of how 
we are meeting the general duty: 
 

• Equality Information (which includes data and equality analysis)  
• Our ‘Equality Statement’  
• 44 Equality Impact Assessments   
• Our commitment to Resident Engagement  

 

https://cbhomes.org.uk/about-us/equality-and-diversity/
https://cbhomes.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/CBH-Equality-Information-2020.pdf
https://cbhomes.org.uk/your-neighbourhood/residents-engagement-groups/
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Under the Equality Act 2010 (Specific Duties) Regulations 2011, CBH is required to: (a) publish 
information to demonstrate its compliance with the Equality Duty; and (b) set equality objectives 
at least every four years. Equality Information must be published annually by 31 January and 
must include “information relating to persons who share a particular protected characteristic who 
are… its employees (and) other persons affected by its policies and practices.”  In January 2020, 
CBH published Equality Information which included equality analysis of data by protected 
characteristic in regard to: (a) staff; (b) tenants and leaseholders; and (c) housing applicants. 
 
Adopted in 2019, CBH’s Equality Objectives continue to be: 

• Equality of Access    
• Equality of Opportunity   

 
Whilst the first objective is more externally focused (towards customers), the second is more 
internally focused (towards staff). These objectives and corresponding actions are tracked and 
monitored through the strategic plan and its six key Delivery Plans. These are the Business 
Development Plan, the Community Plan, the Customer Plan, the Leadership Plan, People Plan 
and the Value for Money and Technology Plan. This approach was agreed by Board on 27 
February 2019 to ensure that equality is more effectively integrated into CBH’s day-to-day 
business, and that there is no duplication between different strategic and monitoring frameworks.  
 
All new staff and Board members receive an induction on Equality and Diversity, and all staff and 
managers are required to complete a dedicated e-learning course tailored to their role.   
  
Safeguarding  
 
The Director of Operations remains the strategic lead for Safeguarding whereas the Head of 
Housing Management remains the operational lead. The Business Partner (Equality and 
Safeguarding) assists staff and customers with day-to-day enquiries. 
  
CBH is subject to specific safeguarding duties by virtue of its relationship with Colchester 
Borough Council:  
 

• Under section 11 of the Children Act 2004, local authorities “must make arrangements for 
ensuring (that)…their functions are discharged having regard to the need to safeguard 
and promote the welfare of children.”   

• Under the Care Act 2014, local authorities must work with the investigating authority 
(Essex County Council) to discharge its duty to co-ordinate action to support an adult 
who (a) has needs for care and support (b) is experiencing, or is at risk of, abuse or 
neglect, and (c) as a result of those needs is unable to protect himself or herself against 
the abuse or neglect or the risk of it. 

 
The Essex Safeguarding Children Board (ESCB) and Essex Safeguarding Adults Board (ESAB) 
co-ordinate safeguarding activity and CBH is subject to agreed SET Procedures (covering 
Southend Essex and Thurrock) which are integrated into CBH’s Safeguarding Policy and 
procedures.  
 
CBH helps to safeguard and promote the welfare of children and ‘adults at risk’ by referring 
concerns around abuse or neglect to Essex County Council’s Children and Families Team and 
to its Adult Social Care Team.  
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/2260/contents/made
https://cbhomes.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/CBH-Equality-Information-2020.pdf
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For the period from the beginning of September 2019 to the end of August 2020, CBH has made 
a total of 73 safeguarding referrals for 54 adults and 19 children. Child referrals include statutory 
‘risk of homelessness’ referrals. This data represents a significant increase in the numbers of 
referrals compared with 2018-19 included in the previous report (which reported a total of 27 
referrals). Most of this increase is believed to be attributable to the more effective capture and 
monitoring of referrals brought by the move to a SharePoint based record of referrals with 
accompanied internal communications mandating completion. 2019-20 is the first year of its 
operation. Of the adult referrals, the main type of recorded abuse was: self-neglect (in 63% of 
cases); financial/ material abuse (17%); physical abuse (7%); psychological abuse (6%); 
domestic abuse (4%); sexual abuse (2%); and neglect (2%).  
 
The SharePoint record of referrals is reviewed regularly by CMT and by the Designated 
Safeguarding Officers Group. This group meets quarterly as a minimum (having met more 
frequently as part of the emergency response to Covid-19). Its role includes reviewing referrals 
and sharing best practice.   
 
Partnership working remains key to meeting our safeguarding duties: CBH attends the 
Community Safety Partnership (which has responsibilities under Section 9 of the Domestic 
Violence, Crime and Victims Act 2004) as well as the Safeguarding Leads Network and NE 
Essex Children’s Partnership meetings. CBH also acts as the housing representative in the 
region at the Strategic Hate Crime Prevention Partnership. 
 
CBH continues to provide advice and support around domestic abuse, which includes delivering 
home security improvements through the Sanctuary Scheme. Referrals are accepted from Essex 
Police, MARAC (Multi Agency Risk Assessment Conference), and Next Chapter, as well as 
direct from CBH tenants and private residents. During the period from the beginning of 
September 2019 to the end of August 2020, 68 individuals have been supported by CBH. Of 
these, 19 cases involved support through the Sanctuary Scheme. 
 
CBH maintains its commitment to a programme of professional training for staff and Board 
members with key safeguarding roles. This has included external (‘Level 3’) training for 
Designated Safeguarding Officers, Board members and members of the Corporate Management 
Team in addition to (‘Level 2’) external training for front line staff. Sessions have been delivered 
in June, July and September 2020 and will continue to be delivered during October 2020. In 
addition, all new staff and Board members receive a safeguarding induction with the Business 
Partner (Equality and Safeguarding  
 
Developments and Improvements (2020-21) 
 

• From September 2019 to the end of August 2020, CBH has installed grab rails (139), wet 
rooms (22), ramps (8) and stairlifts (12) to improve accessibility for its tenants.  

• Relevant Equality and Diversity data has been incorporated into key ‘Dashboards’ 
including in respect of arrears and repairs to help identify trends and inform strategic 
planning and response. 

• Chaired by CBH’s resident Board member, the Community Fund panel made combined 
awards totalling £18,198 to nine local community organisations considered to be of 
particular benefit to residents. This included the Warm and Toasty Club, Colchester 
Holocaust Memorial Day, Find Your Spark and Colchester Pride. Further groups benefit 
from the CBH Community Initiative Fund including the Colchester Korban Project and 
Action for Family Carers. 

https://cbhomes.org.uk/?s=your+support+in+your+community
https://cbhomes.org.uk/your-neighbourhood/support-in-the-community/
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• To value and celebrate diversity, religious holidays and festivals are now regularly 
included within CBH customer communications.   

• CBH has joined the Essex Migrant Agency Forum in order to deepen partnership working 
and to help ‘foster good relations’ between groups within the wider community.   

• Mandatory e-learning courses now include PREVENT (the Government’s counter-
terrorism strategy) and Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking. 

• Modern Slavery Awareness Sessions were organised for CBH staff, and made available 
to key CBC staff, on 14 and 29 November, delivered by Chief Inspector Rob Huddleston 
(District Commander for Colchester. 

• SharePoint “short cut” menus have been set up to allow easy access to core procedures 
and to the Record of Referrals. 

• The CBH Safeguarding Policy has been updated and are consistent with 2020 SET 
(Southend Essex Thurrock) Safeguarding Adults Guidelines.  Internal procedures are no 
longer included within the policy   to be consistent with our standard approach, and to 
avoid the need for frequent updates.  A list of change and updates made to the Policy is 
included at Appendix B of this report.  

 
The Response to Covid-19 
 

• Equality impact assessments have been carried out, with input from across the 
organisation, on CBH’s Emergency Response to Covid-19 and on our Recovery Plan. 
These have helped to shape planning and delivery and maintain our focus upon the most 
vulnerable. The Resident Panel also helped shape our response following video 
conferencing in June.       

• CBH has carried out over 4000 welfare checks on our most vulnerable tenants. This has 
been based (primarily) on age and disability, as well as on pregnancy and financial 
hardship. Officers have checked on access to food and medication, made enquiries 
around wider support needs, and signposted or made referrals to partner organisations.  

• We have prioritised finding emergency accommodation for 57 ‘rough sleepers’ over a 
short timeframe (as required by the Ministry for Local Government and Homelessness on 
26 March). ‘Direct lets’ have been made to homeless customers.   

• CBH has sought to exploit technology to help overcome barriers arising from disability 
and ethnicity/ language. In June, CBH promoted apps for use by front line staff including 
Live Transcribe, which transcribes speech to appear on a mobile device in large, high 
contrast, font. The Live Captions feature within Microsoft Teams has also been 
promoted, as has the use of “3- way conference call” instant telephone interpreting.  

• Changes have been made to working practices to allow staff to work safely in all working 
environments with appropriate guidance, including at home, at Rowan House (as a 
COVID compliant workplace) and in the community.   

• We have ensured that staff unable to work due to the impact of shielding, or needing to 
work with children at home, have not been disadvantaged.  

• Individual risk assessments have been carried out for staff deemed as ‘high risk’ due to 
medical conditions, or on the bases of age or race/ ethnicity. Staff who are working from 
home have completed Display Screen Equipment workstation assessments, and those 
with specific occupational health needs have been provided with specialist equipment.  

• CBH has been proactive in promoting staff welfare at this time, distributing key guidance 
such as Protecting your mental health and having promoted the Four Week Lockdown 
Challenge and Staff Quiz. The Staff Forum has continued to meet, and a staff wellbeing 
survey was sent out to all staff in May.  

 

https://safeguardingsouthend.co.uk/download/set-safeguarding-adults-guidelines-april-1-2019/
https://safeguardingsouthend.co.uk/download/set-safeguarding-adults-guidelines-april-1-2019/
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Looking Forward (2020-21) 
 

• CBH will assess the costs and benefits of following a sector specific equality framework 
to help benchmark CBH progress. This will include consideration of the Housing Diversity 
Network Equality Scheme. 

• We will further develop our links with faith communities, building upon our membership of 
the Essex Faith Covenant.  

• Underpinned by resident insight and engagement, CBH will expand its equality analysis 
work to help refine operational delivery and inform strategic planning.      

• We will seek to engage fully with the emerging HDN East Diversity Group to share best 
practice. This will help to develop our response to emerging inequalities around Covid-19 
experienced by ‘BAME’ groups.  

• Professional training on Respecting Diversity and Understanding Bias will be delivered to 
front line staff to help ensure that all customers and staff enjoy equality of access to 
services and opportunities, especially on the bases of race/ ethnicity and religion and 
belief.  

• An e-learning module on Unconscious Bias will be made mandatory for all CBH interview 
panellists in order to remove possible barriers to greater staff and Board diversity. This 
approach will complement parallel strategies towards greater opportunities for involved 
customers  

• Staff wellbeing will continue to be a key issue, with a further staff wellbeing survey and 
initiatives planned for September and October. 

• Escalation of safeguarding referrals will be more systematic and consistent.   
• Increased data analysis on support and safeguarding referrals for children and adults will 

be made available, and 2020-21 will allow trends to be identified on the bases of more 
reliable data. This will allow additional insight into customer vulnerabilities, strategies and 
interventions.  

• Drafted and agreed, the CBH Suicide Prevention Protocol will be launched (autumn, 
2020). This will help protect our most vulnerable customers.  

• CBH will continue to develop CBH specific safeguarding awareness e-learning.    
 
 
 

 
   

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.essexfuture.org.uk/action/unite-behind-a-sense-of-identity/essex-faith-covenant/#:%7E:text=The%20Essex%20Faith%20Covenant%2C%20the%20first%20county-wide%20Faith,and%20promotes%20open%2C%20practical%20working%20on%20all%20levels.
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Glossary 

  

Abuse  Abuse is mistreatment of another person, causing them 
harm, it can be intentional or unintentional. It usually 
happens by someone who is known to the adult, but it 
can be strangers and it often involves someone with 
power over another. It takes many different forms.  

Adult at risk The term adult at risk largely replaces the pre-Care Act 
2014 term ‘vulnerable adult’ (which was retained in 
respect of disclosure and barring only) An adult at risk is 
a person aged 18 or over who is in need of care and 
support regardless of whether they are receiving them, 
and because of those needs are unable to protect 
themselves against abuse or neglect. The term 
‘vulnerable adult  

Child A “child” refers to the legal definition in UK law being 
anyone under the age of 18 years.  

Controlling 
behaviour 

A range of actions or behaviours carried out with the 
intention of making a person subordinate and/or 
dependent by isolating them from sources of support, 
exploiting their resources and capacities for personal 
gain, depriving them of the means needed for 
independence, resistance and escape and regulating 
their everyday behaviour. 

Extremism Vocal or active opposition to fundamental British values, 
including democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty 
and mutual respect and tolerance of different faiths and 
beliefs 

Domestic 
abuse 

We adopt the Government’s definition of domestic abuse 
as being: “Any incident or pattern of incidents of 
controlling, coercive, threatening behaviour, violence or 
abuse between those aged 16 or over who are, or have 
been, intimate partners or family members regardless of 
gender or sexuality.” 

Such abuse can encompass, but is not limited to: 

• Psychological 
• Physical 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/domestic-violence-and-abuse
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• Sexual 
• Financial 
• Emotional 
• Controlling behaviour 

 

ESAB The Essex Safeguarding Adults Board is a statutory 
organisation that is committed to protecting an adult’s 
right to live in safety, free from abuse and neglect.  

ESCB Essex Safeguarding Children Board brings together 
different organisations across Essex to keep children and 
young people safe. 

Modern 
slavery 

Modern slavery is the severe exploitation of other people 
for personal or commercial gain.  The most common 
forms of modern slavery are: 

• Human trafficking 
• Forced labour 
• Debt bondage/bonded labour 
• Descent-based slavery 
• Slavery of children 
• Forced and early marriage 

 

Neglect Neglect is a form of abuse where the perpetrator, who is 
responsible for caring for someone who is unable to care 
for themselves, fails to do so. It can be a result of 
carelessness, indifference, or unwillingness and abuse. 

Regulated 
activity  

Regulated activity refers to set activities which entitle an 
individual to an enhanced DBS check, and barred list 
checks if applicable. The definition of regulated activity is 
set out in legislation which determines eligibility for DBS 
checks. 

Vulnerable 
adults  

Since the Care Act 2014, the term vulnerable adult has 
been retained in respect of Disclosure and Barring 
Service ‘regulated activity’ only. (See also ‘adult at risk’, 
further above.)  
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1. Introduction & purpose 

Children and adults have the right to be protected from being hurt or 
mistreated irrespective of age, race, religion, disability, gender identity, sex or 
sexual orientation. 

At Colchester Borough Homes we perform various functions and deliver a 
range of services. The purpose of this policy is to help us meet our legal and 
moral obligations to safeguard and promote the welfare of children and ‘adults 
at risk’. This policy aims to ensure that all of its activities take place within this 
context. We are committed to working with Board members, employees, 
contractors and others to ensure that we play our full role with our partners in 
safeguarding these vulnerable groups and advancing the safeguarding 
agenda. 

2. Policy statement 

We are committed to supporting and working in partnership with Colchester 
Borough Council and other partner agencies to ensure that children and 
‘adults at risk’ are safeguarded when accessing services we provide. We will 
promote their welfare by: 
 

• Consulting and adhering to safeguarding board guidance including 
SET (Southend Essex and Thurrock) Safeguarding Procedures  

• Respecting the rights, wishes, feelings and privacy of children and 
adults 

• Ensuring that all staff understand the different forms abuse can take 
and how to identify them 

• Responding appropriately and promptly to concerns reported 
• Ensuring that employees understand the Safeguarding Policy 
• Ensuring that employees know how to record and report safeguarding 

concerns, incidents or allegations 
• Ensuring that contracted/commissioned and grant-funded services 

have safeguarding policies and procedures consistent with Colchester 
Borough Homes’ commitment to the protection of children and adults. 

• Ensuring that training appropriate to the level of involvement with 
children and ‘adults at risk’ is available for all employees. 

• Responding to any allegations appropriately and implementing the 
disciplinary and appeals procedures. 

• Ensuring that all Board members and employees adhere to all 
appropriate safe working practices when working with children and 
‘adults at risk’.  

• Ensuring that unsuitable people are prevented from working with 
children and ‘adults at risk’ through adherence to safer recruitment 
practice.. 
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3. Role of the Essex Safeguarding Boards 

Essex Safeguarding Children’s Board (ESCB) and Essex Safeguarding Adults 
Board (ESAB) are multi-agency forums that bring together local agencies to 
safeguard and promote the welfare of children and ‘adults at risk’  
respectively. We are committed to maintaining an effective working 
relationship with both the ESCB and the ESAB. 

4. Safeguarding responsibilities 

Whilst safeguarding is everyone’s responsibility, there are a number of 
specific safeguarding roles that individuals hold within Colchester Borough 
Homes. The following is a guide to these roles: 

• The Board – Overall responsibility for ensuring that the company has a 
Safeguarding Policy in place and adheres to it 

• Chief Executive – Overall accountability regarding safeguarding 
• Delegated Safeguarding Lead – Senior Officer providing a strategic 

lead on safeguarding within Colchester Borough Homes. This is 
currently the Director of Operations. 

• Operational Lead – Senior Officer with overall operational 
responsibility for safeguarding within Colchester Borough Homes. This 
is currently the Head of Housing Management. 

• Head of HR – Senior Officer who is the principal point of contact for all 
safeguarding issues relating to staff and helps to ensure safe 
recruitment and working practices. 

• Business Partner (Equality & Safeguarding) – Officer who works 
with the operational and strategic leads (above) to ensure the effective 
implementation of the Safeguarding Policy. 

• Designated Safeguarding Officers – Officers across services who 
support front line staff in identifying abuse and neglect and following 
correct procedures. Officers attend a quarterly group which reviews 
referrals, identifies training needs and cascades good practice. 

• Managers - Carry out the correct safeguarding induction process for all 
new staff including booking the appropriate training; Ensure that all 
staff within their remit are made aware of this policy and have the 
appropriate ongoing training. 

• All employees - Adhere to best practice, participate in relevant training 
and report any disclosure, concern, incident or allegation as required 
by the procedures, and as supported by the Designated Safeguarding 
Officer group. 

• Outside organisations/ Contractors – When delivering services on 
behalf of Colchester Borough Homes, outside organisations including 
contractors must comply with Colchester Borough Homes' 
Safeguarding Policy and, where relevant, have their own policy and 
procedures in place. 

http://www.escb.co.uk/
http://www.escb.co.uk/
http://www.essexsab.org.uk/
http://www.essexsab.org.uk/
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5. Lines of accountability for safeguarding 

 

 

 

  

Operational 
Safeguarding Lead 

Head of Housing Management 

 

 

Directors and Heads 
of Service 

Reporting to Delegated Lead 
Officer. 

 

Managers 

Reporting to relevant Head 
of Service 

 

Designated Officers 

Including ‘Business Partner -
Equality & Safeguarding’ 

 

Chief Executive 

Overall accountability 

Delegated Lead Officer 

Director of Operations 
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6. Recognising potential abuse 

Even though many Board members, employees and contractors have limited 
contact with children or ‘adults at risk’ as part of their duties and 
responsibilities for Colchester Borough Homes, everyone should be aware of 
the potential indicators of abuse and be clear about what to do if they have 
concerns. 

There are ten main types of abuse: physical; psychological or emotional; 
sexual; neglect; self-neglect; organisational; discriminatory; material (including 
financial); modern slavery; and domestic abuse.  

It is not the responsibility of any Board member, employee or contractor to 
determine whether abuse is taking place. Concerns, incidents or allegations 
must be reported. The role of the Board member or employee is to refer the 
case to the appropriate person, not to investigate or make a judgement. 

7.  Discharging our duties 

The duty to ‘safeguard and promote the welfare of children’ extends beyond 
making referrals around abuse and neglect. It is also about promoting 
children’s health and development, and working with families, in order to help 
provide optimum life chances. Providing effective support to help find 
solutions at an early stage can prevent problems escalating.  

We discharge our duties around adult safeguarding by working closely with 
adult social care and the ESAB, and in supporting adults at risk across its 
front line services. We implement the principles of the Care Act’s aim to 
‘personalise’ safeguarding through empowerment, protection, prevention, 
proportionality and partnerships.  

We ensure that child and adult safeguarding ‘alerts’ are raised in an 
appropriate and timely manner. The referral process is ‘owned by’ front-line 
staff (with access to appropriate support). Safeguarding alerts may or may not 
be accepted by social care as ‘formal referrals’ depending on whether specific 
critieria are met. All referrals are monitored and followed up as appropriate. 

Where a member of staff is implicated in abuse, we will ensure that the Local 
Authority Designated Officer (LADO) is contacted in accordance with SET  
(Southend Essex Thurrock) Procedures. Where a criminal offence has 
occurred or is likely to occur, we will ensure that Essex Police is contacted in 
addition to making any appropriate safeguard to Essex Social Care.  

8. Consent 

We will ensure that consent to share information with Essex Social Care is 
sought and recorded where appropriate.  
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Consent is not required to breach confidentiality and make a safeguarding 
referral where: 

• a serious crime has been committed 
• the alleged perpetrator may go on to abuse others 
• the child or ‘adult at risk’ is deemed to be at risk of serious harm 
• there is a statutory requirement 
• the public interest overrides the interest of the individual 
• a member of staff or volunteer is the person accused of abuse 

9. Confidentiality and data protection 

Information about abuse or neglect is highly confidential and may only be 
shared internally with the member of staff’s line manager, a Designated 
Officer or with the strategic or operational safeguarding leads. Information 
should be shared with Essex Social Care and/or Essex Police where a referral 
is required.  

All copies of safeguarding referrals to Essex Social Care should be kept 
secure. This information will be retained in accordance with agreed retention 
periods subject to requirements of relevant legislation including the GDPR 
(General Data Protection Regulations). No other copies of referrals should be 
held.  

Information and data around safeguarding is likely to fall within the GDPR 
definition of sensitive data. Reference should be made to CBH’s Data 
Protection Policy. 

We recongise that there may sometimes be a perceived conflict between the 
need to follow up a concern promptly and the need to share sensitive 
information lawfully. Where cases are complex, staff are encouraged to discuss 
with a CBH Designated Safeguarding Officer and/or ‘consult’ with Essex Social 
Care before sharing personal data. 

10. Use of contractors 

Colchester Borough Homes works with contractors in order to deliver services 
and to maintain and improve housing stock. Any contractor/ sub-contractor 
must adhere to the same safeguarding standards as CBH/ CBC. Staff of 
contractors/ sub-contractors should share concerns about abuse or neglect 
with a CBH (or CBC) Designated Safeguarding Officer so that appropriate 
action can be taken. Where contractors raise concerns with Essex Social 
Care in accordance with their own safeguarding policy and procedures, they 
should make a CBH (or CBC) Designated Officer aware. 

We work with CBC to ensure that specific safeguarding requirements are 
considered and included within the procurement process as required by 
legislation (including the Modern Slavery Act 2015).  
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11. Child sexual exploitation (CSE) 

CSE takes place where the child (or a third person or persons) receives 
‘something’ (for example, food, accommodation, drugs, alcohol, cigarettes, 
affection, gifts or money) as a result of performing, and /or others performing 
on them, sexual activities. It can occur through the use of technology without 
any immediate payment or gain. In all cases, those exploiting the child/young 
person have power over them by virtue of their age, gender, intellect, physical 
strength and/or economic or other resources. 

There are six main ‘models’ of CSE: 

• Inappropriate Relationship Model 
• Organised / Network & Trafficking Model 
• Gangs and Group Model 
• Peer on Peer Model 
• Older Adult ‘Boyfriend’ Model 
• On-Line Grooming Model 

We are committed to playing our full part in tackling CSE which includes 
reporting concerns and increasing awareness. We endorse the ESCB 
statement that this problem “cannot be dealt with by individual organisations 
working alone and that a multi-disciplinary commitment is required to tackle 
and respond to CSE”.  

We work closely with Colchester Borough Council which attends local Missing 
and Child Exploitation (MACE) meetings which, in turn, are overseen by the 
ESCB Child Exploitation & Missing Sub-Committee. 

12. Prevent 

Section 26 of the Counter Terrorism and Security Act 2015 placed a duty 
upon local authorities including district councils to have “due regard to the 
need to prevent people from being drawn into terrorism”. 

As CBH acts on behalf of the local authority, our approach needs to be 
consistent with the duty. The PREVENT Strategy has three objectives, to: 

• Respond to the ideological challenge of terrorism and the threat we 
face from those who promote it 

• Prevent people from being drawn into terrorism and ensure they are 
given appropriate advice and support; and 

• Work with sectors and institutions where there are risks of 
radicalisation that we need to address 

It includes all forms of violent terrorism and non-violent extremism - including 
Islamist and far-right supremacist forms.  

We require all staff to follow home office approved PREVENT awareness e-
learning which includes key indicators of concerns and procedures to follow.  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2015/6/contents
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13. Training 

CBH provides induction and ongoing safeguarding training to all staff 
dependent on their role. This includes the provision of professional external 
training and specific e-learning modules.  

We are committed to delvering: Level 2 (equivalent) training for child and adult 
safeguarding to front line staff, and Level 3 (equivalent) training to Designated 
Safeguarding Officers, Board members and senior managers (including 
safeguarding leads) at least every 3 years.Safeguarding inductions are 
provided to all staff.  

14. Safe recruitment 

CBH is committed to taking all reasonable steps to prevent unsuitable people 
working with children and vulnerable adults. All job descriptions are risk 
assessed within the organisation to identify which jobs are likely to involve 
regular and/or substantial unsupervised contact with children and/or 
vulnerable adults. Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) checking activity will 
be consistent with relevant legislation, especially the ‘regulated activity’ 
criteria contained within the Protection of Freedoms Act 2012. 

15. References 

Children Act 2004  

Care Act 2014 

Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) 

Modern Slavery Act 2015 

Protection of Freedoms Act 2012 

SET (Southend Essex Thurrock) Child Protection Procedures 2019  

SET (Southend Essex Thurrock) Safeguarding Adults Guidelines 2020   

16. Related documents 

CBH Safeguarding procedures 

Safeguarding – Types of Abuse  

Policy Statement and Procedure Template  
Whisleblowing Policy 
 
SET Safeguarding Adults Guidelines - latest version new content   
  

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2004/31/contents
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2014/23/contents/enacted
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/disclosure-and-barring-service
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2015/30/contents/enacted
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2012/9/contents/enacted
https://www.escb.co.uk/media/2086/set-procedures-oct-2019-updated-southend-logo.pdf
https://safeguardingsouthend.co.uk/download/set-safeguarding-adults-guidelines-april-1-2019/
https://colchbh.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/fnc/EqSfgd/EV2Myf9uXjpIgJkzlkPA1sMB9Mr31h7C2Fj-lBrt87zPuQ?e=MAMDc6
https://colchbh.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/fnc/EqSfgd/EeqkLsoTLzJCiqwkB8QFd_oB6agLeT2uzHN1icMDQls5_w?e=3QmrEM
https://colchbh.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/fnc/EqSfgd/EVWcpJsweaREiM-4QOLfZHwB-BA_Jj7rjjc1BJGPSMdhZQ?e=SZfgLs
https://cbhomes.org.uk/about-us/our-policies-and-procedures/our-policies/
https://colchbh.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/fnc/EqSfgd/Ea5QbNAdCjFCgYG-T9XeU34B7C3rFUPnWVbIk61ZawBhAQ?e=uceDMS
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Appendix B: A list of Updates to the Safeguarding Policy  

Changes / Updates  Explanation  Page  

Procedures have been removed from 
the policy and placed in a separate 
document. 

This is to be consistent with 
CBH’s general approach and to 
avoid the need for frequent 
policy updates.    

N/A 

 A Glossary has been included Now standard in CBH policies.  2 

Section 1 (Policy statement) now 
confirms that we will consult and 
adhere to safeguarding board 
guidance including SET (Southend 
Essex and Thurrock) Procedures. 

We feel that the importance of 
SET Procedures needs to be 
acknowledged here.  

5 

Section 7 (Discharging our duties) is a 
new section which includes reference 
to: Alerts/ referrals; Effective Support 
and Early Help; Principles of the Care 
Act’s ‘personalisation’ agenda; Our 
‘Front line staff’ approach to referrals.  

This section provides a strategic 
focus to our approach in 
discharging our duties.  

8 

Section 8 (Consent) now contains an 
explicit reference to the seeking and 
recording of consent to share 
information. 

An undertaking/ commitment 
around consent was considered 
appropriate here. 

8 

Section 9 (Confidentiality and data 
protection) now includes reference to 
our approach in complex cases. 

The steps outlined show how 
we reduce the risk of failing to 
safeguard. 

9 

Section 10 (Use of contractors) now 
includes reference to the procurement 
process. 

There are specific requirements 
contained in the Modern 
Slavery Act. 

9 

Section 11 (CSE) now includes 
reference to CBH/ CBC partnership 
working. 

This is an important part of our 
approach to safeguarding in 
general, and CSE in particular.    

10 

Section 12 (PREVENT) now includes 
reference to training.  

This was introduced in 2019 10 

Section 13 (Training) now specifies 
required frequency for specific 
training.   

Additional detail considered 
relevant.  

11 

 



 

Colchester Borough Homes  

Equality Impact Assessment Form - An Analysis of the Effects on Equality 
 
Section 1: Initial Equality Impact Assessment  
 
Name of policy/ decision to be assessed:  
 
Safeguarding Policy  
  
1. What is the main purpose of the policy? 
 

• To ensure Colchester Borough Homes meets the (CBC) delegated duties with regards to safeguarding children 
and adults at risk. (Note that we have replaced the use of the term ‘adults with needs for care and support’ with the 
term ‘adults at risk’ as this is more consistent with terminology contained within SET (Southend Essex Thurrock) 
Guidelines.)  

• To ensure that the needs and interests of children and adults at risk are considered by employees in the provision 
of services and in it decision-making. 

 
2. What main areas or activities does it cover?  
 

• Contacting the Police when a child or adult at risk is in immediate danger 
• Referring children or adults to Essex Social Care when staff or board members witness or suspect abuse/neglect 
• Sharing information, confidentiality and data protection  
• Specific responsibilities of key safeguarding post-holders 

 
3. Are there changes to an existing policy being considered in this assessment? If so what are they? 
 

• Detailed changes are referenced within the Equality and Safeguarding Annual Report 2020. There are no major 
changes to the policy or to our approach, although it is treated as a major revision since procedures have been 
included in a separate document rather than in the policy.   



 

  
4. Who are the main audience, users or customers who will be affected by the policy? 
 

• Colchester Borough Homes employees 
• Board Members 
• Contractors 
• Customers 

 
5. What outcomes do you want to achieve from the policy? 
 

• The effective safeguarding of children and ‘adults at risk’ from all types of abuse and neglect 
 
6. Are other service areas or partner agencies involved in delivery? If so, please give details below:  
 

• Essex County Council/Essex Social Care 
• Essex Police 
• Colchester Borough Council 
• Essex Local Safeguarding Boards 

  
7. Are you aware of any relevant information, data, surveys or consultations which help us to assess the likely or actual 
impact of the policy upon customers or staff?  
 
No external consultation has taken place. However, feedback about the policy from staff (including through the 
Designated Officer group) and from managers and leadership has contributed towards the revision of this policy.  
 
8. The ‘general duty’ states that we must have “due regard” to the need to: 
 
(a) eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation  



 

(b) advance equality of opportunity between people who share a ‘protected characteristic1’ and those who do not2  
(c) foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not3 

 
Not all policies help us to meet the ‘general duty’, but most do.  
 
Where applicable, explain how this policy helps us to meet the ‘general duty’: 
 
The policy helps us to ‘eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation’ in the following way(s): 
 

• Older people and people with disabilities may be more likely to fall into the Care Act category of an ‘adult at risk’. 
The policy and its updates, therefore, may help to ensure that these groups are protected from unfair treatment 
including discriminatory abuse.  

 
The policy helps us to ‘advance equality of opportunity…’ in the following way(s): 
 

• Older people and people with disabilities may be more likely to fall into the Care Act category of an ‘adult at risk’. 
Equality of opportunity may therefore be advanced through the effective safeguarding and supporting of these 
groups. 

 
The policy helps us to ‘foster good relations…’ in the following way(s): 
 

• It is not held that the policy specifically helps to advance this aim.  
 

9. This section helps us to identify any disproportionate impacts. Please indicate in the table below whether the policy is 
likely to particularly benefit or disadvantage any of the ‘protected characteristics’.   
 

                                                       
1 The Equality Act’s `protected characteristics’ include age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief and 
sex and sexual orientation. It also covers marriage and civil partnerships, but not for all aspects of the duty.  
2 This involves having due regard, in particular, to the need to: (a) remove or minimise disadvantages suffered by persons who share a protected 
characteristic that are connected to that characteristic; (b) take steps to meet the needs of persons who share a relevant protected characteristic 
that are different from the needs of persons who do not share it, and (c) encourage persons who share a relevant protected characteristic to 
participate in public life or in any other activity in which participation by such persons is disproportionately low.        
3 This involves having due regard, in particular, to the need to (a) tackle prejudice, and (b) promote understanding.    



 

‘Protected 
characteristic’ 
group 

 Positive 
Impact  

Explain how it could particularly 
benefit the group  

Negative 
Impact  
 

Explain how it could particularly 
disadvantage the group 

Age  Older people (60+)  
 

X Older people are more likely to be 
adults at risk. The policy can help 
to ensure that this group is 
effectively protected from unfair 
treatment, and it may also help 
advance equality of opportunity.  

 None identified  

Younger people 
(17-25) 
and children  

 None identified   None identified  

Disability Physical X People with disabilities are more 
likely to be adults at risk. The policy 
can help to ensure that this group 
is effectively protected from unfair 
treatment and it may also help 
advance equality of opportunity. 

 None identified  
 Sensory X  None identified  
 Learning X  None identified  
 Mental health 

issues 
X  None identified  

Ethnicity4 White  None identified   None identified  
Black   None identified   None identified  
Chinese   None identified   None identified  
Mixed Ethnic Origin  None identified   None identified  
Gypsies/ Travellers   None identified   None identified  

Language English not first 
language  

 
 

None identified.   X This policy is in English.  

Pregnancy 
and Maternity 

Women who are 
pregnant or have 
given birth in last 
26 weeks  

 None identified   None identified  

Religion or 
Belief  

People with a 
religious belief  

 None identified   None identified  

Sex  Men  None identified   None identified  

                                                       
4 National Census 2011 categories are: Bangladeshi, Indian, Pakistani, Other Asian (Asian or Asian British), African, Caribbean, Other Black 
(Black or Black British), White and Black African, White and Asian, White and Black Caribbean (Mixed), British, Irish, Other White (White), 
Chinese, Other (Other Ethnic Group).      



 

‘Protected 
characteristic’ 
group 

 Positive 
Impact  

Explain how it could particularly 
benefit the group  

Negative 
Impact  
 

Explain how it could particularly 
disadvantage the group 

 Women  None identified   None identified  
Gender 
Reassignmen
t5 

Transgender/  
Transsexual6 

 None identified   None identified  

Sexual 
Orientation 

Bisexual, 
Heterosexual, 
Gay or Lesbian 

 None identified   None identified  

Marriage and 
Civil 
Partnership  

People who are 
married or in a civil 
partnership 

 None identified   None identified  

 
10. If you have identified any negative impacts (above) how can they be minimised or removed?   
 

Language English not first 
language  

 
 

This policy is in English.  

 
Staff will assist any person who wishes to read this policy (who does not have English as a first language) to access 
appropriate translation services.  

                                                       
5 The protected characteristic of gender reassignment is defined by the Equality Act 2010 as “a person proposing to undergo, is undergoing or 
has undergone a process (or part of a process) for the purpose of reassigning the person's sex by changing physiological or other attributes of 
sex.” This is a personal process that may involve medical interventions such as counselling, psychotherapy, hormone therapy or surgery, but 
does not have to.  
6 It is generally held that people who are transgender disguise their features or clothing to resemble their preferred sex, whereas people who are 
transsexual wish to change their body to completely resemble their preferred sex. 



 

11. Could the policy discriminate7 against any ‘protected characteristic’, either directly or indirectly8? No 
 
Summary and findings of Initial Equality Impact Assessment  
 
12. Please put a tick in the relevant box to confirm your findings, and what the next step is: 
 
Findings Action required 
No negative impacts have been identified □ Sign off screening and finish.  
Negative impacts have been identified but have been minimised or 
removed X 

Sign off screening and finish. 

Negative impacts could not be minimised or removed □ Sign off screening and complete a full 
impact assessment – Section 2.  

There is insufficient evidence to make a judgement. □ Sign off screening and complete a full 
impact assessment – Section 2. 

 
13. Name and job title of person completing this form: 
 

• Andrew Harley (Business Partner: Equality & Safeguarding)  
 
14. Date of completion: 
 

• September 2020  
 
15. Date for update or review of this screening: September 2023  

                                                       
7 The Council has a general duty to ‘eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation’. Direct discrimination occurs when a person 
is treated less favourably than another in a comparable situation because of their `protected characteristic’ whether on grounds of age, 
disability, pregnancy and maternity, ethnicity; religion or belief; sex (gender), sexual orientation, or marriage and civil partnership. Indirect 
discrimination occurs when an apparently neutral provision or practice would nevertheless disadvantage people on the grounds of their 
`protected characteristic’.  
 
8 If you answer ‘yes’ to question 11 (above) you will need to complete this section and go on to complete Section 2 in order to 
conduct a full Equality Impact Assessment.   



 

FINANCE AND AUDIT CHAIRS REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD  
23rd September 2020  
 
Recommendations 
The Board is asked to: 
 

I. NOTE the draft minutes and matters discussed at the Finance and Audit Committee on the 
29th July 2020 at appendix A 

II. NOTE the electronic decision circulated to members on the 21st August 2020 regarding the 
Revised Budget for 2020/21 was APPROVED by all members 

III. APPROVE the 5 Year Business Plan based on the Finance and Audit Committee’s 
recommendation  

IV. NOTE the electronic decision circulated to members on the 21st August 2020 regarding the 
Data Protection Policy and the Information Security Policy for 2020/21 to be adopted in the 
CBH Code of Governance was APPROVED by all members 

V. NOTE the Finance and Audit Committee’s Annual Statement at appendix B 
 

 
Executive summary 
 
This report separates the work of the Finance and Audit Committee into a stand-alone report. This 
report sets out the matters discussed at the recent Finance and Audit and Risk Committee and 
seeks approval of the Committee’s recommendations on matters requiring Board approval. 
 
1. Minutes and recommendations from the Finance and Audit Committee 

 
2. CBH 5 Year Business Plan 

The CBH 5 year Business Plan update was presented to Committee members which included 
revised budget forecasts due to the disruption caused by COVID-19 and the impact of the 
pension determination by the Essex Pension Fund.  The plan set out how CBH will deliver its 
organisational objectives over the next 5 years and included scenarios of how a second wave of 
COVID-19, the Brexit effect and a reduction in trading activity would affect the financial standing 
of the Company. 
 

3. Revised budget for 2020/21 
The revised budget for 2020/21 was presented to Committee Members and Board Members 
were invited to attend to scrutinise this item.  The Committee were taken through the different 
funding streams which make-up the income received by CBH and the effect of COVID-19 and 
the pension determination on the original budget.  Material changes and other considerations 
were explained to Members before a proposed budget was presented for adoption. 
 

4. Cyber security  
The Committee was updated on the threats of cyber security on the organisation and the 



  
 

mitigations already in place to prevent them.  Two new policies were presented to be adopted 
into the CBH Code of Governance and one presented for internal use.  The three new policies 
(Data Protection Policy, Information Security Policy and the Acceptable Use Policy) replaced 
two existing policies (Information & Confidentiality Policy and Internet & email, phones and 
social media Policy). 

 
Recommendations 
The Board is asked to: 
 

I. NOTE the draft minutes and matters discussed at the Finance and Audit Committee on the 
29th July 2020 at appendix A 

II. NOTE the electronic decision circulated to members on the 21st August 2020 regarding the 
Revised Budget for 2020/21 was APPROVED by all members 

III. APPROVE the 5 Year Business Plan based on the Finance and Audit Committee’s 
recommendation  

IV. NOTE the electronic decision circulated to members on the 21st August 2020 regarding the 
Data Protection Policy and the Information Security Policy for 2020/21 to be adopted in the 
CBH Code of Governance was APPROVED by all members 

V. NOTE the Finance and Audit Committee’s Annual Statement at appendix B 
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Colchester Borough Homes Limited 
 
Finance and Audit Committee – Thursday 4th June – 5.00pm 
Teams Meeting  
Present:   
Julie Parker Chair 
Karen Smout Vice Chair 
Cllr Nigel Chapman Member 
Cllr Cyril Liddy Member 
Paula Goddard Member 
 
In attendance: 
Matthew Armstrong Director of Business Improvement 
Cong Gu Head of Finance 
Gareth Mitchell CEO 
Fiona Dodimead TIAA 
Olufolake Mustafa TIAA 
Michael Campbell Board Member 
Lesley Scott-Boutell Board Member 
Karen Loweman  Director of Operations 
Kirk Braker  Head of Assets 
 
 

1. 
 
1.1 
 

Welcome and Apologies 
 
Apologies were received from Cyril Liddy, and the meeting was confirmed as being 
quorate. 
Introductions were made to welcome Fiona Dodimead and Olufolake Mustafa, both 
from TIAA, to the meeting  
 

2. 
 
2.1 
 
 
 
 
2.2 
 
 

Minutes of the meeting held on the 4th February 2020 and Matters Arising  
 
One wording amendment was highlighted at 3.2 regarding verification procedures to 
reflect that we talk to suppliers not the bank.  
Subject to the this change the minutes were accepted as being a true and accurate record 
of the meeting held on 4th June 2020 and were approved by the Committee. 
 
Actions Update  
 
There were no matters arising and the Committee noted that all actions from the previous 
meeting had been completed. 

 The Committee resolved to: 
i.APPROVE the minutes of the 4th June 2020 subject to wording amendment 
ii.NOTE the completed actions 

3. 
 
 
3.1 
 
 
 
 
 

Revised Budget for 2020/21 
 
CG summarised the revised budget and advised the Committee that the outbreak of covid-
19 and the pension tri-annual review result had made it necessary to review the approved 
budget (‘the original budget’) for 2020/21 to ensure resources are allocated efficiently to 
reflect CBH recovery plans and meet the CBH strategic delivery plan targets. 
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3.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.4 
 
 
 

CG advised that with the expectation to receive the additional £200k from CBC to fund the 
increased pension contribution, the income had been revised to increase by £200k. 
Overall expenditure had been revised down by £100k. The majority of the underspend was 
on Repairs including Voids. Due to operations reverting to emergency repairs only in quarter 
1, the repairs carried out significantly reduced by in-house teams as well as contractors.  
Due to CBH’s repairs reserve already at its maximum of £300k, the expected underspend 
would have to be returned to CBC.  
 
CG explained that due to social distancing and staff being shielded, the capacity in quarter 
2 and 3 was expected to be at 85% for the in-house teams, and CBH would engage with 
more contractors to make up the capacity and reduce the backlog.  
CG advised that she would monitor the development carefully and report again in quarter 2 
forecast.  
 
CG continued that the main overspend in the revised budget in Repairs was due to agency 
staff to maintain the capacity and cover for sickness. This had not budgeted for in the 
original budget. 
Additional costs in the revised budget relating to covid-19 is £55k (excluding Repairs).  
 
KS asked if the monies that could have to be paid back to CBC could be returned at another 
point or was that an official loss of income to CBH? MA advised that even though CBH were 
forecasting an underspend they still had the opportunity to spend the monies in the current 
year. The drive would be to spend the monies however this could not be reflected in the 
current forecast.  
 
NC asked why CBH were having to use agency staff? CG advised that this was to replace 
those staff that were shielding in the repairs team, a total of 8 staff, and to cover those on 
long-term sickness.  
 
JP asked why Project 2020 had not been included in the budget, she advised that she was 
surprised that CBH felt they could deliver this programme on a longer time scale without 
occurring any extra costs. MA advise the Committee that he was expecting savings from 
Project 2020 but due to the delay that he was not expecting to realise these in the current 
financial year.  
 
Following the questions above the Committee agreed to approve the revised budget for 
2020/21 and recommended electronic approval to the Board 
 
Finance Update  
 
CG summarised to the Committee that the overall financial position as at end of quarter 1 
was a slight positive variance of £17k compared to Year-to-date (YTD) budget.  
 
She advised that overall year to date income was down by £1.2m; this was due to the year 
to date capital fee still to be paid by CBC. 
The year to date direct capital expenditure was £239k, significantly lower than the year to 
date budget. CG explained that as CBC reimbursed CBH on an actual basis, the income 
would reflect expenditure, and an invoice has been raised in Q4. 
CG advised that there was a positive variance of £83k in Design and Construction Income, 
due to volatility of this income stream and the timing of 3rd party valuations.  
 
CG advised that overall expenditure was down by £1.2m and this was due to various areas 
which she had tabled in the report. 
 
The Committee noted the finance update  
 
5 Year Business Plan  
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CG summarised to the Committee that due to the revised 2020/21 budget the 5- year 
business plan needed to be amended to reflect the new budget.  She advised that that the 
revised plan assessed the disruption of the covid-19 pandemic and its consequences and 
included the pension tri-annual review results and aligned resource allocation to the 
recovery plan. 
 
KS asked whether there would be any balanced savings in terms of office costs to reflect 
the working from home payment to staff? She advised that if there was an assumption that 
staff would be working from home longer term that we there should be an assumption of 
decreased office costs?  
MA advised that at this time this cost was purely an assumption and he was awaiting a 
decision from CBC to see if they would pay their staff this cost as CBH routinely mirrored 
CBC decisions. He advised that the Directorate of CBH had felt this would be a fair payment 
to make but that they would review and make decision on this in September 2020. 
 
PG advised that she gelt the £26 a month allowance was a high figure which would would 
cover half of her gas and electric bill. She asked whether any consideration would be given 
to the figure presented as there would be variance in staff living arrangements? 
 
GM advised that this costing was purely an assumption at this time and had been based on 
HRMC guidance. He advised that he felt the Directorate were going to have address this 
offer in some way.  
He advised that from an overall position, in a normal working environment, the organisation 
would be making a case for agile working which would incur costs with balanced savings 
and efficiencies to make over and above with an impact on the bottom line. Due to the 
exceptional circumstance that Covid had brought about it was difficult to define actual 
monies due to the deficit that CBC now faced, which would ultimately have an effect 
revenue streams and the management agreement context.  
 
JP asked with regards to the pension position, had an assumption been made that CBH 
would have to fund for future years with some contribution from CBC? CG advised that she 
had followed the normal guidelines and assumed that CBC would fund 100% in year 1, 50% 
in year 2 and 0% in year 3. She advised that this need to form part of the management fee 
negotiation as this was not sustainable for CBH to fund themselves.  
 
GM reminded the Committee that this plan helped to inform Board Members and make a 
case for what the conversations needed to be with CBC over the coming year, in terms of 
the management agreement extension and future sustainability for CBH.  
 
The Committee approved the 5 Year Business plan and agreed to recommend to the Board.  
 
It was noted that the revised Budget would be sent to all Board Members for electronic 
decision which MA and CG would organise.  
 
 

The committee resolved to 
i.APPROVE and recommend to the Board the revised budget for 2020/21 
ii.NOTE the Finance update 
iii. APPROVE the 5 Year Business Plan  
4. 
 
 
4.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Internal Audit  
The Chair welcomed FD and OM to the meeting  
 
Annual Internal Audit Plan  
 
FD summarised the Audit Strategy and Annual Internal Audit Plan 
She advised that in connection with the previous agenda item budget monitoring would 
take place in October.  
 
The floor was opened up to any questions 
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4.2 

 
KS asked why the mobile device management had not been highlighted for Audit? FD 
advised that due to Covid they would now be looking at the Northgate System and that 
mobile device management had remained in the scope for future years.  
 
JP asked why the risk register audit had been scoped for 2022/23? FD advised there 
were time constraints as to what could be audited year on year and there would be a 
watching brief of the company risk registers and discussions. It was felt there were priority 
areas to focus on at this time.  
 
JP asked how TIAA were intending to monitor performance and KPI’s. She felt there was 
an indicator missing around management response timeframes. FD advised that she 
would add this into the indicators.  
 
KS asked if Cyber security would be audited as was not identified as a singular module in 
the plan? FD advised that this had not been prioritised as a key area at this time, but she 
could provide self-assessment questionnaires to help CBH monitor before any audit took 
place. MA advised that CBH were part of a joint ICT Strategy with CBC and the recent 
move to Microsoft Teams meant that CBH applications were subject to Microsoft security 
measures.  
FD advised that part of the Council Audit plan was to audit network resilience, which 
would feature cyber security, and the ICT service desk, and both would impact on CBH 
performance.  
 
Outstanding Actions  
 
MA advised the Committee that all the 2019/20 actions with deadlines up to the 31st July 
2020 had been completed, 7 actions remained outstanding which were within date, all 
from the IT (SharePoint Audit) conducted in March 2020.   
The four outstanding recommendations from the Corporate Facilities audit had been 
addressed with 2 being completed and 2 being deferred.  
Management responses and appropriate actions had been completed for the Homeless 
Assessments audit. 
JP asked whether TIAA had reviewed the completed actions? MA advised that as they 
were actions from Mazars he had reviewed and self-assessed completion. FD advised 
that TIAA would be happy to review these actions for assurance purposes. 
 
JP asked why the two actions from the Corporate Facilities audit had been deferred? MA 
advised that the first action was dependant on the Northgate system being implemented 
and had asked for this to be deferred until July 2021 and the second action on KPI’s was 
dependant on the SLA and Management agreement which was coming up in the next few 
months. JP advised that she would recommend that TIAA review and validate these 
decisions for internal assurance and it was agreed MA and FD would complete this 
process.  
 

The Committee resolved to 
 i. APPROVE the Annual Internal Audit Plan  
ii.NOTE the outstanding actions 
5. 
 
5.1 
 
 
 
 
 

Whistleblowing Policy  
 
MA presented the policy and advised that there had been minor amendments made to the 
policy, updating job titles and the removal of a reference to a whistleblowing form on the 
intranet which no longer exists. No other changes were required, and the policy was 
recommended to be reviewed in two years’ time. 
 
He advised that since April 2019 there had been no whistleblowing allegations raised.   
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No questions were raised from the Committee 
 

The Committee resolved to 
i.APPROVE the Whistleblowing Policy and recommend to the Board  
6. 
 
 
6.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.4 
 
6.5 
 
 
 
 
 

Cyber Security Policies 
MA presented the report and summarised for the committee the following: 
CBH proposed to adopt and rebadge the following CBC policies, amending where 
appropriate to reflect CBH practice:  
 

• Data protection policy 
• Information security policy 
• Acceptable use policy (internal CBH policy) 

 
These would be in place of the following existing CBH policies: 
 

• Information & confidentiality policy 
• Internet & email, phones and social media policy. 

 
The floor was opened up to questions 
NC asked if it was felt that with staff now working from home where there were further 
highlighted cyber security concerns or risks? MA advised in the last 18 months CBH had 
moved to cloud based system with a secure 2- way authentication gateway for access 
which was secure, and he felt assured by current controls in place. He added that 
external audit and monitoring of these systems also provided appropriate assurance.  
Data protection Policy questions 
KS advised that she felt the acceptable use policy should be referenced in the Data 
Protection Policy as an associated document. MA advised this would be amended.  
JP noted that the Governance Officer might remind members and the Board on their 
responsibilities for security within the company and to ensure that appropriate training 
access for Board.  
Information security policy – no questions raised 
 
Acceptable Use Policy Questions  
 
KS advised that the policy did not make reference to the use of facilities like dropbox or 
Google drives which she understood could be a security vulnerability, and should they be 
mentioned in the Storage section?  
MA advised that Dropbox and Google drives are not encouraged to be used by staff and 
they should only use SharePoint and OneDrive. The implementation of end to end 
authentication would assure that staff could not download these apps on to their devices 
 
KS asked reference Section 14, and mobile phones - could premium rate and overseas 
numbers not be blocked as standard on business phones?  MA advised that overseas 
numbers were already blocked and that he was to receive confirmation on premium rate 
numbers, but believe they were also blocked. 
 
JP raised a query around line manager permission to read subordinate emails within the 
policy and whether this should be considered as a business practice? She also raised that 
PA’s had access to others emails due to job specification. She asked if these 
considerations may be taken away and amended in the policy for clarification.  
 
JP advised that an amendment to the wording under point 11 referring to hand luggage 
being carried on as hand luggage should read “unless airport security don’t allow it.” 
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The Chair advised that the policies should be sent to the Board for Electronic approval.  

 The Committee resolved to: 
i.NOTE the Cyber Security Report 
ii.APPROVE the Data Protection Policy subject to amendments being incorporated 
iii.APPROVE the Information Security Policy subject to amendments being incorporated 

7. 
 
7.1 
 
 
7.2 
 
 
7.3 

Strategic Risk Register  
 
MA presented the register and advise the Committee that there were currently 8 strategic 
risks (3 are green and 5 are amber), 3 of which were at their target score. 
 
MA highlighted to the Committee 2.2 of the report and progress that had been made on 
risks 242 and 542 
 
MA advised that he would present the operational risk register to the next F&A meeting  
 

The Committee resolved to: 
i.APPROVE the strategic Risk Register  
8. 
 
8.1 
 
 
8.2 
 

Governance Update  
 
MA summarised the report to the Committee and asked the Board to note the actions 
being taken around delayed Policy reviews due to Covid interruptions.  
 
JP asked with regards to Data breaches that these were reported quarterly rather than the 
last months view for trend identification.  
 

The Committee resolved to: 
i.NOTE the Governance Update 
9. AOB 

 
There was no business raised 
.  
 

 
 

 
 
 

F&A Committee Action List  
4th February 2020    
Action   Who By When   
2.1 – wording to be 
changed in 
minutes from Bank 
to suppliers 

JP ASAP Completed 

4.1 – Annual 
Internal Audit Plan 
– performance 
indicator for 
Management 
response 
timeframes to be 
included in the 
plan 

FD End of August   

4.2 – Outstanding 
actions – TIAA to 
review all 
completed actions 

FD End of August   
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for full external 
assurance and to 
review deferred 
actions for 
validation  
6.3 – Data 
Protection Policy – 
recommended 
amendments to be 
incorporated 

GM 23rd September 
Board Meeting  

 

6.5 – Acceptable 
Use Policy - 
recommended 
amendments to be 
incorporated 

GM 23rd September 
Board Meeting 

 

7.3 – Operational 
Risk Register to 
come to next F&A 
Meeting  

MA 4th November   

8.3 – Governance 
Update Report – to 
include quarterly 
reporting of Date 
Breaches for trend 
identification  

JP 4th November  
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FINANCE & AUDIT 
COMMITTEE ANNUAL 

REPORT 2019/20 
Report of the Chair of the Audit 

 

  
 
 
 
 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

This is the annual report of the Finance and Audit Committee and covers the financial year 
2019/20. The report is to review the effectiveness of the committee’s activities during the year 
and its oversight of the Assurance and Risk Management Frameworks within which Colchester 
Borough Homes operates. 

 
 
2. ROLE OF THE COMMITTEE 

 
The committee’s terms of reference for 2019/20 were approved in February 2019 and will be 
reviewed in November 2020 in line with the Colchester Borough Homes Code of Governance 
review. The purpose of the committee can be summarised as to: 
 

• Provide independent assurance of the adequacy of internal controls and the risk 
management framework and the associated control environment. 

 
• Provide independent scrutiny of the Company’s financial and non-financial 

performance, including trading activity, to the extent that it affects the Company’s 
exposure to risk and the control environment. 

 
• Oversee the financial reporting process. 

 
 

The Finance and Audit Committee is, therefore, the primary means by which the Board 
ensures that adequate assurance and internal control systems are in place. The committee’s 
responsibilities are additional and supportive to those of the Board.  
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3. Has the Committee fulfilled its agreed terms of reference? 

 
The specific objectives of the committee during 2019/20 was to oversee the following 
arrangements: 

• Internal Control Environment 
• Corporate Risk Management 
• Regulatory Framework 
• Internal Audit 
• External Audit 
• Financial Reporting 

 
The committee has met its requirements during the year. A total of 43 reports were 
considered, the details of which are provided in Appendix A. The key activities are 
summarised below: 

 

• Internal Control Environment - The committee considered the robustness of the internal 
control environment through reports from both internal and external audit. 

• Corporate Risk Management - Risk Management updates of Colchester Borough 
Homes were considered at each committee meeting. The risk registers presented to each 
meeting focused on the strategic risks and those operational risks graded red and amber.  

• The Committee reviewed and agreed a new Risk Management Policy, Strategy and 
Framework on the 4th February 2020 and members of the Committee and Board will 
receive risk management training in September as part of their ongoing development. 
More recently, Members have challenged the risks relating to COVID-19 and the impact 
on Colchester Borough Homes. 

• Regulatory Framework - Specific aspects of the regulatory framework, such as a review 
of policies, have taken place during the year. 
The annual effectiveness review of anti-fraud and corruption arrangements is due to take 
place in Nov/Dec 2020 and will include an update on any matters of investigation. 
The committee has maintained an overview in respect of financial regulations and 
contract standing orders through the assurance work provided by internal audit during the 
year on key financial systems. 

• Internal Audit – Internal audit activity updates were reviewed at every meeting with 
updates on agreed plans, performance of the internal audit team and findings from those 
audit opinions were considered. 
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Where appropriate, the committee requested additional updates from management to gain 
additional assurances around the audit findings. 
The committee also monitored the implementation of internal audit recommendations and 
challenged progress made by management and in some cases requested the findings of 
follow-up reviews be fully reported back. 

• External Audit – The terms of reference refer to the committee appointing or removing of 
the external auditor and agreeing their fees. 
The committee have been kept appraised of the appointment of external auditors through 
Public Sector Audit Appointments Limited (PSAA) and have recently considered 
information relating to the future of Local Government Audit issued by PSAA. 

• Financial Reporting – Statements of Accounts were reviewed prior to their final 
production in addition to the committee considering the related external auditor’s report at 
the meeting held in July 2019. 

 
 

4. Has the committee assessed its own effectiveness or been the subject of a review? 
 

A Board Effectiveness Review took place in 2018 where the Finance and Audit Committee 
effectiveness was assessed.  The result was that the Committee was operating as it should 
be and was effective in its role as providing assurance to the Board.  The governance of the 
Company is also scrutinised by the Council’s Governance and Audit Committee each year, 
most recently in September 2020.  The findings of the G&A Committee were that the 
Company had sound governance arrangements in place and was well run. 

 
 

5. What impact has the committee had on the improvement of governance, risk and 
control? 

 
A wide range of issues were considered by the committee during the year, providing 
independent scrutiny of the Board. The committee has made an impact on the governance of 
the organisations as demonstrated in the following examples: 
 
• Increased scrutiny of risk registers has enabled the committee to contribute to 

developments within the risk management arrangements of Colchester Borough Homes. 
The committee held a recent workshop in July allowing them to understand the 
approaches taken to managing risk and allow more structured scrutiny. 
 

• The committee ensures that the work of internal audit continues to be directed to those 
areas of greatest risk. For matters of significant weaknesses raised by internal audit, the 
committee have received updates directly from the corporate management team to gain a 
greater level of assurance around progress made to address these high-risk areas. 
 

• The committee has a played a key role in reviewing the annual accounts and annual 
governance statements, providing assurance to the Board before they formally approve 
these documents. 

 
The committee monitors the performance of the internal auditors through a number of key 
performance indicators including if audits were completed as per the annual plan and the time 
taken to produce audit reports. 

 
6. Membership of the Committee and Attendance Record 

 
The committee comprises of five members and is chaired by Julie Parker. During 2019/20 
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there were changes to the membership of the committee, due to newly elected Board 
Members. The members during the year was as follows: 

 
• Julie Parker (Chair)  
• Cllr Nigel Chapman 
• Cllr Cyril Liddy 
• Karen Smout 
• Paula Goddard 
• Glenn Houchell (previous chair, stood down in October 2019) 

 

The Committee met formally on five occasions during 2019/20, since COVID-19 meetings 
have taken place virtually on Microsoft Teams and this has not hindered attendance or 
Quorum 

 
            No declarations of interest were recorded during the year in respect of an item  
 

In addition to the members, the Chief Executive, Director of Business Improvement, Director of 
Operations, representatives from internal audit (Mazars and TIAA), external audit (Scrutton 
Bland) and other officers, as appropriate, attended committee meetings. 

 
7. PRIORITIES FOR 2020/21 

 
The schedule of work for 2020/21 is to be approved by the committee in November 2020 and 
includes reviews of the internal and external annual audit plans, statements of accounts, 
annual governance statements, annual audit reports, internal audit updates, financial policies, 
risk management strategy (incl risk appetite), risk registers, and anti-fraud and corruption 
effectiveness. 

 
Looking forward, the committee will be enhancing its effectiveness by developing in the 
following areas: 

 
• Continuing to receive a wider range of assurance on key corporate and strategic risks 

facing Colchester Borough Homes, through examination of risk registers and the risk-
based approach to internal audit 

• The committee will continue to strengthen and support accountability by discussing 
governance, risk and control issues directly with responsible officers, where considered 
appropriate. 

• The committee will consider any revisions required to the anti-fraud and corruption 
arrangements, both of which are key to promoting a strong ethical and counter fraud 
culture. 

• Considering whether a self-assessment would be beneficial considering the new 
membership of the committee. This may determine whether any further training is 
required, whether this be formal external training or internal awareness sessions. 

The Committee will be considerate of the response put in place by Colchester Borough 
Homes in relation to Covid-19, and the Committee’s work programme during the year will 
therefore remain flexible.  

 
8. CONCLUSION 

 
The committee’s primary contribution to Colchester Borough Homes strategic objectives is to 
ensure the governance, control, risk management and audit systems which underpin the work 
of CBH are sound, reliable, robust and secure. 
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COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD 

23rd September 2020 – Via Teams 

 

Report Title  0007 - Transformation Project Update  

Author  Matt Armstrong – Director of Business Improvement 
matthew.armstrong@cbhomes.org.uk 
  

Report Objective:  To update the Board on the approach and progress of the CBH 2.0 
Transformation Project. 

Matters to 
note/Exception 
Highlights  

The COVID-19 Recovery project completed at the end of August with all 
services being resumed under COVID-19 safety measures.  The 
organisation has now moved into its transformational phase and this report 
provides an update to Board Members of the progress made to date. 

  
  
  
Link to Consumer 
Standard objective  

Tenant involvement and empowerment  

Home  

Tenancy  

Neighbourhood and community  

Sensitivity  Commercial    Action  Assurance  
 

Confidential  
 

Noting    
Open     Approval    

 
 

Recommendations 
The Board is asked to NOTE the approach and progress of the Transformation project to date. 
  
 
Executive summary 
The transformation phase started on the 1st September and will complete on the 31st March 
2021.  It will provide a project structure to maximise the opportunities identified during the 
recovery phase which have yet to be implemented within our new way of working. 
 
The phase has been split into 6 projects, each with a lead at line manager level within the 
organisation.  Each project links directly with objectives either already within the organisations 
strategic delivery plan or planned to be included.  The transformation phase will allow the 
acceleration of those objectives which will provide positive change to our customers and our 
staff. 

mailto:matthew.armstrong@cbhomes.org.uk
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 Implications:  

 
Strategic Plan  The transformation phase links directly to the delivery of the 

organisation’s strategic objectives and progress of the phase will be 
monitored monthly through the plans. 
 

Regulatory/Legal 
 

No implications. 

Financial/Budgetary The transformation phase will be managed within current resources and 
budget.  Any project implementation requiring additional will be 
reviewed on a case-by-case basis and presented to the Finance & 
Audit Committee as a business case for use of reserves. 
 

Health & Safety No implications. 
 

Risk Assessment  Risks will be identified as part of the management of each project and 
escalated as per the organisations risk framework as strategic or 
operational risks. 
 

Human Resources Any implications for staff will be addressed through HR as part of 
Porgramme 2020. 
 

Equality and Diversity  Any changes to service delivery will be accompanied by an EqIA to 
ensure none of our staff or customers are disproportionately affected. 
 

Value for Money It is expected the at many outcomes from each project will have cost 
benefits both as efficiencies for our customers and budget savings from 
within the organisation.  These will be monitored through the project 
and included in the closure report. 
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1.  Background  
  
1.1  The CBH 2.0 Recovery phase ended on the 31st August with all services resumed either in 

full or under COVID-19 safe procedures.  Since triggering the Business Continuity Plan on 
the 18th March 2020 the organisation moved from providing critical services only to 
recovering areas of the business as and when they could resume safely under Government 
guidance.   

1.2  Throughout the recovery stage good practice has been established and implemented where 
possible however there presented an opportunity to maximise some longer-term measures 
as both customers and staff were ready for change.  It was also clear that some services 
would never resume to pre-COVID-19 delivery and now was the opportunity to transform 
them, making them fit for the future. 

     
2. Approach 
  
2.1 A PESTLE analysis (shown at appendix 1) was conducted by the Corporate Management 

Team on the 25th June 2020 to establish what external factors we expected to occur 
between 1st September and 31st March 2021 which would affect our customers, the services 
we provide and our staff. 

  
2.2 This was then used to conduct a SWOT analysis (shown at appendix 2) which highlighted a 

list of opportunities which would form projects in the transformation phase.  Strengths 
identified would be used to build on and weaknesses and threats would be addressed 
through Programme 2020. 

  
2.3 Six projects were identified to form the transformation phase: 

 
1. Funding of energy efficiency projects 
2. Enhancing the use of IT (Staff and Customers) 
3. Delivering GByte Broadband 
4. Sustain and enhance community enablement 
5. Workforce resilience 
6. Increase in homelessness 

  
2.4 Each project linked to two or more of the strategic delivery plans which would be the 

reporting vehicle to monitor progress made on each project.  Two other large transformation 
projects already in progress would also feed into the transformation phase, programme 
2020 and project Aurora.  The transformation phase will provide the structure and urgency 
to get the six projects completed by the 31st March 2021. 

  
3. Transformation Projects 
  
3.1 Energy Efficiency  
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 This project identifies an opportunity to increase the energy rating of our housing stock 
which will provide fuel savings for our Tenants, help stimulate the local economy and 
contribute to the carbon savings for Colchester. 

  
3.2 Enhance the use of IT 
  
 COVID-19 has provided an increase in IT skills and capabilities of the general public and 

this project looks to build on improvements to our service delivery that will benefit Tenants 
and provide efficiencies to our processes.  Project Aurora is probably the biggest 
transformation the organisation has gone through in recent times and many of the elements 
of this project will link in with project Aurora. 

  
3.3 Delivery of Gigabyte Broadband 
  
 The Council’s gigabyte broadband initiative is already funded and has started providing a 

network across the borough.  This project looks to consider in detail the opportunity this 
network could have on providing the infrastructure to our Sheltered Schemes for smart 
technology and an offer of super-fast broadband to our Tenants. 

  
3.4 Sustain and enhance community enablement 
  
 A huge success of the recovery phase was the close working relationship with our 

communities, community groups and local charities.  This project looks to build on the good 
practice established during the pandemic and establish future working relationships which 
will benefit our communities. 

  
3.5 Workforce resilience 
  
 Staff have performed superbly during the recovery phase but events will continue to 

challenge us for some time.  This project will focus on developing leaders within our 
organisation, enabling our professionals to contribute to the running of the business and 
investigate the best methods of measuring productivity in our new working environment. 

  
3.6 Increase in homelessness 
  
 The PESTEL analysis identified external challenges over the next 6 months and this project 

prepares the Housing Options team for the inevitable increase in homelessness.  Slightly 
different to the other projects, this will involve establishing procedures and triggers to deal 
with any surges of applications and working with local landlords to prevent evictions 
happening. 

  
4. Progress to date 
  
4.1 Each project has been scoped and leads have been identified from line-manager level 

within the organisation.  Outcomes for each project have been proposed and will be agreed 
by the end of September. 
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4.2 The project structure has been agreed and strategic and operational meetings arranged  
monthly, each meeting 2 weeks apart.  Progress on each project will be reported monthly 
through the strategic delivery plans.  The organisation’s comms plan will be used to ensure 
consistent messaging through a number of different mediums. 

  
4.3 Funding for the energy efficiency project has been confirmed with £1m agreed by Cabinet in 

early September as additional budget for the 100 homes project in order to raise acquired 
properties to an energy rating B.  A further £4m identified to raise housing stock energy 
efficiency levels through a range of enhancements has been proposed and is expected to 
be agreed shortly. 

  
4.4 The first Managers Network meeting has taken place in August and the leadership 

commitment presented and cascaded to all managers.  A review of the current appraisal 
method has taken place by the corporate management team with a new method being 
taken forward of setting objectives and conducting 121 meetings. 

  
4.5 Scenario planning has been costed for the potential increase in homelessness and work 

has already begun to communicate with local private landlords to prevent any evictions 
once the government ban is lifted. 

  
4.6 A meeting with a 5G specialist has identified the scope of the gigabyte broadband project 

and the most likely outcomes achievable.  A positive contact has been made to assist with 
the research and establishment of a tenant offer for super-fast broadband. 

  
4.7 The go-live date for phase 1 of project Aurora is the 26th October with training being 

conducted currently along with the testing of the modules by the systems team. 
  
4.8 Programme 2020 has restarted and is planned for all projects within this programme to be 

complete by the 31st March 2020.  Senior managers have been adjusting their proposed 
structures to ensure lessons learnt from the pandemic have been included in their future 
plans.  Staff consultations for some of the projects will start in September. 

  
5. Appendices 
  
 • Appendix 1 – PESTLE Analysis 

• Appendix 2 – SWOT Analysis 
 



 

COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD 

Wednesday 23 September 2020  
 
 
 

Report Title  0009 Bribery Prevention Gifts and Hospitality Policy  

Author Jo Paget – Governance Officer  
Jo.paget@cbhomes.org.uk 
 

Report Objective: For the Board to review and approve the revised Bribery Prevention, Gifts and 
Hospitality Policy and understand why key changes have been made.  

Matters to 
note/Exception 
Highlights 

None 

 
 
 
Link to Consumer 
Standard objective 

Tenant involvement and empowerment☐ 

Home☐ 

Tenancy☐ 

Neighbourhood and community☐ 

Sensitivity Commercial  Action Assurance  
Confidential  Noting  
Open  Approval  

 
  Recommendations 
  The Board is asked to: 
 
  i.APPROVE the Bribery Prevention Gifts and Hospitality Policy  
 
  
  Executive summary 
  
  Members of the Board were last asked to review the Hospitality and Gifts Policy in July 2017.  
  A new revised policy at appendix A is set before members for approval following consultation with the 
  Corporate Management Team 
 
  Board Members are asked to note the following changes in the revised Policy; 
 
i. The title has been changed to include Bribery Prevention in the title as gifts, hospitality and 

expenses are vulnerable to being used for bribery and is all encompassing. The Bribery Act 2010 
does not explicitly prohibit corporate hospitality and gifts, instead it states 
that hospitality and gifts which are reasonable and proportionate are allowed. 

ii. Manual forms have been replaced with an online form which incorporate mandatory fields for 

mailto:Jo.paget@cbhomes.org.uk
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completion and alerts the Governance Officer upon completion  
iii. The Policy has been re-written to provide more of a practical guide for staff to use the policy to 

understand their obligations under the Bribery Act 2010 and to incorporate the conflicts of interest 
declarations 

   
   
 
  Implications:  

 
Strategic Plan  As a publicly owned company, good governance, leadership & accountability are 

essential to ensure we meet our aims and give confidence to our customers, 
partners and other stakeholders. 

Regulatory/Legal 
 

Colchester Borough Homes runs our business with integrity. All of us must work 
together to ensure our business remains untainted by bribery and corruption. 

Financial/Budgetary None 

Health & Safety None 

Risk Assessment  In addition to having good governance practices and transparency, Colchester 
Borough Homes need to be socially responsible to avoid or minimise reputational 
risk. 

Human Resources None 

Equality and 
Diversity  

None 

Value for Money None 

Environmental and 
Sustainability  

None 

 
 
 

Page Left Blank 
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1. Introduction  

2. Scope 

3. Definitions of terms used in this Policy  

4. Anti-Bribery Statement 
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1.  Introduction  
 
1.1 From time to time, staff of Colchester Borough Homes will be offered gifts or hospitality by 

residents or service providers. Similarly, a member of staff may wish on behalf of Colchester 
Borough Homes to offer gifts or hospitality to residents or service providers. A gift is given 
without expectation of receiving anything in return and may include hospitality or services.  
 

1.2 This Policy is to provide practical help with how staff are expected to treat hospitality and gifts 
and prevent bribery.  
 

1.3 The Policy defines standards and guidelines in relation to adherence to the anti-bribery 
measures and standards that should apply to the acceptance and provision of gifts and 
hospitality. In particular, the Policy is designed to comply with The Bribery Act 2010.  

 
2. Scope and Aim 

 
2.1 This Policy applies to all staff of Colchester Borough Homes irrespective of the type or term of 

their contract. 
 

2.2 The Policy aims to ensure that ethical business practices are followed in relation to gifts and 
hospitality and that all staff are aware of this Policy.  
 

3. Definitions of terms used in this Policy 
 
3.1 “Advantages” means Gifts and Hospitality, as defined above and when collectively referred to.  

 
3.2 “Bribery” is defined under the Bribery Act 2010, as giving or receiving a financial or other 

advantage in connection with the "improper performance" of a position of trust, or a function that 
is expected to be performed impartially or in good faith. 

 
3.3 “Gift” means any payment, gratuity, gratification, present or advantage, pecuniary or not, offered, 

promised, given or received, without any direct or indirect material or immaterial compensation.  
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3.4 “Hospitality” means all forms of social amenity, entertainment, travel or lodging, or an invitation 
to a sporting or cultural event.  
 

3.5 “Service Providers” are agents, suppliers, joint venture partners and companies with whom we 
have entered an agreement or do business. 

 
4. Anti-Bribery Statement 
 
4.1 Colchester Borough Homes recognises that any involvement in bribery is illegal and will reflect 

adversely on its image and reputation. 
 
4.2 Colchester Borough Homes prohibits the offering, giving, soliciting or the acceptance of any 

bribe in whatever form to or from any person or company, public or private by any Board 
Member, member of staff, contractor, consultant, agent and any non‐employee service provider 
engaged on Colchester Borough Homes  business for whatever reason. 

 
4.3 The prevention, detection and reporting of bribery is the responsibility of all staff of Colchester 

Borough Homes. Staff must not accept gifts or hospitality or receive other benefits from anyone 
which might reasonably be seen to compromise their personal judgement or integrity. 

 
5. Dealing with Residents, Contractors, Agents and Business Partners 

 
5.1  The Bribery Act 2010 highlights a specific type of bribery that could lead to prosecution of  

Colchester Borough Homes: 
 
• the liability to prosecution if a person associated with it bribes another person....., where an  
 associated person is one who performs services on or behalf of the organisation. 
 

5.2  This means that Colchester borough Homes needs to take care to ensure that any contractors,  
            agents or business partners acting on its behalf comply with the Act. 
 
5.3  It is therefore essential that contractors and agents acting on Colchester Borough Homes behalf 

are made aware of this Policy, through Colchester Borough Homes procurement processes for 
contracts to ensure that they are not acting in a way that would compromise the company. 

 
6. Giving Gifts and Hospitality 
  
6.1 Staff may not, directly or through others, offer or give any, money, gift, hospitality or other thing 

of value to an employee or representative of any supplier, customer or any other organisation, if 
doing so could influence or reasonably give the appearance of influencing the organisation’s 
relationship with Colchester Borough Homes.  

 
6.2  Staff may:  
 

• give gifts of a nominal value (such as CBH advertising novelties);  
• with management approval, provide meals and other entertainment at Colchester Borough 

Homes offices or at venues outside Colchester Borough Homes, provided that the expenses 
are kept at a reasonable level. For the avoidance of doubt, the per capita cost of a meal 
should not exceed £20 and would normally be much less.  

 
7. Receiving Gifts and Hospitality 
 
7.1  A member of staff should not, directly or through others, solicit or accept money, gifts,   
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hospitality or anything else that could influence or reasonably give the appearance of influencing 
the relationship with that organisation or individual.  

 
7.2 Staff members may accept invitations to events provided the hospitality is not provided by a third 

party during a bidding process or when Colchester Borough Homes is negotiating an agreement 
with such third party. 
 

7.3 Gifts or hospitality may not be accepted, irrespective of value, which might influence or be seen 
to influence such situations as the award of business (contract) or the use of Colchester 
Borough Homes Intellectual Property or other assets, or to benefit personally or for the benefit of 
any person connected to that person.  
 

7.4 Unless you have been informed otherwise you may accept:  
 
• a gift of nominal value, such as an advertising novelty, when it is customarily offered to 

others having a similar relationship with that individual or organisation. Gifts with a value in 
excess of £10.00 should be turned down or returned to the donor, and the Head of Service 
or CEO informed.   

• customary meals or entertainment provided that the expenses are kept at a reasonable 
level (up to £30.00 per spend) 
.  

7.5  For the avoidance of doubt:  
 
• gifts with a value of more than £10 and hospitality expected to cost in excess of £30 should 

be authorised by your Head of Service;  
 

• There is no need to record minor refreshments or sandwich lunches or an invitation by a 
service provider where invitation is extended to all of the customers of that service provider. 
Such low-cost hospitality and is a courtesy and occurs too frequently to be worth recording. 

 
7.6 You may not accept more than two gifts or hospitality offered from the same individual or 

Company in any 12 months period. This restriction does not apply to meals with existing service 
providers where the meal follows a business meeting.   
 

7.7 If an excessive gift or hospitality is found to have been accepted, then your manager will discuss 
the circumstances with you and agree how to deal with it e.g. a gift can be returned or steps can 
be taken to ensure that the acceptance of hospitality does not influence a decision or situation in 
favour of the giver. If excessive gift(s) or hospitality are accepted on more than one occasion or 
are found to have influenced decisions inappropriately, against Colchester Borough Homes 
guidelines (or potentially illegally), then appropriate disciplinary procedures will be followed. 

 
8. Gifts and Hospitality Log 
 
8.1 Unless otherwise stated, the details of all gifts and hospitality received should be recorded on 

the Gifts and Hospitality form which can be found on Sharepoint – link to be added 
 

8.2 This form must be used to record all gifts and hospitality given or received by staff members.  
  

8.3 The log must be maintained and monitored by the Governance Officer, and must be made 
available at any time at the request of the Senior Management Team 

 
8.4 Gifts and/or hospitality received during festive seasons, including the Christmas period, will be 

acknowledged and recorded on the gifts and hospitality log.  
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9. Compliance 
 

All staff are required to comply with The Bribery Act 2010. The Director of Business 
Improvement is responsible for Colchester Borough Homes guidance in relation to The Bribery 
Act 2010, which is found in the Prevention of fraud, corruption and money laundering policy 

 
10. Conflicts of Interest 
 
10.1 A conflict of interest occurs when you advance a personal interest (or that of others with  

whom you are connected) at the expense of Colchester Borough Homes 
 
10.2 Colchester Borough Homes declaration of interest form offers an opportunity for staff members 

to declare any conflicts of interest at the earliest instance.  
 
11. Reporting Bribery, Corruption and Non-compliance with this Policy 
 

If you know of, or have good reason to suspect that, an unlawful or unethical situation or that 
you suspect that either an act of bribery or non-compliance with this Policy has occurred; you 
should report the matter to your Head of Service or a member of the Senior Management Team. 
Should reporting in this way be inappropriate, you should refer to Colchester Borough Homes 
Whistleblowing procedure. 
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COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD 

Wednesday 23 September 2020  
 
 
 

Report Title  0010 - Leadership Plan Annual Review 

Author Dirk Paterson 
Chair of the Board  

Report Objective: This report is an update the Board on the annual review of the Leadership Plan 
and to present a new action plan and KPI’s for the Board to approve 

Matters to 
note/Exception 
Highlights 

  

 
 
 
Link to Consumer 
Standard objective 

Tenant involvement and empowerment☒ 

Home☐ 

Tenancy☐ 

Neighbourhood and community☒ 

Sensitivity Commercial  Action Assurance  
Confidential  Noting  
Open  Approval  

 
  Recommendations 
  The Board is asked to:  
   
i. APPROVE the revised Leadership Plan following the annual review by the Chair and the CEO, 

which  
  Incorporates a new action plan and Key performance indicators 
  
  Executive summary 
  
  In September 2017 the Board agreed the new CBH Strategic Plan 2017-22. The CBH Strategic  
  Plan is underpinned by six delivery plans, one of which is the Leadership Plan. The Leadership Plan aim  
  is to ensure we have in place leadership that inspires trust and confidence in CBH by 2022. 
 
  In order to inspire trust and confidence the revised leadership plan focuses on one key objective which  
  is to ensure high quality governance and decision making.   
 
  The Leadership Plan action plan (Appendix A) has identified eight focus areas with corresponding actions   
  which are; 
 
1. To review current governance meeting requirements  



 

2 
 

2. To review the board structure 
3. To develop skills matrix 
4. Board development & culture 
5. E-competence and enabling 
6. External review on effectiveness of board 
7. To ensure effective risk management 
8. Improve resident voice 
 
Progress of the plan will be monitored using four Key Performance Indicators; 
 
1. Board skills required vs current Board skills matrix 
2. Board diversity  
3. Board structure to deliver effectively  
4. Resident voice – increase in resident participation and representation  
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1.  Introduction & purpose 

As a publicly owned company, good governance, leadership & accountability 
are essential to ensure we meet our aims and give confidence to our 
customers, partners and other stakeholders. This leadership plan sets out our 
approach to achieving our mission of delivering great value services that 
make a difference. 

2. Strategic aims 

CBH’s overall ambition as set out in our Strategic Plan 2017-22 is to be the 
trusted choice for local housing, property and community services.  

We plan to do this by serving our communities and delivering high quality 
services. This plan will help us ensure we have the effective governance 
and leadership in place to support us in achieving our headline measures of 
customer satisfaction, value for money and positive outcomes in the 
community. 

The aims of this plan are therefore: 

• To show we can be trusted to do what we say we will 
• To be clear about our organisational goals and how to achieve 

them. 

3. Our ambition by 2022 

Our aim is that this plan will help us ensure we have in place leadership that 
inspires trust and confidence in CBH by 2022. 

To achieve this we will need to show that: 

• Our leadership inspires trust 
• We demonstrate real accountability to our customers and 

stakeholder 
• We maintain a strong focus on the future. 

4. How we will achieve our aim 

To ensure we have in place leadership that inspires trust and confidence 
in CBH this plan focuses on one key objective – to ensure high quality 
governance and decision making. To achieve this, we will ensure compliance 
with the following five functions of governance: 

• Determining the objectives of the organisation implemented 
through the CBH strategic plan and by contributing to the 
Councils strategic aims 
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• Determining the ethics of the organisation by demonstrating the 
importance of sustainability, social responsibility and resident 
engagement 

• Creating and influencing the development and culture of the 
organisation through openness and transparency, risk appetite 
and innovation, and professionalism 

• Ensuring compliance by the organisation with its regulatory, 
statutory and legal obligations 

• Ensuring an efficient governance framework for the organisation 
which defines principles and structures to ensure appropriate 
delegation and accountability 
 

This will be supported by the projects and workstreams in the Leadership 
Action Plan which accompanies this document. 

5. How we will measure progress 

We will monitor the following indicators to ensure we are on track over the 
course of the plan: 

• Board skills required vs current board skills matrix 
• Board diversity  
• Board structure to deliver effectively  
• Resident voice – increase in resident participation and representation  

 

6. Consultation  

Consultation has been carried out with the following: 

• CBH Corporate Management Team  
• CBH Board  

7. Related documents 

The CBH Strategic Plan 2017-22 gives overall direction to this plan. The CBH 
Board provides overall strategic direction to the company and is responsible 
for monitoring progress against the strategic objectives. 

The CBH Medium Term Delivery Plan 2018-22 sets out how we will deliver 
services on behalf of Colchester Borough Council to fulfil our management 
agreement obligations. These include our obligations to ensure we are 
compliant with the appropriate legislative and regulatory framework. 
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The CBH Business Development Plan shapes how we will change the 
delivery of our services and generate income to ensure the business is 
sustainable. 

The CBH Value for Money, Technology & Investment Plan guides how we will 
work more efficiently and invest savings and new income for the benefit of our 
customers. 

CBH People Plan sets out how we will ensure our staff are able to support the 
business going forward. 

The CBH Customer Plan sets out how we will focus the business on delivery 
of the services our customers need, including using customer insight and 
engagement to improve what we do.  

The CBH Community Plan sets out how we will deliver our services to make a 
difference in the community in line with our social purpose. 
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Colchester Borough Homes Leadership Plan – 2020-2022 

 

Key Objective – To ensure high quality governance and decision making 

 

Action 
No  

Action  Target 
Date 

Lead  Task 
Status 

(R,A,G) 

Measure/Milestone Links to 
other 
plans 

Completed 
Task 
Outcomes 

1.1 To review 
current 
Governance 
Meeting 
Structure – to 
ensure that CBH 
has a rational, up 
to date and 
consistent 
framework that 
supports the 

Nov 2020 Chair/Governance Officer  
 Business 

Development 
Panel review 

 Resident Panel 
Review 

 Board Report 
Template Review 
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business for the 
future 

 

1.2 To Review the 
Board Structure 
– to ensure the 
Board reflects 
members that hold 
diverse skills and 
perspectives 

Dec 2020 Chair/Governance Officer   
 % gender of 

board 
  Average age of 

board 
 Average tenure of 

board 
 % BAME board 

members 
 % Independent, 

resident and Cllr 
members 

  

1.3 To develop Skills 
Matrix –to review 
the current skills 
and experience of 
the Board to 
identify training 
needs, skill 
shortage and 
enable succession 
planning  

 

Dec 2020 Chair/Governance Officer  
 Will inform 

recruitment 
process for 
further Board 
Members 

 Improved Board 
Meeting 
Productivity 

 Evidence of 
succession plan  

 Will inform 
Meeting 
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 structures and 
ToR’s 
 

1.4 Board 
Development & 
Culture – 
Directors have to 
use reasonable 
care, skill and 
diligence. Keeping 
the board 
informed and 
energised ensures 
that they can 
effectively 
discharge this 
duty. 

 

 

 

September 
2021 

Chair/Governance Officer  
 Improved Board 

Meeting 
Productivity 

 Shared learning  
 Resilient Board 

member 
interaction  

 Resident Board 
Member 
Development 
programme 

 Board Values  
 Board Away Days 
 Training Plan  

  

1.5 E-Competence 
and Enabling - 
To move to 
paperless 
governance and 
promote and 

Oct 2020   
 Procurement of a 

third-party board 
management 
software 

 Training  
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encourage the 
expectation of 
higher levels of 
preparedness by 
Non-Executives  

 

 Improved Board 
Meeting 
Productivity 

 Enhanced 
sharing of Board 
information 

1.6 External Review 
on Effectiveness 
of Board – to 
assess strengths, 
weaknesses and 
areas of 
development to 
achieve full 
potential.  

 

Nov 2021 Chair/Governance Officer  
 Main findings of 

the review 
 Approval of 

action plan to 
implement 
recommendations  

 

  

1.7 To ensure 
effective Risk 
Management - 
Good governance 
is based on good 
systems and 
structures. The 
way a housing 
provider uses its 
Risk Management 

Mar 2021 Director of Business 
Improvement/Governance 
Officer  

 
 Risk 

Management 
Framework  

 Risk Register  
 Board Risk 

Appetite 
 Board can 

demonstrate 
understanding 
and management 
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Framework 
provides a clear 
view into how they 
handle and 
mitigate the 
impact of 
organisational 
risk. 

of risks to the 
company 

 Evidenced Risk 
Training  

1.8 Improve 
Resident Voice - 
Resident scrutiny 
of the board is a 
key criterion 
providing insight 
into the influence 
afforded to 
residents within 
the housing 
provider’s 
decision-making 
process 

Sept 2021 Chair/ Governance 
Officer  

 
 Customer stories 

are routinely used 
at board 
meetings and 
other meetings 
throughout CBH 

 The Board values 
and celebrates 
innovation by 
frontline staff to 
improve the 
experience of 
customers and 
specifically those 
who consistently 
exceed customer 
expectation 

 Review Customer 
Engagement 
Strategy 
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 The Board will 
review customer 
feedback data or 
other forms of 
involvement 
including 
compliments, 
complaints and 
testimonials. 

 Effective and 
robust scrutiny of 
services is 
important and the 
choices for this 
must be resident 
led.  
 

 

 

 

 



Performance Pack                                                                                                     



CBH Strategic 
Assurance 
Report Q1 
Summary



CBH Strategic Assurance Report Q1 

Customer plan 

Top 25% ALMO for satisfaction by 2022 

 

 

Progress measure 2019/20 
outturn Latest Current 

target 
2022 
target 

% overall satisfaction 92.8 98.3 91 92 
% satisfaction that we listen to & act on views of 
customers n/a 65 66 71 

% customers accessing services digitally n/a n/a No target No 
target 

Completed resident engagement impact assessments 73 4 26 60 
 

Value for money and technology plan 

Lowest 25% cost per property in the East by 2022 

 

 

Progress measure 2019/20 
outturn Latest Current 

target 
2022 
target 

£ cost per unit (repairs & housing management 
combined) 

850 
(TBC) 

850 
(TBC) 

1024 (top 
quartile 
18/19) 

Top 
Quartile 

% staff satisfied with how CBH supports them in the 
technology they use 56 56 54 60 

£ cashable savings achieved 114k TBC 190k TBC 
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People plan 

Times top 100 not-for-profit employer by 2022 

  

 
Progress measure 2019/20 

outturn Latest Current 
target 

2022 
target 

% of staff who feel empowered to make decisions and have 
ownership of their work 78 78 81 84 

% of staff who are supported by their manager to do the job 
to the best of their ability 78 78 86 88 

% of employees who would recommend CBH as an employer 78 78 84 87 
 

Business development plan 

£1.6m from trading income by 2022 (subject to annual review) 

  

 
Progress measure 2019/20 

outturn Latest Current 
target 

2022 
target 

£ net additional revenue per annum (net of direct costs) £270.2k £544.6K £417.2k 
tbc £1.6m 

£ net profit per annum after overhead £131.8k £273.8K £202.8K £235k 
% of total company income that is non-Council 
management fee 3.96% 2.85% 2% 2.97% 

 
 HR Response to Covid-19, drafting Office protocol, Testing Policy, Remote Workers Guide, Wellbeing Guide, Manager toolkit, Online Recruitment (Manager and Candidate guides) 

etc.
 Staff Wellbeing survey carried out – positive results
 Wellbeing initiatives include Staff Forum meeting, Virtual Mental Health and Wellbeing Champion training, staff lockdown challenge on Yammer, Virtual Quiz, keeping in touch via 

MS Teams and Mental Health Awareness Week promotion. Staff adapted well to the Covid-19 situation.
 Virtual training delivered via Zoom/ Teams- Safeguarding for Frontline Staff and their Managers, Leading Virtual Teams Remotely and Bridging the Gap
 Drugs and Alcohol Awareness E- Learning launched
 Programme 2020 in progress, including job evaluations
 Liaison with Unison on equipment offer to staff, Occupational health risk assessments and working procedures.



CBH Strategic Assurance Report Q1 

Leadership plan 

Leadership that inspires trust and confidence in CBH by 2022 

 

 

Progress measure 2019/20 
outturn Latest Current 

target 
2022 
target 

% staff confident in the Directors Management Team 
leadership 65 65 72 74 

Stakeholder confidence in CBH’s leadership n/a n/a n/a TBC 
Board skills required vs current Board Skills Matrix (1-4) 3.4 n/a n/a TBC 

 

Community plan 

A community enabling leader for Colchester by 2022 

 

 

Progress measure 2019/20 
outturn Latest Current 

target 
2022 
target 

The value of our social impact on communities £414K £60.6K No target No target 
% staff who agree that CBH has a positive impact on the 
wider local community 79 78 85 88 

 
 Communities may require additional funding to help them to maintain local activities 

and resources following the pandemic. We are reviewing our grant payments to 
address this. Additional grant funding would benefit the community and help resilience

 We expect an increasing number of tenants to require support as they have been 
isolated, bereaved or suffered adverse change in financial circumstance

 The social value measure has been affected by reduction in tenant volunteering and 
attendance at meetings and training in Q1

 Return from the Happiness index (staff survey) unlikely to achieve higher ranking than 
80% for measure of positive impact in community – target to be reviewed to reflect 
this.

• The Leadership Plan has been reviewed and will be considered at Board in 
September. The review includes the progress measures to ensure it reflects the new 
board

• development and governance priorities of the Chair/Board.

• Business Case to explore options to implement a technological solution to increase 
effectiveness of board meetings will go to the ICT Panel in September

• Recruitment of Tenant Board Member 



CBH Medium Term Delivery Plan Report Q1 

Increased proportion of homeless applications from single person 
households where prevention and relief has not been possible, particularly 
due to restrictions in private sector lettings during Covid lockdown period.
Furloughing, the opening of courts and loss of employment will affect 
demand going forward.



CBH Medium Term Delivery Plan Report Q1 

Issue - the Capital Programme was placed on hold as a result of the Covid pandemic, 
therefore, the KPI will be monitored and reported from the end of August 2020.
Risk - Still some areas of concern with availability of specific materials, however, there are 
good indications that the supply chain is recovering.
Risk – a second wave of Covid would make it extremely difficult to complete the capital 
programme.
Action – in the event of a second wave of Covid, the capital programme will be reprofiled 
for completion over a two-year period.



CBH Medium Term Delivery Plan Report 

72 hours “quarantine” period before entering properties to survey due to 
Covid restrictions.
Resource issues due to contractor staff on furlough – prioritised properties 
for households in temporary accommodation for in-house team.
Shielded residents unable to move, creating delay with number of lettings

Government ceased all legal action for rent arrears due to Covid– Community Housing 
Officers have called all tenants during the pandemic to offer support and welfare advice. They 
have also continued to discuss payment plans and encourage rent payment. Housing Officers 
are all attending training on telephone negotiation skills and behavioural insight in July to 
improve our rent collection



CBH Medium Term Delivery Plan Report 

Limited access to buildings during lockdown prevented completion of some 
repairs on time
Guidance followed from HSE, Swim England, Chartered Institution of 
Building Services Engineers (CIBSE), control system changed so Leisure 
World system run on 100% fresh air.
.

Overdue gas servicing April -1, May – 9, June – 25 (correct at 21st July 
2020). Performance consistent with national picture (as published by 
Regulator of Social Housing)
As the 5-year electrical testing cycle is not a statutory requirement, the 
works can be carried out over a two-year period. Second wave of Covid 
would make the electrical testing programme difficult to achieve.
Working to clear overdue fire risk assessments, team have started these 
inspections again.



Health & Safety Compliance Dashboard 

Sheltered Schemes General Needs Blocks/Housing 

Gas

Electric

Fire

Asbestos

Legionella

Lifts

Gas

Electric

Fire

Asbestos

Legionella

As of the 7th September 2020, there were 2,478 
properties with an electrical inspection (EICR) 
outside of a 5-year period.

CBH have contractors in place conducting 
inspections and remedial works, the program 
expects to achieve full compliance of electrical 
testing within a 5-year period by the close of 
2020/21, subject to access and future restrictions 
due to COVID-19. 



Voids 
Progress 
At the end of March 2020 we had achieved 
the target (25 days)  with a year end 
performance of 24.29 days. 
The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, with 
the announced “lock down” on 23 March 
2020, led to our contractor furloughing staff 
and limiting its workforce availability for 
empty properties.  Most empty properties 
complete this year to date have been 
complete by our in-house team. 
Government guidance (ref 3a) restricted 
residents from moving home from the 26 
March until the 4 June, greatly reducing the 
number of properties becoming vacant, but 
also our in-house teams' ability to repair them 
for re let.  Issues that had arisen regarding 
supplies for refurbishment during the 
“lockdown” period have eased and are now 
more widely accessible

In the period from April to end August, 100 
properties have been re let, of which 67 were 
General needs properties (measured for the 
key performance indicator).
The average re-let time of General needs 
properties to end of August of 29.99 days.  

The Councils client officer reviews 
performance with CBH monthly, and we have 
agreed that the targets and performance to 
date will be reviewed at the end of 
September.



Top Three Emerging Operational Risks

RISK: Unauthorised security access as a result of CBH staff accessing corporate systems remotely.
Mitigations: Fully updated and maintained anti-virus system; Regular security patching of assets; Monitoring of security alerts, e.g. WARP, CiSP; Use of 
approved cloud hosting environments with built-in security, e.g. Microsoft Azure; Multifactor authentication in place; Staff training and awareness, e.g. 
regular email phishing exercises in place.

RISK: New technology does not have the necessary capabilities to enable improved productivity, lower costs or enhance services.
Mitigations: Replacement housing system is identified as the major IT contributor to performance improvement and efficiency; Robust specification 
and procurement process and established product; Implementation on track; Project Aurora being monitored by its own project board. Training and 
device specification within project scope; CBH ICT Strategy group meets regularly to prioritise and approve ICT investment and developments; Laptop and 
Mobile handset rollout plan.

RISK: Services not delivered in consistent manner, including when delivered by contractors
Mitigations: Clear corporate service standards; “My Customer Focus” tools used to agree consistent approach; CBH customer liaison officers to 
provide customer support on major projects delivered by contractors; System to update on contractor repairs completions being developed; Complaints 
process; CSC feedback; Customer given direct access to housing officer for on-going cases.
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Report Title 11C - Health and Safety Compliance Report  

Author David Barthram – H&S, Environmental & CDM Manager 
David.Barthram@cbhomes.org.uk 
(01206) 282433 

Report Objective: To inform the Board of the current status of activities relating to all aspects of 
Health and Safety Compliance.    

Matters to 
note/Exception 
Highlights 

 

 
 
 
Link to Consumer 
Standard objective 

Tenant involvement and empowerment☐ 

Home☒ 

Tenancy☐ 

Neighbourhood and community☐ 

Sensitivity Commercial  Action Assurance  
Confidential  Noting  
Open   Approval  

 
  Recommendations 
  The Board is asked to: 
  
  I.NOTE the Health and Safety Report  
  ii. APPROVE the Strategic Health and Safety Policy Statement at appendix A 
 
  Executive summary 
  
 The purpose of this report is to inform the Board of the current status of activities relating to Health    
and safety compliance.                                
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1. Compliance Assurance  

 
 
1.1 Sheltered Schemes - CBH have 19 sheltered schemes, compliance data for each location 

varies as not all sites/communal areas have the same services installed. Some schemes are 
dispersed, and the compliance is picked up under the general needs service programs. 

 
 

Sheltered Schemes     
Type of 
Service/inspection/assessment 

Number of 
properties 
that 
require 
the 
detailed 
service  

How many 
properties 
have been 
assessed?  
Compliant  

Outstanding visits  
Partially compliant – 
service/inspection not 
overdue but outstanding   

Overdue visits  
Non-compliant – 
service/inspection 
overdue   

Gas 12 12   
Legionella – Water risk 
assessments 

19 19   

Electrical – EICR is an Electrical 
Installation Condition Report. 

19 19    

Lifting Operations and Lifting 
Equipment Regulations (LOLER) 
1998 (Passenger lifts and lifting 
equipment) 

12 12   

Fire alarm & emergency lighting  19 19   
Asbestos  19 19   
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1.2 General Needs Blocks/Housing - Data detailed below covers over 6000 properties, however 
compliance data for each property/building will differ due to what CBH must legally service within a 
domestic dwelling, and what services are connected or installed at each location. 

 
 

General Needs 
Blocks/Housing 

    

Type of 
Service/inspection/assessm
ent 

Number 
of 
propertie
s  

How many properties 
have been 
serviced/inspected/asses
sed  

Partially 
compliant – 
service/inspecti
on not overdue 
but outstanding 

Overdue visits  
Non-compliant 
– 
service/inspecti
on overdue   

Gas 5200 Compliant  None  None  
Legionella – Water risk 
assessments completed for 
3 story blocks with water 
storage tanks. 

 
57 
 

 
50 

 
7 

 
None  

Electrical – EICR  
5-year compliance  

 
6,297 
 

 
3,456 
 

 
363 
 
 

 
2,478 
 
 

Fire safety inspections – 
communal area inspections 
completed by community 
caretakers every 12 months  
Blocks - 
Stairwells - 

 
 
  
 
172 
464 

 
 
 
 
66 Blocks 
192 Stairwells 

 
 
 
 
106 
272 

 
 
 
 
None  

Asbestos 
surveys/inspections  
2 story blocks  
3 story blocks  
Maisonette   
 
 

 
 
365 
136 
302 
 
 

 
 
357 
131 
301 
 

 
 
8 
5 
1 

 
 
None  
 

     
 

 
 
Electrical Installation Conditioning report (EICR)  
 
As of the 7th September 2020, there were 2,478 properties without an EICR within a 5-year testing 
period on record.  
 
CBH now have contractors in place conducting the required testing works, the program expects to 
achieve full compliance of EICR testing by the close of 2020/21, subject to tenants permitting 
access to their homes and other external factors such as a nationwide lockdown due to Covid-19. 
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1.3 Fire Risk Assessment (FRA) – Sheltered Schemes 
  

Fire Risk Assessments Number 
of 
properties  

How many properties have been 
serviced/inspected/assessed  

Partially compliant 
– 
service/inspection 
not overdue but 
outstanding 

Overdue visits  

Non-compliant – 
service/inspection 
overdue   

General needs blocks  433 433   

Fire risk assessment  19 16 3  

 
All CBH sheltered schemes now have a in date Fire Risk Assessment in place, the remaining 
FRA’s will be completed by the end of September 2020, this is so any additional works raised can 
be incorporated into the program of works, the planned program of works will be implemented to 
address all outstanding and newly raised FRA actions in sheltered schemes.  

 
 
1.4 Fire Risk Assessment Actions 
 
FRA Actions  High Priority Medium Priority  Low Priority  
Documented Actions 474 104 13 
Overdue Actions  430 28 7 

 
The Asset Management team have now continued with the fire door replacement program in flat 
blocks, the fire door program will ensure overdue FRA actions for high, medium and low priority 
actions detailed on the Assure system are addressed. 
 
The Assure system will have all actions cross-referenced with completed works to ensure no action 
is removed from the system before the fire improvement works have been checked and signed off 
accordingly.  
 
The Fire door replacement program will also ensure fire doors in sheltered schemes are replaced 
with FD30 fire doors.   

 
 
1.5 Fire safety inspections –  
A new CBH fire logbook has been implemented into the sheltered schemes, this will ensure weekly, 
monthly and quarterly fire safety inspections can all be documented within one folder, the logbook 
will also incorporate the locations fire risk assessment, tenant emergency assistance information 
and building service records.  

 
            The fire logbook will be a key source of information when a Fire Officer inspects one of our             
premises under the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005. 
 

General needs flat blocks  
The community caretakers have worked to ensure that flat block communal area fire safety 
inspections are now up to date, after being unable to complete inspections for several weeks the 
team are on target with 41% of the areas inspected in the current financial year, by the end of 
September 2020 the team aim to have 50% of the areas inspected. 
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2. Accidents, Incidents and Near Misses 
 
August 2020 incidents overview  

06/08/20 Small paper fire on tenant cooker, fire service attended, no damage to property. 
Investigated incident and found smoke detection worked as required and that there was no major 
damage to the property, the tenant was well and provided with fire safety guidance for home 
cooking.  

04/08/20 during a home visit a staff member slipped down 5 steep steps leading from the front of a 
tenant property, the staff member slipped, jarring lower back. This incident happened due to the 
staff member not removing a face mask before descending the steps by limiting vision. 

July 2020 incidents overview 
 
22/07/20 The main incoming electrical supply to a whole flat block short circuited and caused a 
flash bang, which caught some rubbish that was in the intake cupboard alight, the fire door in place 
ensured the fire was contained and quickly went out, no major damage to the electric intake room 
was noted. A full upgrade to the incoming electrical supply and distribution boards was actioned 
immediately. 
 

 
  

3. Covid-secure workplace  
 

            CBH sites in operation with COVID – 19 control measures in place: 
            Rowan house - Covid-secure  
            Greenstead housing office – Covid-secure in limited areas 
            Gosbecks road – Covid-secure in limited areas 
            Leisure world – Covid secure office and plant room 

Dedham workshop - Covid secure 
Sheltered schemes communal areas (and lounges if suitable) 
 
The health and safety team has recently worked with the older persons service manager to review 
the use of communal lounges, it was decided after risk assessment that the communal lounges 
could be used again under appropriate control measures. 
 
Reopening of the communal lounges will allow a maximum of 6 tenants to meet up again, ensuring 
guidance and control measures of social distancing, seating placed accordingly, ventilation of the 
area by opening doors and windows, good personal hygiene and sanitising of areas after use. 
 
Additional control measures of contractor cleaning regimes, signage and a letter to each tenant 
explaining all the control measures that have been implemented. This move will continue to be 
monitored by visiting officers to ensure control measures put in place are adhered to.  

 
4. Display Screen Equipment  

 
CBH have a duty to comply with the Health and safety (Display Screen Equipment) regulations 
1992 to protect employees from any risks associated with Display Screen Equipment (DSE). 
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The DSE regulations only apply to employee’s who regularly use DSE equipment for continuous 
periods of an hour or more.  
 
The regulations place a legal duty on employers to: 

• Provide suitable equipment, environment and software  
• Analyse workstations to assess and reduce risks 
• Provide information instruction and training  
• Ensure working can be planned to enable employees to take short frequent breaks 
• Provide eye and eyesight tests for DSE users on request 

 
             The DSE home working assessment process has now been completed and data is being 
             reviewed. 
 
             The DSE assessment process was completed by most staff, with around 14% of staff             
             detailing DSE and other home working issues. Once a full review has been completed any staff  
             member who has not completed a DSE assessment will be contacted by the health and safety   
             team. 
 

To address DSE issues highlight in the assessments, the health and safety team will contact 
everyone to ensure staff are provided with additional support/guidance, IT equipment or if 
recommended a phased return to our covid-secure office environment.  
 
One of the DSE questions detailed on the assessment asked if staff are aware of the CBH Eye 
testing process, many staff were unaware and said that they would like to receive more information. 
This issue has been actioned with the HR team, details of the process will be put on to Yammer 
and the CBH communications newsletter.  
 

5. Strategic Health and Safety Policy Statement 
 
Colchester Borough Homes reviews the health and safety policy statement annually.  
 
The purpose of the review is to assure the Board that, via reviewing our Strategic Health and 
Safety Policy Statement, Colchester Borough Homes are, so-far as is reasonably practicable, 
discharging our legal and moral duties with regard to Health and Safety. The Policy Statement sets 
out our commitment to endeavour to maintain a continual and measurable improvement to our 
Health and Safety performance, ensuring compliance with all applicable Health and Safety 
legislation. 
 
Changes that have been made to the statement at appendix A include; 
 
To promote an open attitude to health and safety issues by encouraging staff to report hazards and 
incidents to ensure we maintain safe working environments – this will be achieved by responding 
positively to staff reports, and providing evidenced learning and education to staff to prevent re-
occurrence of incidents 
 
To make sure that relevant information on health and safety is shared between employees, visitors, 
tenants and contractors - Ensuring relevant information is available to staff and contractors and will 
continue to be reviewed as new methods are tried and tested. Teams Meetings, new 
documentation, virtual H&S inductions, Yammer H&S guidance posts and new signage are just 
some of the ways the team has been communicating this information  
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To ensure, as far as reasonably practicable, Covid-secure working practices and environments are 
in place for staff tenants and any other persons – This will ensure Colchester Borough Homes 
retains it focus on Covid-19 Secure working practices and continues to adapt to the challenges 
created by the pandemic, to ensure the safety of staff and tenants as is reasonably practicable  
 
The Board are asked to APPROVE the Strategic Health and Safety Policy Statement at appendix A 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  



HEALTH & SAFETY POLICY STATEMENT 
 

 
Health and Safety Policy statement 
 
We are committed to providing services in a way that promotes the health and safety of our tenants, service 
users, employees and other persons who visit our sites or who may be affected by our activities. 
 
To fulfil our statutory duties, the following form our Health and Safety aims and objectives as a company: 

• To provide all employees with the necessary information, instruction, training and supervision to allow 

them to work safely 

• Actively promote an open attitude to health and safety issues, encouraging staff to identify and report 

hazards so that we can all contribute to creating and maintaining a safe working environment. 

• Implementing structured, effective and documented health and safety management arrangements for all 

parts of the CBH organisation to promote a culture of safe working 

• To make sure that relevant information on health and safety is shared between employees, visitors, 

tenants and contractors 

• To devote the necessary resources in the form of finance, equipment, personnel and time to develop a 

safe and healthy culture.  

• The assistance of expert help will be sought where the necessary skills are not available within the 

Company 

• To provide and maintain open channels of communication to enable employees, people who use and 

provide our services to raise health & safety issues 

• To maintain the Assure system to ensure that all Accidents/incidents, ‘near-misses’ and work-related ill-

health are fully investigated and documented, with appropriate action taken to reduce the likelihood of 

their recurrence 

• Identifying risks to health and safety and implement adequate controls measures 

• To conduct regular health and safety audits/inspections at CBH sites to assess management systems and 

working practices 

• To ensure, so far as reasonably practicable, Covid-Secure working practices and environments are in 

place for staff, tenants and any other persons.    

 
We expect all our colleagues to: 

• Co-operate with supervisors and managers on health and safety matters 
 

• Comply with measures designed to safeguard their health and safety 
 

• Take reasonable care for the health and safety of themselves and other people who may be affected by 
their actions 
 

• Report any health and safety concerns to their manager, health and safety representative or a member of 
the CBH Health and Safety Team 
 
 

Signature: Gareth Mitchell, CEO Date:  
 
 
 
Signature: Dirk Paterson, Chair of Board Date: 



COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD 

23rd September 2020 – Via Teams 

 

 
  Recommendations 

 
i.That the Board NOTE the YTD August financial position of CBH and CBC 
delegated budgets. 

 
  Executive summary 
  

Overall financial position of CBH YTD performance is largely within the expectations 
of quarter 1 forecast. The large variance on repairs, voids and capital expenditure 
will be focal points for the quarter 2 forecast.  
 
CBC delegated budgets’ significant variances as a result of COVID-19 disruptions 
and services start to recover. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Report Title 0011E Finance Report 

Author Cong Gu – Head of Finance 
cong.gu@cbhomes.org.uk 
 

Report Objective: To detail the Year-To-Date (YTD) (April to August 2020 – Period 5) 
financial position of CBH and CBC delegated budgets. 

Matters to 
note/Exception 
Highlights 

 

Sensitivity Commercial  Action Assurance  
Confidential  Noting   
Open  Approval  

mailto:cong.gu@cbhomes.org.uk
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Implications: 
 

 
 
   

 
 
 
 

Page Left Blank 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Strategic Plan  The Income, Expenditure in line with the strategic plan. 

Regulatory/Legal 
 

N/A 

Financial/Budgetary It is important to continue to identify and reinvest savings to 
support good quality services to our residents 

Health & Safety N/A 
Risk Assessment  YTD surplus was better than expected, therefore, no risk posed. 

Human Resources N/A 

Equality and Diversity  N/A 

Value for Money A consolidated position ensures expenditure is reported across 
the whole of the business. Robust forecasting ensures that any 
potential efficiencies can be utilised in the area of greatest need 
throughout the business. 
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1. CBH Income and Expenditure 
 
Overall financial position as at end of August is a positive variance of £496k compared 
to YTD budget. 
 
Overall YTD income is down by £1.3m, this is largely due to delays in capital projects 
and offset by increased income from Design and Construction Income ((with 
corresponding increased expenditure in the same period). Furthermore, Asset 
Management has got an additional income of £20k to cover PSL property surveys. 
 
Overall expenditure is down by £1.8m, the below table demonstrates the main over 
and underspend areas: (positive – underspend, negative overspend) 
 

Directorate Items Amount Comment 
Operations Housing Management 114k Vacancy savings 
Operations Housing Options 17k Vacancy savings 
Operations Responsive Repairs  

Materials 
118k Q1 operational level reduced 

to emergency repairs only; Q2 
did not match 85% operational 
level as forecast. 

Operations Responsive Repairs 
Subcontractors costs 

181k Q1 operational level reduced to 
emergency repairs only. July 
and August were forecast to be 
back to pre C-19 level which 
did not materialise.  

Operations Voids Subcontractors 
costs 

(79)k Forecast to overspend by 120k 
for the year; likely will be 
covered by CBC voids 
underspend. 

Operations Repairs Management 
Agency Staff 

(19)k The cover’s contract has 
ceased. No further costs. 

Operations External Services 30k Timing difference 
Operations Fencing 71k Budget profiled incorrectly, 

costs to be incurred in the latter 
part of the year; timing 
difference 

Overheads Project Aurora (77)k Costs to be recovered from 
CBC 

Overheads PPE (12)k Expected overspend 
Overheads Internal Audit (16)k Timing difference as budget 

phased to match previous 
year’s payment patterns.  

Capital Capital Works 1,600k Operational level reduced due 
to C-19 

Design and 
Construction 

Major Projects (177)k Expenditure incurred in line 
with increased income 

 
As at 31st August, CBH has cash in hand of £3.2m, which seems low compared to 
beginning of the year due to August management fee was not paid until 1st September; 
taking this into account, the cash in hand would have been around £5m, which is 
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largely due to the reduction in capital and revenue works. We are still expecting capital 
invoices around £900k relating to 19/20, which CBC already paid us for. 
 
2. CBH Balance Sheet 
 
The full balance sheet is shown in Appendix C, this represents YTD the Assets and 
Liabilities. 
 
3. CBH Capital Report 
 
This represents the YTD progress of each capital project, spend v budget and forecast 
for full year outturns. 
 
4. CBC Delegated Budgets 
 
As CBC have an integrated purchasing system, the YTD actuals include 
commitments (a PO raised), accruals (a matching invoice received, yet to be paid) 
and actuals (paid invoices).  
 
Significant variances: 
 
i). Minor Works 
YTD actuals is below YTD budget due to COVID-19 disruption. 6 jobs raised so far. 
 
ii). HRA ICT 
The YTD costs ahead of YTD budget is due to a payment of circa £90k for a Capita 
maintenance extension as well as spend on IT equipment. 
 
iii). Community Cleaning 
The YTD costs ahead of YTD budget is due to a PO for the whole year raised, timing 
difference. 
 
iv). Grants to Organisations 
The YTD costs lower than the YTD budget is due to incorrect budget phasing. The 
payments go out in September while the budget was phased equally monthly. 
 
v). Grounds Maintenance 
YTD costs lower than budget is largely due to lack of activity in programmed 
works/cark parks/elderly people services. The activities have been catching up 
compared to quarter 1. 
 
vi). Leasehold Charges 
Adverse variance due to LH service charge income to be released 
 
vii). Older People Services 
Significant YTD underspend due to COVID-19 disruption on all sites. Furthermore, 
there are water bills and broadband costs relating to previous years to be received. 
 
viii). Corporate facilities 
It looks overspend due to incorrect budget phasing for internal income from other 
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departments. These income scheduled to be transferred to reduce the total FY 
expenditure. As they won’t be received until year end and the budget phased to 
receive equally monthly, which caused this significant variance 
 
ix). Homelessness Initiatives  
Looks underspend due to full year grants released early. 
 
x). PSL Scheme 
The variance is due to £20k paid to CBH for PSL property surveys. A new initiative. 
 
 
5. Appendices 
 
The following documents are appended to this report: 
Appendix A - CBH Income & Expenditure by Department 
Appendix B - CBH Income & Expenditure by Expenditure Type 
Appendix C – CBH Balance Sheet as at 31.08.2020 
Appendix D – CBH Capital Report  
Appendix E – CBC Delegated Budgets 
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Appendix A: P5 I&E by Department 
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Appendix B: P5 I&E by Expenditure Type 
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Appendix C: CBH Balance Sheet as at 31.08.2020 
 

CBH Balance Sheet as at 31.08.2020 

  
 £ 
ROU Assets 823,070 

  
Current Assets:  
Trade Debtors 448,494 
Other Debtors 1,401 
Cash in hand 4,114,252 
Prepayments 108,239 
Total Current Assets 4,672,386 

  
Current Liabilities:  
Trade Creditors 73,485 
Other Creditors 107,896 
Accruals 1,176,931 
VAT  323,341 
Receipts in Advance 42,574 
Social Security 255,403 
Staff Holiday Entitlement 122,850 
Total Current Liabilities 2,102,479 

  
Net Assets 3,392,977 

  
ROU Liabilities (955,510) 

  
Total Assets 2,437,466 

  
Funded by:  
Reserve carried forward  1,027,446 
20/21 surplus 1,410,021 
Total Reserves 2,437,466 
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Appendix D: P5 Capital Report 
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Appendix E: P5 August CBC Delegated Budget 
(YTD Actual includes Commitments, Accruals and Actuals) 
 
 

 
 

CBC Delegated Budget YTD August Accounts

£000 YTD B YTD A Variance FY B
HRA Funded Services
Minor Works 29.1 12.2 16.9 71.1
Decoration Vouchers & caretaker materials 15.2 4.5 10.7 36.5
HRA ICT 585.8 804.9  (219.1) 1,406.8
Community Initiatives 16.8 26.9  (10.1) 40.6
Communal Cleaning 76.7 93.7  (17.0) 179.2
Grants to organisations 38.8 12.7 26.1 93.0
Recycling Project 3.3 0.0 3.3 8.0
Transfer Incentive Scheme 25.0 15.3 9.7 60.0
Removals/disturbance costs + fraud initiative 3.7 1.2 2.4 9.3
HRA Delgt- Grounds Mtce 250.5 199.3 51.2 609.6
Homelessness 16.9 8.6 8.3 42.5
Leaseholder charges  (409.8)  (342.2)  (67.6)  (475.0)
Total Housing Management 652.0 837.3  (185.3) 2,081.6

Services for Older People
Services for Older people 361.4 148.5 212.9 924.8
Sheltered PPM 99.0 105.3  (6.3) 239.2
Total Services for Older People 460.4 253.8 206.6 1,164.0

Total CBC HRA delegated budgets (excl works) 1,112.4 1,091.1 21.3 3,245.6

GENERAL FUND SERVICES:
Corp. Repairs & Maintenance 134.1 314.3  (180.2) 24.5
Homelessness Initiatives 235.1  (114.9) 350.0 576.2
G.Fund Temp Accomm Properties  (35.7)  (44.8) 9.1  (46.0)
Private Sector Leasing Scheme 0.0 21.9  (21.9) 0.0
Sub Regional CBL 0.0 1.1  (1.1) 0.0
Total GF funded Services 333.5 177.6 155.9 554.7
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COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD 

23rd September 2020 
 
 
 
Report Title Item 12 - Strategic Risk Register Update 

Author Matt Armstrong 
matthew.armstrong@cbhomes.org.uk 
 

Report Objective: The purpose of this report is to inform the Board of the current strategic 
risks to the company and to provide an update on the progress of the 
mitigating actions.  It also provides an opportunity for Board Members to 
suggest and consider any emerging strategic risks.  
 

Matters to 
note/Exception 
Highlights 

 

 
 
 
Link to Consumer 
Standard objective 

Tenant involvement and empowerment☐ 

Home☒ 

Tenancy☐ 

Neighbourhood and community☐ 

Sensitivity Commercial  Action Assurance  
Confidential  Noting  
Open  Approval  

 
  Recommendations 
  The Board is asked to: 
  
1. APPROVE the strategic risk register and note progress on mitigating actions. 

   
  Executive summary 
  

The strategic risk register highlights to Board members which delivery plans hold strategic risks 
and the mitigations in getting those risks within target (based on the risk appetite of the Board).  
The risk score is based on the CBH risk framework and is scrutinised at the Finance and Audit 
Committee. 
 
There are 8 strategic risks (3 are green and 5 are amber), 3 of which are at their target score. 
 
 

 

mailto:matthew.armstrong@cbhomes.org.uk
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  Implications:  
 

Strategic Plan  The strategic register is based on risks identified from the 6 strategic 
delivery plans. 
 

Regulatory/Legal 
 

Reviewing and maintaining a strategic risk register highlights regulatory 
and legal risks the company is exposed to.  A balanced approach to risk 
mitigates the chance of regulatory breaches whilst remaining operational 
and within budget. 
 

Financial/Budgetary Robust risk management and financial management is required to ensure 
that service delivery is not compromised and that financial exposure is 
mitigated. 
 

Health & Safety Two of the strategic risks are Health and Safety based, the implications 
are the identification and actioning of tasks to mitigate these risks. 
 

Risk Assessment  If the Company does not have a robust Risk Management Strategy and 
Action Plan, then its progress to achieving its key goals will be impaired or 
unachievable. 
  

Human Resources One of the aims of the risk management process is to ensure that any 
possible adverse impact on staff is assessed and mitigated as 
appropriate, be that from a chance happening or a business decision. Two 
of the strategic risks are under the risk type - People. 
 

Equality and 
Diversity  

Equality impact assessments are carried as part of everyday operations, 
so the risks identified have no implications in this area.  Any mitigations 
proposed would consider the impact on the equality of those groups 
affected. 
 

Value for Money Strong financial control will identify and drive efficiencies, enabling 
resources (both financial and people) to service provisions that may 
require it.  
 

Environmental and 
Sustainability  

As risks are identified and mitigated, consideration is given to what green 
initiatives can be included in any actions.  These will feed into the 
Council’s carbon reduction management plan.  
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1. Report Introduction  
There are 8 strategic risks, 3 of which are at their target score (2 green, 1 amber).  This 
report sets out those risks and updates Board members on the mitigating actions already 
taken and those actions planned. 
 
Of the 8 risks, 3 are financial risk types, 2 quality of service, 2 people and 1 reputational.  
The risks listed by strategic delivery plan are 2 from the Value for Money and Technology 
Plan, 2 from the Business Development Plan, 2 from the Customer Plan and 1 each from 
the People and Leadership Plans. 
 

2. Progress on mitigating actions  
 

Mitigation unable to complete 
 
The following action has been investigated and upon careful consideration has been 
removed as a mitigation to the following two risks: 
 
Risk 013 - High staff fixed cost making it likely that CBH would make a loss if net turnover 
reduces 
Risk 041 - Trading fails to generate planned amounts of additional revenue. 
 
The action was to: 
 

• Develop contract clauses to protect CBH against losses in a 2nd wave of COVID-19. 
 

There were some suggested clauses circulating the industry that were considered by CBH 
and the Council, however, these favoured the Contractor rather than the Employer and so 
to date these have not been adopted. 

  
If further contracts were affected by increased COVID-19 safety measures implemented by 
government, it is highly likely it would be declared as a force majeure event.  As 
experienced with a significant capital project in March 2020 when the initial restrictions were 
put in place, it wasn’t deemed fair to penalise the contractor if their work or supply chain is 
disrupted through no fault of their own. 

 
Mitigations completed 
 
The following mitigations were completed since the last Finance & Audit Committee on the 
29th July 2020.  Although some scores have improved, no additional risks have met their 
target score. 
 
Mitigation completed - Establish an annual budget for the renewal of devices and 
mobiles to ensure cyclical, modern upgrades with the necessary specifications. 
 
Risk 521 - New technology does not have the necessary capabilities to enable improved 
productivity, lower costs or enhanced services. 
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A delegated budget of £65,000 per annum has been established with the Council for the 
renewal of devices.  In addition, budget has been ringfenced for the purchase of tablets to 
enable staff to access the Northgate Housing system once the mobile module in phase 2 
has been implemented. 
 
A provision for mobile phone handset replacements has been established as part of central 
overheads, which comes under the management fee. 
 
Mitigation completed - Ensure complaints are minimised but when they occur, put 
the Customer first and address the issue fairly and in a timely manner.  Share Case 
studies with CMT and Line Managers. 
 
Risk 611 - That the Management Agreement with CBC is not extended beyond 2023. 
 
Emphasis has been put on responding to complaints quickly and within timescales which 
has led, at the time of writing, to only one complaint currently past its deadline.  A monthly 
report is presented to the corporate management team each month which identifies trends 
and highlight case studies to improve learning. 
 
Mitigations not completed before deadline 
The following mitigation has not been completed by the planned deadline but is due to be 
arranged within the next month. 
  
Risk 542 - Poor budget management or unavoidable/difficult to manage cost pressures 
require resources to be diverted from areas of need. 
 
Mitigation not completed – Risk management training for Board members 

 
3. Strategic Risk Register 

The strategic risk register is shown below, additions in red represent COVID-19 issues. 
 

4. Emerging Risks 
As the virus enters winter and the expectation of positive cases increases, along with the 
end of many of the Government’s financial packages, work is currently being done to 
identify those new challenges (and risks) as part of the transformation phase.  Board 
members views are welcome on identifying those emerging risks for the executive team to 
investigate, consider and report back. 
 



 

Risk Number: 013 Strategic Delivery 
Plan: Business Development Plan Business 

Objective: 

1. Develop a flexible resourcing 
strategy to ensure availability of key 
professional skills 

Mitigation status 
/ Direction of 

Travel 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 
Likelihood 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 

Impact 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 
Risk Rating 

Current 
(residual) 
Likelihood 

Current 
(residual) 

Impact 

Current 
(residual) 

Risk Rating 

Target (residual) 
Likelihood 

Target 
(residual) 

Impact 

Target Risk 
Rating 

↙ 4 3 12 3 3 9 2 2 4 

Risk High staff fixed cost making it likely that CBH would make a loss if net turnover reduces  Type Financial 

Causes 

Lack of commissions from CBC; 
Incorrect pricing and fees not recovered; 
Site work not possible under C-19 restrictions; 
DCM Team fall ill with C-19. 

Consequence
s 

If turnover net off specialist subcontractor fees fall CBH will make 
losses; 
Underutilised staff. 

Risk Rating 
Justification 

Financial Loss: The impact financially is never likely to drop below the £10,000 - £50,000 bracket (score of 2).  Due to the nature of receiving 
commissions the probability of this happening (target score of 2 - once every 10 years) is only achievable with some form of commission 
guarantee. 

Mitigations / Controls Currently in Place Additional Planned Mitigating Actions 
(and owner) 

Dates for 
Actions Owner Target Outcome (ie effect of actions 

on risk rating) 
Ensure mix of staff meets requirements of 
future projects. Posts re-evaluated and 
graded at a higher level in order to attract 
and retain high quality staff.  

Create guaranteed income streams 
(Garage development and Sheltered 
Refurbishment). Nov 2020 

Director of 
Business 
Improvement 

Reduces Likelihood and Impact 

Continually forecast fee income for next 2-3 
years to identify if turnover will fall below 
break-even level. 

 

  Reduces Likelihood and 
Impact. 

Good relationship with CBC client team. 
CBH sit on majority of project forming 
groups. 

  
    Reduces Likelihood. 

Review of construction SOP's for operating 
sites during C-19 restrictions; 
Bring forward projects achievable using C-19 
SOP's. 

      Reduces Impact 

DCM Team working from home where 
possible;       Reduces Likelihood and 

Impact. 
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Consider redeployment options from CBH to 
cover key roles. 

Regular review of fee forecast, emerging 
projects and monthly cashflow by DMT and 
Business Development Panel. 
Annual submission of business plan to BDP 
and Board. 

      Reduces Likelihood and 
Impact. 

Explore ways to find self-employed contract 
staff to cover peak demand.        

No team vacancies. A small 
number of freelancers have 
been identified for design and 
specialist roles. 
Reduces Likelihood. 

Responsibility: Director of Business 
Improvement Input From: 

Head of Design and 
Construction 
Management 

Date Risk 
Recognised 01.04.19 Date Risk Last 

Reviewed 14.09.20 

          

Risk Number: 041 Strategic Delivery 
Plan: Business Development Plan Business 

Objective: 
4. KPI £ net additional revenue / 
profit 

Mitigation status 
/ Direction of 

Travel 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 
Likelihood 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 

Impact 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 
Risk Rating 

Current 
(residual) 
Likelihood 

Current 
(residual) 

Impact 

Current 
(residual) 

Risk Rating 

Target (residual) 
Likelihood 

Target 
(residual) 

Impact 

Target Risk 
Rating 

↙ 4 3 12 3 3 9 2 2 4 

Risk Trading fails to generate planned amounts of additional revenue. Type Financial 

Causes 

Lack of commissions from CBC; 
Incorrect pricing and fees not recovered; 
Site work not possible under C-19 restrictions; 
General Funded project stopped due to C-19 cost 
implications. 

Consequence
s 

Increased financial pressure on CBH; 
Potential to make losses if net revenue falls below cost of team; 
Funds not available to invest in developing the business and 
enhancing tenants homes and communities. 

Risk Rating 
Justification 

Financial Loss: The impact financially is never likely to drop below the £10,000 - £50,000 bracket (score of 2).  Due to the nature of receiving 
commissions the probability of this happening (target score of  2 - once every 10 years) is only achievable with some form of commission 
guarantee. 
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Mitigations / Controls Currently in Place Additional Planned Mitigating Actions 
(and owner) 

Dates for 
Actions Owner Target Outcome (ie effect of actions 

on risk rating) 

5 year Business Plan established with trading 
targets.  

Review fee forecast annually or after any 
significant change ie. Market increases, 
increased staff / fixed costs 

31 Mar 
2021 

Head of Design and 
Construction 
Management 

Reduces Likelihood and 
Impact. 

Outturn forecast updated monthly. 
Create guaranteed income streams 
(Garage development and Sheltered 
Refurbishment). 

Nov 2020 
Director of 
Business 
Improvement. 

Reduces Likelihood. 

Business Development Panel scrutinise 
performance through profit/loss by project. 

   Reduces Likelihood and 
Impact. 

Good relationship with CBC client team. 
CBH sit on majority of project forming 
groups. 

        

Review of construction SOP's for operating 
sites during C-19 restrictions; 
Bring forward projects achievable using C-19 
SOP's. 

        

Focus work on HRA funded projects.         

Project list scrutinised by DMT monthly and 
BDP quarterly.         

Forecast scrutinised by DMT monthly and 
BDP quarterly.         

Responsibility: Director of Business 
Improvement Input From: 

Head of Design and 
Construction 
Management 

Date Risk 
Recognised 01.04.19 Date Risk Last 

Reviewed 14.09.20 

          

Risk Number: 242 Strategic Delivery 
Plan: Customer Plan Business 

Objective: 4. Improve access to services 

Mitigation status 
/ Direction of 

Travel 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 
Likelihood 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 

Impact 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 
Risk Rating 

Current 
(residual) 
Likelihood 

Current 
(residual) 

Impact 

Current 
(residual) 

Risk Rating 

Target (residual) 
Likelihood 

Target 
(residual) 

Impact 

Target Risk 
Rating 
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← 4 3 12 2 2 4 2 2 4 

Risk CBC/CBH has no working Housing Management System as existing system ceases to 
function before new housing system is fully operational. Type Quality of Service 

Causes 

Software failure; 
User error - deletion of key tables or coding; 
Project Aurora delayed / failed to implement new 
system; 
Hacking. 

Consequence
s 

Operating efficiency severely affected without a reliable housing 
system;  
Prolonged downtime if housing system not supported;  
Increased operating costs;  
Increased risks of poor service delivery and complaints.  

Risk Rating 
Justification 

Quality of Service: Likelihood is reduced greatly through the experience of the Housing System Team, the impact of Capita failing is reduced as 
the implementation of the Northgate system is brought on-line. 

Mitigations / Controls Currently in Place Additional Planned Mitigating Actions 
(and owner) 

Dates for 
Actions Owner Target Outcome (ie effect of actions 

on risk rating) 

Project to replace the Housing Management 
System underway (project Aurora). 

   Reduces Likelihood and 
Impact. 

Current supplier has confirmed that housing 
system can be used after the De-Support 
date, but without any support.   

   Reduces Impact. 

De-support notice extended from 1st Sept to 
1st Nov 2020.       Reduces Likelihood and 

Impact. 
Housing Systems team have experience in 
resolving issues within the system and have 
seldom required Capita assist them. 

      Reduces Impact. 

Access limited to capita look-up tables.  
Trained team members only given access 
(min 6 months). 

      Reduces Likelihood. 

Access to Capita through CBC firewalls to 
prevent hacks, viruses, corruption etc.       Reduces Likelihood. 

Capita data backed up daily on CBC server.       Reduces Impact. 
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Extension to Project Aurora which will allow 
more time to build and test the system.     

Purchase of consultant days from Northgate 
to increase team capacity.     

Responsibility: Head of ICT and Business 
Intelligence Input From: 

Programme & Project 
Manager Aurora 
Housing Systems Business 
Partner 

Date Risk 
Recognised 01.04.19 Date Risk Last 

Reviewed 14.09.20 

          

Risk Number: 261 Strategic Delivery 
Plan: Customer Plan Business 

Objective: 
6. Trusted choice for local housing, 
property and community services. 

Mitigation status 
/ Direction of 

Travel 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 
Likelihood 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 

Impact 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 
Risk Rating 

Current 
(residual) 
Likelihood 

Current 
(residual) 

Impact 

Current 
(residual) 

Risk Rating 

Target (residual) 
Likelihood 

Target 
(residual) 

Impact 

Target Risk 
Rating 

← 5 4 20 2 3 6 2 2 4 

Risk 
Health and Safety risk to customers and public including unintentional breaches of 
legislation / best practice, exposure to hazardous substances, failure to maintain 
housing stock and public buildings to safe standard. 

Type People 

Causes 

Compliance breach; 
Unqualified staff / contractors working on housing stock 
or corporate buildings; 
Lack of H&S training; 
No safe system of work in place (reporting, monitoring, 
inspections, audit). 

Consequence
s 

Death or injury to customers or public;  
Facilities being closed as unsafe;  
HSE investigation / notice / fine 
Legal challenge and financial claim; 
Judgement issued by the Housing Regulator. 

Risk Rating 
Justification 

People: Unmitigated, this risk will certaintly occur.  The likelihood is reduced significantly by having a fully integrated H&S system within every 
work stream and department.  Impact is harder to mitigate but through safety products (by design) and correct signage / information / 
education the seriousnes of injury can be reduced, but not totally. 

Mitigations / Controls Currently in Place Additional Planned Mitigating Actions 
(and owner) 

Dates for 
Actions Owner Target Outcome (ie effect of actions 

on risk rating) 
Staff structure 
 * Qualified H&S Manager 
 * Qualifed staff managing projects and 
properties  

      Reduces Likelihood. 
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Use of H&S software - Assure.  Allows 
electronic reporting and monitoring, task 
manager system, production of management 
data  

      Reduces Likelihood. 

Integrated safe system of work - comply to 
(but not accredited) to BSI 18001 and 9001.  
Management structure in place with named 
duty holders. 

      Reduces Likelihood. 

Insurance - public liability up to £10m       Reduces Impact. 

Internal Audit - independent auditors and 
independent trade body inspections.  
Trained CBH BSI auditors with an internal 
programme in place. 

      Reduces Likelihood. 

Comprehensive H&S training programme 
including toolbox talks, in-house training, 
external training and qualified NEBOSH staff. 

      Reduces Likelihood and 
Impact. 

  
Communicate safety message to 
customers and general public ie. Signage, 
information, education, warnings. 

31.03.21 
Health, Safety, 
Environment & 
CDM Manager  

Reduces Impact. 

  Design and install 'safety by design' 
products. 31.03.21 Head of Repairs & 

Maintenance 
Reduces Likelihood and 
Impact.  

Responsibility: Head of Repairs & 
Maintenance Input From: 

Health, Safety, 
Environment & CDM 
Manager  

Date Risk 
Recognised 01.04.2019 Date Risk Last 

Reviewed 14.09.20 

          

Risk Number: 451 Strategic Delivery 
Plan: People Plan Business 

Objective: 
5. Wellbeing 

Mitigation status 
/ Direction of 

Travel 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 
Likelihood 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 

Impact 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 
Risk Rating 

Current 
(residual) 
Likelihood 

Current 
(residual) 

Impact 

Current 
(residual) 

Risk Rating 

Target (residual) 
Likelihood 

Target 
(residual) 

Impact 

Target Risk 
Rating 

↔ 5 4 20 1 2 2 2 2 4 
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Risk 
Generic H&S risk to all staff including breach or failure to address legislation, lone 
worker risks, abuse/assualt risk from customers or others, accidents in offices or work 
sites / home, exposure to harmful substances or objects, unsafe work places. 

Type People 

Causes 

Compliance breach; 
Not following process or poor data collection and 
sharing; 
Lack of H&S training and no induction; 
No safe system of work in place (reporting, monitoring, 
inspections, audit). 

Consequence
s 

Death or injury to staff  
HSE investigation / notice / fine 
Legal challenge and financial claim; 
Judgement issued by the Housing Regulator. 

Risk Rating 
Justification 

People: Unmitigated, this risk will certaintly occur.  The likelihood is reduced significantly by having a fully integrated H&S system within every 
work stream and department.  Impact is harder to mitigate but through safety products (by design) and correct signage / information / 
education the seriousnes of injury can be reduced, but not totally.  

Mitigations / Controls Currently in Place Additional Planned Mitigating Actions 
(and owner) 

Dates for 
Actions Owner Target Outcome (ie effect of actions 

on risk rating) 
Staff structure 
 * Qualified H&S Manager 
 * Qualifed staff managing projects and 
properties  

      Reduces Likelihood. 

Use of H&S software - Assure.  Allows 
electronic reporting and monitoring, task 
manager system, production of management 
data. 

      Reduces Likelihood. 

Integrated safe system of work - comply to 
(but not accredited) to BSI 18001 and 9001.  
Management structure in place with named 
duty holders. 

      Reduces Likelihood. 

Insurance - public liability up to £10m       Reduces Impact. 

Internal Audit - independent auditors and 
independent trade body inspections.  
Trained CBH BSI auditors with an internal 
programme in place. 

      Reduces Likelihood. 

Comprehensive H&S training programme 
including toolbox talks, in-house training, 
external training and qualified NEBOSH staff. 

      Reduces Likelihood and 
Impact. 
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Lone worker solution in place, annual 
training and updates.       Reduces Likelihood. 
Employment of security at interview 
locations.       

Reduces Likelihood and 
Impact.  

Communicate safety message to staff ie. 
Signage, information, education, warnings.       Reduces Impact. 

Design and install 'safety by design' products.       Reduces Likelihood and 
Impact.  

Responsibility: Head of Repairs & 
Maintenance Input From: 

Health, Safety, 
Environment & CDM 
Manager  

Date Risk 
Recognised 01.04.19 Date Risk Last 

Reviewed 14.09.20 

          

Risk Number: 521 Strategic Delivery 
Plan: VFM and Technology Plan Business 

Objective: 
2. Using Technology to work 
smarter. 

Mitigation status 
/ Direction of 

Travel 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 
Likelihood 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 

Impact 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 
Risk Rating 

Current 
(residual) 
Likelihood 

Current 
(residual) 

Impact 

Current 
(residual) 

Risk Rating 

Target (residual) 
Likelihood 

Target 
(residual) 

Impact 

Target Risk 
Rating 

← 4 3 12 2 3 6 2 2 4 

Risk New technology does not have the necessary capabilities to enable improved 
productivity, lower costs or enhanced services. Type Quality of Service 

Causes 

Incorrect specification; 
Lack of training; 
Procuring sub-standard devices due to budget or poor 
procurement. 

Consequence
s 

No gains from technology in terms of cost saving or improved 
services; 
Failure to meet Plan's KPI of % of staff who feel productivity 
improved through technology. 

Risk Rating 
Justification 

Quality of Service: The likelihood has been greatly reduced by working closely with CBC who purchase the majority of our software systems. The 
impact is difficult to reduce if the equipment is sub-standard to begin with, however training to get the best from devices will help reduce the 
score from serious (3) to significant (2). 

Mitigations / Controls Currently in Place Additional Planned Mitigating Actions 
(and owner) 

Dates for 
Actions Owner Target Outcome (ie effect of actions 

on risk rating) 

CBH Strategic delivery plan in line with CBC 
strategic ICT priorities.       Reduces Likelihood. 
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Project Aurora being monitored by its own 
project board.  Replacement housing system 
is identified as the major IT contributer to 
performance improvement and efficiency. 
Training and device specification within 
project scope. 

      Reduces Likelihood and 
Impact. 

IT Strategy group meet monthly to prioritise 
and approve IT investment and 
developments.  CBC/CBH ICT Liaison meeting 
monthly to review and discuss current and 
new systems. 

      Reduces Likelihood and 
Impact. 

Dedicated SharePoint Officer to build site 
and ensure efficient ways of working.       Reduces Likelihood. 

IT Helpdesk to provide quick resolution to 
individual IT issues.       Reduces Impact. 

Establish costed device renewal plan based 
on user requirements.    Reduces Likelihood. 

Establish a costed mobile renewal plan based 
on user requirements.    Reduces Likelihood. 

  Systems and device training targeted at 
every level of user capability. 31.03.2021 Head of ICT and 

Business Intelligence Reduces Impact. 

 Establish an annual budget for the renewal 
of devices and mobiles to ensure cyclical, 
modern upgrades with the necessary 
specifications. 

   Reduces Impact. 

Responsibility: Head of ICT and Business 
Intelligence Input From: Head of Finance 

IT and Support Manager 
Date Risk 
Recognised 01.04.2019 Date Risk Last 

Reviewed 14.09.20 

          

Risk Number: 542 Strategic Delivery 
Plan: VFM and Technology Plan Business 

Objective: 
Directing resources to where they are 
needed most. 
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Mitigation status 
/ Direction of 

Travel 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 
Likelihood 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 

Impact 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 
Risk Rating 

Current 
(residual) 
Likelihood 

Current 
(residual) 

Impact 

Current 
(residual) 

Risk Rating 

Target (residual) 
Likelihood 

Target 
(residual) 

Impact 

Target Risk 
Rating 

↙← 4 3 12 3 3 9 3 1 3 

Risk Poor budget management or unavoidable/difficult to manage cost pressures require 
resources to be diverted from areas of need. Type Financial 

Causes 

Lack of budget management training for budget holders; 
Additional spend actioned prior to correct sign-off / 
authorisation; 
External event / decision increases demand on service. 

Consequence
s 

Resources cannot be focused on areas of need as they have been 
consumed elsewhere; 
CBH makes a deficit. 

Risk Rating 
Justification 

Financial: The finance team are going through significant changes and we are awaiting a electronic finance system to be implemented.  As lots of 
processes and monitoring is manual the probability (score of 4 - Likely - once a year) cannot be reduced. The impact (score 3 - Serious - £20-
£50k) cannot be reduced without electronic authorisations / barriers. 

Mitigations / Controls Currently in Place Additional Planned Mitigating Actions 
(and owner) 

Dates for 
Actions Owner Target Outcome (ie effect of actions 

on risk rating) 

CMT and F&A review of financial monitoring 
reports and forecast outturn monthly. 

Electronic monitoring (implementation of 
ABS - MyBudget) of budgets allowing 
budget holders to be notified immediately 
of status.  

01-Nov-20 Head of Finance Reduce Likelihood and Impact. 

Control process for pay costs.       

All additional pay costs require 
a form authorised by DMT, CEO 
and input from finance.  
Reduces Likelihood and impact. 

Update Risk Management Policy and 
Strategy, 
introduce a risk management framework. 
Board to set risk appetite. 

Risk Management training for CMT and 
Board Members. 31.07.20 

Director of 
Business 
Improvement 

Reduces impact. 

Finance meeting with budget holders. Introduction of finance business partners. 31.03.21 Head of Finance Reduces Likelihood. 

Level of reserves allows CBH to absorb in 
year deficit without requiring emergency 
funding from CBC. 

Introduce a Treasury Management policy. Oct 2020 Head of Finance Reduces Likelihood. 
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Use of government grant for C-19 additional 
costs; 
Move to critical services in order to meet 
demand. 

   Reduces Likelihood and impact. 

Responsibility: Director of Business 
Improvement Input From: Head of Finance Date Risk 

Recognised 01.08.2019 Date Risk Last 
Reviewed 14.09.20 

          

Risk Number: 611 Strategic Delivery 
Plan: Leadership Plan Business 

Objective: 
1. To develop high quality leadership 
and management. 

Mitigation status 
/ Direction of 

Travel 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 
Likelihood 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 

Impact 

Unmitigated 
(inherent) 
Risk Rating 

Current 
(residual) 
Likelihood 

Current 
(residual) 

Impact 

Current 
(residual) 

Risk Rating 

Target (residual) 
Likelihood 

Target 
(residual) 

Impact 

Target Risk 
Rating 

↔ 4 4 16 1 3 3 1 3 3 
Risk That the Management Agreement with CBC is not extended beyond 2023. Type Reputational 

Causes 

Lack of trust in CBH management (by CBC); 
CBH move away from the strategic priorities of CBC; 
CBH service delivery failure; 
CBH receive judgement from the Housing regulator for 
breach of Home Standard. 

Consequence
s 

Closure of CBH; 
Staff disruption and job losses; 
Tenants receive poor quality of service. 

Risk Rating 
Justification 

Reputational: Difficult to assign one risk type to a risk where the worst outcome is the closure of the company.  The likelihood is easier to reduce 
than mitigating the impact of the decision being made, the only reduction possible in impact is to limit the disruption to Tenants. 

Mitigations / Controls Currently in Place Additional Planned Mitigating Actions 
(and owner) 

Dates for 
Actions Owner Target Outcome (ie effect of actions 

on risk rating) 
Self-assessment report written and 
presented to CBC.       Reduces Likelihood. 

Maintain good relationships with CBC from 
Portfolio Holder, to CEO, SMT and Client 
Team. 

      Reduces Likelihood. 

Meet the targets set in the MTDP and ensure 
successes are communicated to 
stakeholders. 

      Reduces Likelihood and 
Impact. 

Listen to our Residents and share our 
successes to ensure any future Tenant vote is 
made with all information to hand. 

      Reduces Likelihood. 
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Learn from other ALMO's who have 
succeeded in extending their Management 
Agreements. 

      Reduces Likelihood. 

Ensure complaints are minimised but when 
they occur, put the Customer first and 
address the issue fairly and in a timely 
manner.  Share Case studies with CMT and 
Line Managers. 

   Reduces Likelihood. 

Responsibility: Chief Executive Input From: Corporate Management 
Team 

Date Risk 
Recognised 01.04.2019 Date Risk Last 

Reviewed 14.09.20 

 
 
 



 
 



 

RESIDENT PANEL CHAIRS REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD   
 

Recommendations 
The Board is asked to: 
 

1) NOTE the highlights of matters discussed at the Residents Panel on the 14th September 
2020  

2) NOTE the minutes of the meeting at appendix A 
 
Executive summary 
 

This report separates the work of the Residents Panel into a stand-alone report. This 
report highlights the matters discussed at the Residents Panel on the 14th September 
2020. 

 
1. Headlines from the Residents Panel 14th September 2020 

 
• The meeting was attended by Michael Campbell, Paula Goddard and an invited panel of 5 

other CBH residents.   

• The panel meeting was promoted through Social media and contact with residents who 
expressed an interest in the topics and took place via Zoom 

• This was a beneficial meeting as it provided the panel with an overview of the Lettings 
Service and the Financial Inclusion Team.  

• Feedback was provided by the panel as to the tone and content of the tenant e-newsletter 

• Various questions were raised by the panel to which CBH staff attending the meeting were 
able to answer and assist further if required 

 

Recommendations 

The Board is asked to: 
 

1) NOTE the highlights of matters discussed at the Residents Panel on the 
14th September September 2020 

2) NOTE the minutes of the meeting at appendix A 
 
 



 
Minutes of the Residents Panel 
 
Held at 6pm on Monday 14th September 2020 
Via Zoom 
 
Michael Campbell - Chair Emily Lemmon - CBH 
Paula Goddard – Vice Chair Jo Paget - CBH 
Karen Loweman - CBH Alison Milgate - Resident 
Mark Healey - CBH Ray Sharp - Resident 
Karen Williams - CBH Colin Nottingham– Resident 
Richard Dowling - CBH Cathryn Bower - Leaseholder 
Jigna Marzell - CBH Lisa Loganmoice – Resident 

 
 

1. 
 
1.1 
 

Welcome and Apologies 
 
The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting and no apologies were received 
 

2. 
 
2.1 

Minutes of the last meeting  
 
A summary of the minutes from the last meeting were provided by Mark Healey and 
there were no actions outstanding 
 

3. Lettings Team Presentation 
 
EL introduced a presentation to the Panel which detailed an overview of the 
service.  
 
Headlines of the presentation were: 
 

1. The Lettings Team was made up of a Manager, 6 Lettings Officers and 1 
Lettings Administrator 

2. CBH manage 5876 properties 
3. Workstreams within the team were: 

• Lettings 
• New Builds 
• Buy Backs 
• Tenancy References 
• Direct Lets 
• Garage Management 
• Transfer Incentive Scheme 
 

Questions and comments from the panel: 
 
RS advised that he wanted to start by saying thank you to the team as his move 
2 years ago was perfect.  
 
He advised that he lived in sheltered housing and when tenants left the scheme 
this was normally because they had passed away therefore the family is then left 
to move their belongings out. He advised that he had heard concerns around the 
short timeframe that was open to families to do this amongst funeral planning and 



 
other commitments when someone has passed away. He asked if Emily could 
explain what the process was when it came to this and if extra time could be 
given to these families. 
 
EL advised that there was 4-week notice period at this time, but individual 
circumstances were taken into account and that Covid had had an impact on this 
process also. She also advised that the team were aware that this was a difficult 
time for families and the lettings administrator would liaise with the family to 
stress there was no pressure on them and to aid them in every way possible.  
 
CN advised that he had been experiencing issues with the gateway website and 
had been unable to access, he also raised a question with regards to housing 
priority criteria and his servicemen history as he felt this had not been taken into 
account. EL advised that she would contact CN the following day to discuss in 
further details his questions and assist him.  
 
 
 

4. Financial Inclusion Team  
 
RD introduced a presentation to the Panel which detailed an overview of the 
service.  
 
Headlines of the presentation were: 
 

1. The Team were made up of: 
 Financial Inclusion Officer - Financial advice, welfare reform, under 
occupation, benefit cap, DHPs, digital inclusion, partner work 
Housing Benefit Liaison Officer - Processing HB and LCTS, UC Landlord 
Portal 
Welfare Rights Officer - Applications and appeals, training, benefit advice 

2. The FIT’s Partnership working with key companies such as DWP and 
Citizens Advice 

3. The FIT’s team 19/20 performance headlines: 
Housing Benefit - 780 x new claims, 1118 x change of circumstances 
Housing Benefit overlap awards - £22,147 
Discretionary Housing Payment awards - £111,458, 180 tenants helped 
Year-end under occupation - 225 cases 
Year- end Benefit Cap - 31 cases 
Welfare Rights - 118 cases opened, £253,069 (per annum) awarded 
 

JM added to the presentation by providing two case studies of residents that had 
been assisted by the team.  
 
 
 

5. Any other business 
 
MH asked the panel for Feedback on content and tone of the Tenant E Newsletter 
that had recently been introduced and sent to residents.  
 
AM advised that she advised that she would like a relaxed and informative 
approach taken so that residents could digest the content with ease.  



 
 
CB advised that she like to see information targeted at Leaseholders as well as 
tenants in the content.  
 
AM raised a query about kitchens. She advised that it was another 5 years until the 
kitchens were due for refurbishment but yet people’s kitchens were falling apart. 
She felt that better quality goods needed to be sourced and a neutral coloured 
kitchen so if items needed to be replaced, they could be matched.  
 
RD advised that asset management would be coming to a future resident’s panel so 
this question could be raised to them in advance of the panel and they could 
provide the panel with an explanation as to how they go about their kitchen 
programme management.  
 
LL asked if there was any budget available for fencing as where she lived the 
fencing was very unsecure and she did not feel safe in the back of her house.  
RD advised this budget was held by the responsive repairs team and this money 
was spent according to the fencing policy. He explained that this policy stated 
where CBH would erect fencing and where they wouldn’t. He said it was highly 
unlikely that close board fencing would be put up between people’s gardens unless 
there were exceptional circumstances, but where it was adjacent to a public 
footpath this could be considered.  
LL advised that she had a public footpath right behind her property.  
RD advised LL to contact the maintenance team and ask for the repairs supervisor 
to come out and inspect.  
 
MC advised the panel that the application deadline date for the Resident Board 
Member recruitment had been extended until Friday 18th September.  
 
MC advised that the next Residents Panel would take place on the 1st October 
which would cover Adaptations, Health and Safety and Community Caretakers. 
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